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PREFACE
One of the main missions of the Abdus Salam International Centre for
Theoretical Physics in Trieste, Italy, founded in 1964 by Abdus Salam, is to
foster the growth of advanced studies and research in developing countries.
To this aim, the Centre organizes a large number of schools and workshops
in a great variety of physical and mathematical disciplines.
Since unpublished material presented at the meetings might prove of
great interest also to scientists who did not take part in the schools the Centre
has decided to make it available through a new publication titled ICTP
Lecture Note Series. It is hoped that this formally structured pedagogical
material in advanced topics will be helpful to young students and researchers,
in particular to those working under less favourable conditions.
The Centre is grateful to all lecturers and editors who kindly authorize
the ICTP to publish their notes as a contribution to the series.
Since the initiative is new, comments and suggestions are most welcome
and greatly appreciated. Information can be obtained from the Publications Section or by e-mail to " p u b _ o f f @ i c t p . t r i e s t e . i t " . The series is
published in house and also made available on-line via the ICTP web site:
"http://www.ictp.trieste.it".
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Introduction
These lectures throw a spotlight on different aspects of the evolution of
telecommunications networks, namely on the various facets of service and network
convergence. The last years progress in data and telecommunications technologies,
such as IP-based networks, and the enormous potential of mobile communication
systems and users' demands for comprehensive and network-independent have led to
a convergence of data and telecommunications infrastructures in many aspects.
hi order to help the reader to an easier understanding of the phenomenon
convergence, in the first two parts of this volume the evolution of the basic
technologies is described one by one. This is done briefly and is focused on the
principle topics, just to build a basis for the third part devoted to problems of
convergence in telecommunications.
These notes are addressed to those readers, who in a quick overview want to be
informed on the future service and network landscape. The notes are equally suited
for professionals with the desire to extend their horizon as well as for students
looking for an introduction into telecommunications under more general aspects.
The authors clearly understand the difficulties in writing a book devoted to the
evolution in telecommunications. Today, telecom landscape varies at very high speed.
Every few months new network technologies, new products and new services are
developed. Attempts to present them in time can be accessible only for magazine
publications or contributions to conferences. Therefore, in a number of areas, such as
Voice over IP and new switching technologies not much more than the starting point
of new paradigms is described. However, the content is up-to-date to a degree, that
the phenomenon convergence can be fully understood.
Partially, these notes are based on a number of lecture courses that were delivered
during recent ICTP winter schools devoted to multimedia and digital
communications, hi order to secure full authenticity, a couple of experts have given
their support to Section 3 (Convergence) of this volume. They were Jens Voigt (IP
networks), Wolfgang Fleig (customer premises and corporate networks), Werner
Kerschbaumer and Helmut Becker (fixed/mobile convergence), Helmut Muller
(computer-telephony integration) and Tilman Durbeck (terminals). All of them are
affiliated to Siemens AG, Munich. Their contributions are highly appreciated.
We would especially like to thank Gerhard Arndt, Wolfgang Hub, Benno
Goldberg (also Siemens AG, Munich), Igor Sosnovsky (Siemens, St. Petersburg) and
Oleg Vorobiev (St. Petersburg State University of Telecommunications) for their help
in the coordination of German and Russian collaborative work.
Munich/St. Petersburg
2002
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1

Global Trends and Underlying Motive Forces Determining the
Progress of the World Telecommunications Sector

It is a recognized fact that nowadays telecommunications are undergoing intensive
development and great changes are taking place both at macro and micro levels.
Among the global changes at the macro level the formation of a new legislative and
regulating environment should be mentioned first. The second global process taking
place at the macro level is the evolution of networks, services and terminal
equipment, determined on one hand, by the progress in the key technologies, and on
the other - by the new requirements and the growing customer expectations, hi this
section we will give a detailed description of the underlying evolution processes
(megatrends) characterizing the telecommunications industry and determine the key
factors influencing the nature of these processes.
1.1. Evolution of Legislation and Regulations in Telecommunications Transition from Monopolies to Competition Environment
Formation of the new regulating and legislating environment is determined by the
development of liberalization, deregulation and globalization processes in
telecommunications. Liberalization is the key factor, which has a great influence on
world telecommunications and represents the weakening or total rejection of state
control over all types of economic activities and commercial parameters.
The processes of liberalization and deregulation in telecommunications in the
second half of the nineties determined the transition from a monopoly market
structure to a competitive environment and resulted in tectonic shifts in the
telecommunications industry.
After-effects of liberalization manifest themselves not only in telecommunications, but also in the world economy on the whole. The results of the
introduction of the new regulation in telecommunications based on liberalization of
world markets can be compared to the consequences of the Berlin wall fall.
On February 15, 1997, after 11 years of detailed discussions, the agreement
designed by the World Trade Organization (WTO) was adopted and it affected the
structure of the telecommunications sector worldwide. The WTO agreement, which
permitted the global application of liberalization in the world telecommunications
sector, became one of the most important world events.
This agreement gives way to a wide liberalization of the world telecommunications market and opens ways for competition in many countries. The
support rendered to the agreement by more than 70 national Governments means that
the struggle for users has begun among the operators not only nationwide, but allows
the operators to extend their activities beyond their national borders.
The WTO Agreement caused changes on the world's telecommunications
markets. The telecommunications map of Europe, where the majority of markets were
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opened for competition at the beginning of 1998, has already undergone drastic
changes and changes are still taking place.
Ten years ago the majority of telecommunications companies were under strong
state control. Nowadays the process of liberalization has begun practically in all
countries throughout the world and telecommunications markets are open for
competition and foreign investments. Due to this process national Communications
Administrations (Ministries of Communications, PTT, etc.) can attract foreign
partners to the development of telecommunications infrastructure, providing
telecommunications services for the whole population of the country.
The liberalization of markets in 1998 resulted in an unprecedented number of
alliances and privatization of state companies. So, a significant share of national
telecommunications companies of Switzerland (Swisscom) and France (France
Telecom) were sold. During this period a number of national telecommunications
companies in West Europe and a great number of companies in East Europe were
privatized. Analogue processes have taken place in the rest of the telecommunications
market, in every continent, bringing benefits to all participants of the
telecommunications scenario - to Governments, to operators, to manufactures of the
equipment and, what is most important - to the users.
For many years, starting with the first networks the communication services were
traditionally rendered in all countries by the operators-monopolists, which either
belonged to the state or were closely connected with the Governments of their
countries. The situation has changed considerably during the last years.
Some years ago telecommunications markets opened for competition were
considered as a unique phenomenon, but at the end of the century, the liberalized
telecommunications sector has practically become a standard model in a great number
of countries. The majority of those countries that still preserve the monopolistic
structure of telecommunications markets announced that they plan to open a
considerable share of their markets for competition and foreign presence in the
nearest future. It is important to emphasize that closed markets and monopoly of the
state for the telecommunications were destroyed practically without any war and the
governments of many countries supported this process.
Liberalization of the world telecommunications market will lead to the
appearance of a greater number of market participants, services, technological
innovations, which will support and accelerate transition from the industrial society,
based on the application of mechanisms facilitating physical labour, to the
information society based on the application of systems intensifying the mental
activity of a person.
Liberalization of the market is caused by a number of processes in engineering,
economics and social life of the world community. To determine the motive forces
leading to a wider liberalization is a complicated task. However, progress in
technologies should undoubtedly be considered as one of the most important factors.
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The growing productivity of microprocessors, emergence of powerful digital
signal processors, progress in fiber optic communications systems, highly effective
methods of compression and transportation of information are only a small part of the
list of technological innovations resulting in the speeding up of the development of
telecommunications networks, to the emergence of networks with very high
bandwidth, to a variety of services and to the decrease of communications services
costs.
Globalization is the second key factor, which is responsible for quick changes in
the telecom field. This term, which has become very popular in recent years, is more
difficult to define than liberalization. Nevertheless, the essence of globalization can
be explained easily enough - different forms of activities, which were previously
carried out at local or regional levels are presently being carried out at a continental
and world scale.
International trade, international telecommunications and international financial
activities are the motive forces of globalization. During the last 10 years these trends
were characterized by a very speedy growth as compared to other forms of business
activities.
The influence of globalization process is observed, nowadays, not only in the
sphere of global economics. As far as telecommunications is concerned, the main
evidence of globalization is the decreasing role of national borders when
communications services are provided, and it is this statement, which is included in
WTO Agreement.
As in the case of liberalization, technological progress is one of the motive forces
of globalization. Globalization is supported by new communication technologies. The
Internet development is one of the main examples. The process of globalization is
strongly influenced by the development of cellular communications systems, which
are changing the standard ways of work and leisure of people. A report of the British
Telecom (1998) predicts that in 2010 about 40% of organizations will be "virtual
organizations", i.e. organizations where people will do their job at home and will
rarely go to their offices.
1.2.

Evolution of Networks and Services and the Role of the Key Technologies

1.2.1. Motive Forces Shaping Evolutionary Processes in Telecommunications
Considering the three basic elements of the telecommunications - networks, services
and terminal equipment, let us discuss the motive forces, determining the evolution of
these components and the basic tendencies, which fully characterize the process of
technological evolution of the telecommunications sector.
The achievements in the following key areas are the most important motive forces
in the evolution of networks and services in telecommunications:
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•
•
•

microelectronics;
photonic technologies;
software.

A. Moor's Law
It is a recognized fact that the change of productivity and cost of systems and devices
on integrated circuits in the past 30 years agree with the well known Moore's Law. In
1964 Gordon Moore, one of the founders of the Intel corporation, formulated the
following technological principle: the power of integrated circuits (in MIPS millions instructions per second) will double every 18 months with cost decreased by
50%, and this regularity will remain for several decades. The change of chip's
computing power (in MIPS) according to Moore's Law is illustrated in Fig. 1.1.

Years
Fig.l.l. The change of chip's computing power (in MIPS) according to Moore's Law
(MIPS - million instructions per second)

Thus, two factors are considered as the key motive forces: the increase in
computer performance and the reduction of the devices' cost. This makes it much
easier to use computer technology as a telecommunications platform. Wide
application of computers has become one of the leading factors, influencing the
parameters of communications systems and determining the growth of transmission
and switching systems capacity and availability of a greater range of services with a
decrease in cost.
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These tendencies are expected to be preserved during the first quarter of the next
century. Among other consequences of Moore's Law should be mentioned the
decrease of the power consumption and further miniaturization of semiconductor
devices. With the continuous growth of the number of transistors per chip one can
expect emergence of terminal devices (PC, mobile phones, etc.) in the form of single
chips in the nearest future. Complementing this is the drive to improve battery
technology.
However, the progress in network technologies in the future is related not only to
the development of microelectronics but also to achievements in fiber optic
technologies and progress in software systems.
B. Photonic Technologies
The implementation of fiber optic systems in communications networks [31] began in
the mid seventies. The main tendencies of fiber optic transmission systems
development during the last 25 years, are determined by:
•
•
•
•

the transition from multimode to single mode fiber;
wavelength changing of the applied spectral windows with A=0,85 mkm to
1=1,33/1,55 mkm;
the decrease of attenuation in the fiber from figures of several dozens of
dB/kmtoO,2dB/km;
the reduction cost.

A relatively fast advancement to a market of fiber optic transmission systems
with considerably greater bandwidth capacity, as compared to the systems on
conventional metallic cables, resulted in a myth that the substitution of metallic
cables by fiber optic cables will allow to solve the problems connected with required
network capacity. However, the development of new applications and services,
related to generation, transportation and processing of huge volumes of traffic in
recent years resulted in the situation, when the problem of bandwidth shortage both in
transport and access networks became very important.
The necessity of rapid growth of network capacity is due, firstly, to boom the
growth of traffic, especially data. The great growth of traffic in communications
networks is determined by a number of factors, among which the following should be
mentioned:
•
•
•

accelerated development of the Internet;
commercial applications of graphic and video information exchange;
the growth of worldwide business, which leads to the growth of worldwide
traffic.
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The most impressive results in the growth of network capacity were achieved in
transport networks, where the application of fiber optic cables and SDH systems
allowed to achieve the transmission speed up to 10 Gbit/s at the beginning of the
nineties. Nevertheless, transition to higher bit rates on the basis of SDH technology is
limited by certain physical phenomena in fiber. Further growth of transport network
capacity has become possible with the application of DWDM technology based on the
principle of wavelength multiplexing of channels and allowing to achieve bit rates of
several hundreds of Gbit/s and several Tbit/s.
New technologies provide nowadays for practically an exponential growth of
network capacity, increasing substantially network capabilities and reducing cost of
information transmission. However, it should be mentioned, that comparable
achievements in the increase of frequency bandwidth and reduction of cost in
communications networks are not so evident as in microelectronics. It is not evident
in many cases whether this is related to the real cost of certain communications
technology or is due to the corresponding pricing strategy of the key participants of
the telecommunications scenario.
Along with this, both vendors and operators believe that application of highspeed technologies in core networks can result, practically, in zero cost of one bit
transmission. Capabilities of new technologies and competition produce such a strong
influence on information transportation costs, that possibilities of building the socalled "flattened networks", whose tariffs do not depend on the distance are widely
discussed at present days.
C. Development of the Software
Development of software products and services based on the application of open
standards [27] provides for wide interoperability possibilities and high competition
level, which leads to less expensive telecommunications products and services with
higher quality.
Nowadays the software cost is as high as 75-80% of products' cost. The main
trends in the software developments are the creation of new programming systems,
which allow to reduce the costs of software elaboration and to provide easy
application and high functionality of hardware/software means.
1.2.2. Underlying Technological Trends in Telecommunications
The underlying (global) tendencies, which can be viewed as key factors, determining
the forms and contents of telecommunications in the future are the following:
•
•

all penetrating digitalization;
growth of the Internet and related transition from the circuit switching
networks to packet switching connectionless-oriented networks;
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growth of mobile communications;
convergence of networks processes and services.

Global trends and changes in the telecommunications are represented in Fig. 1.2.
Some estimates of possible number of fixed, mobile and Internet users are presented
in Fig. 1.3.
1.2.2.1. Digitalization
Digitalization of an information, information processing tools and transport systems
are the most powerful factors of progress in telecommunications [20]. Transition
from analogue to digital format, which started in the sixties, makes it easier to
accomplish processing, accumulation and transportation of information. Networks
were traditionally designed and built for certain types of traffic such as voice, data,
text, or video. Digital networks can be regarded as general-purpose networks
providing transportation of any type of traffic. Theoretically, digital networks are able
to transfer all types of information thus breaking traditions when voice traffic was
transferred only in telephone networks and video traffic - in CATV or TV networks.
CONVERGENCE
TODAY

Packet switching

Mobile networks

TOMORROW
Connectionlessoriented networks

Packet switching

Cormectionl essoriented networks

Telephony

Connectionoriented netwdrks
Circuit switching

Circuit switching

Fig. 1.2. Global trends and changes in the modern telecommunications

Fixed networks
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Source: Ericsson, 1999
Fig.1.3. Forecast of a subscribers' number in telephone fixed and mobile networks
and in Internet.
Communications networks nowadays and in the future are becoming more and
more digitized and this process results in the convergence between
telecommunications and other closely related areas working with contents, such as
computing, tele and r adio br oadcasting, publishing etc. All-penetrating computing
means that chips will be used everywhere. Networks will be used not only for the
transfer of information but also for applications handling.
1.2.2.2. Mobile Communications
It is obvious that mobile communication [22, 38] is one of the most powerful motive
forces in telecommunications industry. The influence of mobile phones operators on
telecommunications infrastructure is growing with the increase of users, hi some
countries cellular phone networks capacity has already exceeded the corresponding
number in fixed networks.
Finland was the first country in the world where the density of cellular phone
users exceeded 50% (1998). In 1997 a Japanese operator NNT DoCoMo had become
the first cellular phone operator with more than 20 million users. The number of users
in DGT networks, Chine, and TI M, I taly at the end of 1998 had approached the
number of 15 million. Finally, more than 20 cellular networks in the world have more
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than 4 million users each. Mobile communications is regarded today as an important
motive force in the developing regions of the world, where it can become an
important alternative to fixed telephone networks. The prediction of mobile
penetration is presented in Fig. 1.4.
% %

□ Internet
■ MoMe

O

f

£

W

-a

t

§
Source: ARC Group, 1999

Fig. 1.4. Forecast of Internet and mobile subscribers' penetration in 2004 (OC - other countries)

Constant growing mobility will be maintained by mobile systems of the third
generation and by global satellite networks of mobile communications, which are
expected to be developed on a large scale at the beginning of the next millennium.
The third generation of mobile communications [22], which is being developed
presently in the frame of EVIT-2000 and UMTS projects, will operate in all continents
and will provide the users with all possibilities of broadband services. Bandwidth
growth, which is a typical characteristic in fixed networks, will be a necessary
condition for the development of mobile and satellite communications systems in the
nearest future.
Mobile revolution is more than a mobile phone only. The wide application of
mobile systems and mobile services used, in the first turn, for data transmission will
result in the development of such new forms of activities as telecomuting or work at
home with the aid of communications means, work during trips, etc. Mobility concept
will play the key role in eliminating borders between home and office.
Mobility concept is closely related to the personal communications concept. As
mobility and personal communications is developing, the telephone number will be
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correlated with an individual user rather than with a geographical point or physical
address. Digitalization will accelerate the advancement of personal communications
mobility ideas. In this case the network will maintain intellectual properties providing
the possibility to determine the position of an individual user. After the introduction
of GMPCS (General Mobile Personal Communications System) - satellite systems of
personal mobile communications, the aim of providing communications in any point
at any time will be achieved.
1.2.2.3. Growth of the Internet
The growth of Internet networks' users is an example of the most rapid adoption of
the technology by a great number of consumers as compared to other information
technologies. The number of radio users had reached 50 mm 38 years after it had
been invented; PC have become available to 50 mln of users 16 years after they had
been invented. By the contrast with these most successful information technologies
the number of Internet users has reached 50 mln only 4 years after the Internet
networks had become actually public networks. The Internet growth leads to a
cardinal increase of requirements to transport networks and access networks capacity.
The growth of the Internet (some predictions are presented in Figs. 1.3 and 1.4)
and the related growth of data traffic cause a bias in communication networks from
technologies based on channels switching towards technologies based on packet
switching. It should be noted that this is influenced not only by the Internet, but also
by the growing application of high-speed LANs and global networks for data
processing where the technology of packet switching is also used.
Packet switching [21], which was first used at the end of the 60ies for data
transmission in the form of blocks with varying lengths, is more widely applied now
for other types of traffic. Problems related to the provision of the required quality of
service with packet transmission of voice and video in interactive applications and
which seemed unattainable in the beginning of the nineties are now being
successfully solved due to the application of systems with high capacity and a
development of new mechanisms developed on the base of Internet protocols. The
most vivid example is the IP-telephony. As a result, wide application of packet
switching networks for transmission of the growing traffic leads to a reduction of a
role of public telephone switched networks and provides mass access to inexpensive
telecommunication services.
1.2.2.4. Convergence of Networks, Processes and Services
hi recent years the term Convergence often used in describing evolution processes in
different areas had become a widely used term in telecommunications. In December
1997 in the Green Paper of the European Commission the term "Convergence" was
defined as a possibility of various networks platforms to provide practically the same
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set of services or unification of user's devices, such as telephone, PC and TV set in
the form of a single terminal.
As a rule, three aspects of convergence are considered in telecommunications convergence of service, convergence of processes and convergence of networks.
Convergence of services provides new enlarged functional means for the users.
Convergence of processes allows providers of services to work with the devices from
different manufacturers and with different technologies, to often-new cost effective
services. Finally, convergence of networks means convergence of technologies,
providing the possibility to converge different network services.
As a result of these structural changes in telecommunications differences between
public and corporate networks, data networks and voice networks, fixed and mobile
networks are disappearing. Voice traffic through IP networks gives wide possibilities
for the users ready for lower quality at lower cost. Besides, IP telephony will allow
corporate users to lower costs for communication when Internet networks is used as
the basis transport media for all types of information.
A detailed description of the different aspects of the convergence is given in
Section 3 of this volume.
1.2.3. Growth of Sizes and Changes in Traffic Structure
For many years the main payload in public networks has been defined by narrowband
voice traffic, formed in fixed networks and mobile networks of first and second
generations. For the future, a long-term traffic growth in public telephone networks
(PSTN) is expected. Growth rate is expected to be 7-10% annually and is determined
by a number of factors - a growth of fixed telephone networks capacity, an expansion
of on-line services and more tough competition among PSTN operators.
Taking into consideration the total volume of telephone traffic, the capacity of the
backbone networks for the servicing of long distance voice traffic is characterized
nowadays by the values of the order of 103 Gbit/s (Fig. 1.5). Graphs in Fig. 1.5 show
the changes in international voice traffic volume, total voice traffic and data traffic
during the period of 1997-2000 and prospective values of this type of traffic for the
following decade (in terms of the backbone network capacity needed for its
maintenance).
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Fig. 1.5. Forecast of the global voice/data traffic's growth

Voice traffic has been a dominating type of traffic in telecommunications
networks recently. Data traffic during seventies/eighties had only a small share of the
total network traffic. This traffic was mainly formed in E-mail systems and relatively
low speed local networks. Quite recently - at the end of the eighties, many experts
believed that in the visible future the volume of data traffic would amount to only
several %% of the total network traffic. Only in the mid nineties data traffic started to
increase rapidly. One of the main factors of this growth is the explosive development
of the Internet and the applications related to multimedia traffic transportation.
According to the estimates made by a number of companies investigating traffic
growth in telecommunications networks the total volume of data traffic nowadays is
increasing annually at 200% (pessimistic estimates) or at 300% (optimistic estimates).
According to the same estimation data traffic volume in 2000 reached the same
amount as total voice traffic volume. The significant contribution in data traffic is
defined (and this trend will keep on) by traffic formed in the applications based on the
Internet technology, mainly in WWW applications, where multimedia traffic is
becoming a dominating one. The exchange of graphic and video information is
becoming increasingly important in commercial applications. Fig. 1.5 shows the
annual growth of the world data traffic (reduced to the core network capacity). Some
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estimations regarding possible changes of WWW applications' traffic are presented
in Fig. 3.8 (Convergence, section 3.2.4).
The Internet traffic is comparable nowadays with voice traffic but its annual
growth is around 200-300% and the number of Internet users is increasing by more
than 50% annually, hi addition, corporate data traffic in large scale and global
networks is growing by 45% annually. After 2002 90% of core network capacity will
be used for IP traffic.
Changes in the traffic nature have a significant influence on the network
structure. One of the main peculiarities of the voice traffic is its sensitivity to delays.
It is known that the maximum allowed voice delay does not exceed 250 ms, and
norms for the end-to-end network delay of voice signal are within 150-180ms.
Sensitivity of the voice traffic even to rather small delays determined circuit
switching as the only possible switching method in traditional telephone networks.
Data traffic is less sensitive to delays even in those cases, when data transmission
is carried out in real time mode. Allowable delays of computer information are within
a very wide range from a few seconds to hundreds of minutes, which determines the
possibility of packet switching as the main switching mode in data transmission
networks. Taking into account existing tendencies in traffic structure we can expect a
wide application of packet switching as main mode in future networks.
The explosive growth of traffic during the last several years determines another
underlying trend in modern networks - a transition from classical low-speed
narrowband networks (bit rates up to 2 Mbit/s) to broadband data networks with high
capacity. The detailed analysis of international and national information flows shows,
that some continental backbone networks in Europe and the USA will have capacities
up to 5 Tbit/s, whereas the capacity of a number of regional national networks
(France, Germany) will reach 1-2 Tbit/s.
STM-64 equipment and Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM) systems
with hundreds of multiplexed wavelengths will be used as transmission systems in
backbone networks. The bit rate 1 Tbit/s is expected to be attained in the nearest
future, which will allow to satisfy the highest requirements in transmission systems'
capacity. The network node capacity will grow from 10-40 Gbit/s (nowadays) to 0,52 Tbit/s in 2003.
1.2.4. Growth of the Number of Services and Applications
Evolution of network technologies is followed by the exponential growth of
telecommunication services. Until recently the main services were related to voice
applications, however, nowadays and in the future the role of multimedia interactive
services is sure to grow, which will result in eliminating the differences between
information and telecommunications technologies.
Global trends typical for current and future networks, services and applications
result in changes of basic concept which had been dominating in telecommunications
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industry for many years. Let us point out the mainstream technological shifts, which
accompanied the evolution process:
•
•
•
•

from
from
from
from

telephones, PC's and TV sets - to multimedia terminals;
dedicated networks - to open and interactive networks;
dedicated services - to universal applications;
voice traffic to data and multimedia applications.

The base for successful growth of multimedia interactive services is an adequate
bandwidth in access networks and core networks provided by new high technology
products. The growth of bandwidth typical nowadays for fixed networks will be a
necessary condition for the development of mobile and satellite communications
networks.
Changes in the structure of services and applications will influence the
development of networks and technologies. Voice traffic will be transported mainly
by conventional public telephone networks and narrowband ISDN. However, for a
certain part of voice traffic IP and ATM technologies will be used. Fax messages will
be mainly transported in packet switching networks, including the Internet. Partially,
E-mail will be a substitute for fax messages. Switching nodes of telephone networks
including local exchanges will serve as access nodes to IP services, with the use of
twisted pairs in local loops to connect subscribers.
Mobile services are rapidly growing. In the nearest future they will maintain
mostly voice traffic. At the same time applications related to data transmission in
mobile networks will develop quickly during next years (see Fig. 1.6).
Broadcasting services (TV, radio broadcasting) will be based on broadband
networks. Digital TV broadcasting is developing (DVB service, wide application of
MPEG technology) however, analogue systems in audio and video are likely to be
still in use in the next 5-7 years.
Besides traditional services new applications providing high profits will also
influence the development of networks. Among these applications corporate
information systems, electronic bank operations, electronic commerce should be
mentioned first.
A variety of services and applications will continue to grow as open interfaces
(based, for example, on Java, WWW and other platforms) spreading on a large scale.
Intellectual functions will be biased more and more towards the peripherals.
Development of open interfaces will widen the possibilities of alternative operators to
render services along with traditional, incumbent operators. The infrastructure of
services will require the development of such specific applications as call centers,
search systems, security systems, billing etc.
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Fig. 1.6. Growth of wireless Internet users

Due to the development of telecommunications mankind is entering the epoch
when there is no difference between home and office, between the country you live in
and a foreign state, between real presume and "tele-presence". Telecommunication
networks and services are becoming the motive forces of these processes in the new
millennium.
In the next century telecommunications will be digital, mobile and besides that,
personal. Among these factors, which will strongly influence the future society one
should mention applications based on perspective telecommunications equipment.
Telemedicine and distance education give evidence of the predicted applications,
which will improve people's life in the 21st century. Potential use of
telecommunications networks and services is practically unlimited and limits are
formed here only by personal capabilities to invent.
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2.

Technologies

Evolution of Network Technologies

The future broadband network will include three main segments as shown in Fig. 2.1:
the Access Network, Access Nodes and Backbone (Core) Network including nodes
with switching or/and routing functions. In the following section, perspective
broadband technologies providing effective access to remote information resources
are considered. A description of high-speed transmission systems used in backbone
networks is also given. The last two parts of this section are devoted to the analysis of
ATM and Internet as possible technologies for the construction of a single
multiservice network.
LAN
FRU
FBU

o

MU

LAN - Local area networks
AN - Access networks
FRU - Fixed Residential User
FBU - Fixed Business User
MU - Mobile User

CC - Copper/Coax Cable
FOC - Fiber Optic Cable
BS-Base Station
S/R - Switch/Router

Fig.2.1. Generalized structure of future network

2.1. Access Networks
2.1.1. Key Factors Determining the Evolution of Access Networks
The term "Access network" has become popular in recent years and is a full analog of
the term "Subscriber network", which is widely used in the literature on
communications networks. This term defines a section of the network (Fig. 2.2)
between the subscriber's socket or, more generally, between the Network
Termination (NT) and the interface to the Access Node or to the Local Exchange.
Network termination is a border dividing access network and user equipment.
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Communications between the user's equipment and Local Exchange is realized
via subscriber line or subscriber loop. Mechanisms of multiplexing and concentration
are widely used in access network. When connected to a Local Exchange either
proprietary interfaces (determined by the manufacturer) or open interfaces, e.g. V5.x
(a group of narrowband interfaces) and VB5.x (a group of broadband interfaces) are
used. Conventional interfaces can be supplemented by IP, SDH, ATM and other
interfaces types.
NT - Network Termination
CPE - Customer Premises Equipment
TP - Twisted Pair
PL - Power Line

CPE

To Core
Network

•IV . .

□
CPE

"

—

■... ;ss
Node

Fig.2.2. Reference structure of access network

Nowadays the access segment of local telephone networks can no longer exist as
an isolated infrastructure. Construction of high-speed core networks with a capacity
of dozens and hundreds of Gbit/s, development of new services (high- speed data
transmission, multimedia applications, etc.) and emergence of alternative operators in
local networks, who compete with incumbent operators in provisioning a wide set of
additional services, resulted in the situation that access networks based on outdated
principles and technologies became a "bottleneck", limiting the subscriber's access to
modern services.
One of the leading key factors to be taken into account when analyzing the
evolution processes in access networks is the high cost of access networks which
amounts to 50-70% of the total cost of local telephone networks. In PSTN the main
part of subscriber lines is based on a twisted pair. Expenses on network infrastructure
will grow as copper cable is still being used in access network and prices for copper
are growing along with the growing costs of design, construction and maintenance of
these networks.
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Because of this, a constant active search of new decisions has been taking place
especially in recent years. The aim of this search is to construct more suitable
equipment for existing twisted pairs, a development of access networks based on
coaxial and fiber optic cables, application of Wireless Local Loop (WLL) etc.
Another key factor affecting the evolution of access network is determined, on
one hand, by new subscriber's requirements to the increase of access network
capacity and, on the other hand, by the necessity of providing new services in voice,
data and video information in interactive and broadcasting mode.
Requirements for a wider bandwidth in access networks are determined by new
multimedia application resulting from the Internet and digital radio broadcasting
systems. Accelerated transmission of WWW pages with powerful video information,
and a number of similar applications, require high bit rates up to tens Mbit/s. Services
like Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB), Video-on-Demand (VoD), interactive TV
create high-speed multimedia traffic which cannot be transmitted without broadband
access network support. Broadband access provisioning is, nowadays, a key factor for
the majority of telecommunications operators. A solution of the broadband access
problem will allow us to satisfy the needs of subscribers and to get maximum profit
from a development of new services.
The necessity to increase the capacity in access networks has become especially
important since the middle of the nineties and is related to the needs of mass access to
the Internet and the desire of operators to provide a user with a greater range of
interactive services. The facilities, existing to this moment in access networks have
appeared either ineffective (ISDN with 2B+D interface and resulting bit rate 144
kbit/s), or inaccessible for mass user (TDM systems of El/Tl type with an access
based on four-wire leased lines access).
Nowadays, the evolution of access networks has two main trends: a development
of broadband (high-speed) access, providing voice, data and video services and a
decrease of a twisted pair share in local networks. Construction of new types of
access networks is the key problem for a greater number of operators, who want to
retain their subscribers and increase their profits by providing new services.
Various access technologies are selected by the operators depending on the
infrastructure of access networks (twisted pair, coaxial cable, fiber optic cable, hybrid
structure "fiber/coax", wireless access) and competitive environment. One might
expect that the emergence of new technologies and new operators providing
broadband access to certain subscriber groups would change the situation in local
networks. New operations will compete with incumbent operators trying to provide
the maximum set of services and using various access technologies.
Therefore, the choice of the most suitable technology and the type of access
network infrastructure become determining factors to make the construction and
operation of networks cost effective and to expand the list of services in the future.
New developments are aimed at building a cost-effective subscriber segment
providing the user with the required set of services.
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Let us list the main access systems applied in access networks nowadays and
those planned to be applied in the nearest future:
•
•
•
•
•

systems based on Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) technologies;
cable modems in CATV networks;
hybrid fiber/coax systems;
fiber optic access systems;
systems based on wireless access.

Among the new decisions, the creation of new access technologies (under
common name xDSL) should be mentioned firstly. High-speed xDSL technologies
[8, 17] are providing access bit rates of several Mbit/sec via twisted pairs, which
appeared in the telecommunications market in the middle of nineties. The application
of xDSL technologies is effected mainly by the public operators controlling largescale local telephone networks based on standard telephone copper cables.
The second important trend in access network is related to the application of
cable modems in CATV networks to provide interactive broadband services.
New alternative operators are highly active here and they use their own CATV
networks. In recent years hybrid cable systems with both coaxial and fiber optic
(Hybrid Fiber/Coax, HFC) cables have been used in CATV networks on access
segment. CATV operators consider networks based on HFC structure as an efficient
solution of access problem. These networks are designed to provide a wide range of
services, TV, high-speed access to the Internet and telephony included.
In some countries only fiber optic cables (Fiber-to-the-Home (FTTH)
technology) were used in an access segment. However, this solution based on laying
fiber to home is very expensive and is not likely to find a wide application in the
nearest future.
In cases where the construction of cable access networks becomes economically
ineffective, wireless access systems find more and more wide applications [22].
Systems based on cellular mobile technologies, Wireless Local Loop and LMDS
(Local Multipoint Distribution System) technologies should be mentioned.
In some countries, especially in USA, access systems based on the use of primary
channel groups (Tl in USA and El in Europe) via leased lines are still popular.
The main peculiarities of the most widely used subscriber access systems are
outlined below.
2.1.2. Access Network Technologies
2.1.2.1. Broadband Access with xDSL Technologies
Application of the standard telephone pair connecting home telephone socket and
Local Exchange for broadband access is the most appropriate solution for the public
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telephone network operators when high-speed access to remote information resources
is being provided. In access networks, since the middle of the nineties, TDM (El/Tl)
and ISDN systems are being replaced by a family of xDSL technologies.
The choice of a certain technology not only depends on the transmission system
performance, but also on the attractiveness of technical solutions, namely on such
factors as correspondence to standards and most popular specifications, maintenance
and operation features, etc. The application of services based on xDSL technologies
is considered to be the most optimum variant for high-speed connection of home
users to the Internet. In the corporate sector among business users the small offices of
SOHO type (Small Office/Home Office) will become the main subscribers using
xDSL systems.
Chronologically HDSL system (High bit rate DSL) with bit rates 1,5 Mbit/s (Tl)
or 2 Mbit/s (El) via two twisted pairs was the first representative of xDSL systems.
With a wire diameter of 0,5 mm transmission range can reach 6 km without
additional regenerators being installed. The first HDSL systems were developed by
Bellcore at the beginning of the nineties.
Current interest on the application of DSL technologies started with the evolution
of ADSL systems (Asymmetrical DSL) providing bit rates up to 8 Mbit/s from the
Local Exchange to the subscriber pair and up to 800 kbit/s from the subscriber to the
Local Exchange. ADSL systems were developed for the one twisted pair operation.
As mentioned above, these systems can be rather attractive for the subscribers from
the home sector and small offices if the cost is not too high.
One of the main reasons of the increase of bit rates on the subscriber's line is the
requirement of effective access to Internet resources. Asymmetrical characteristics of
bit rates in this case comply with the interaction of mass subscribers with Internet,
when considerably greater information volume is supplied from the network to a
subscriber than from a subscriber to the network.
To provide mass application of new technology, similar to ADSL in access
networks it is necessary, first, that appropriate systems should be installed in
sufficient amount both at the subscriber's sites and on the exchanges. Secondly, the
price of equipment and cost of maintenance and operation should not be too high.
Third, the access network itself must satisfy specific requirements. Specifically, load
coils should not be used, the distance between bridge tapes should not exceed 0,75
km and the distance from the local exchange should not exceed 5,5 km.
An American standard on ADSL equipment was adopted by American National
Standardization Institute (ANSI) in 1995, however, the market share of these systems
is still not big. The spreading of ADSL is restricted to two main reasons nowadays complexity of installation of the equipment on the subscriber's line and relatively
high cost of the equipment itself.
Data in ADSL systems is transported in a frequency band located above the voice
band, however, to divide voice and data it is necessary to apply a special filter splitter, which provides simultaneous transmission of voice and data. To produce a
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line signal in ADSL equipment two types of modulation are applied: CAP
(Carrierless Amplitude/Phase Modulation) or DMT (Discrete Multitone Modulation).
The second type of modulation is more resistant to noise, and is more difficult to
implement, that is, it is more expensive.
Installation of ADSL devices with a splitter is rather complicated and requires a
technician to handle it. Besides, the requirement to use splitters is a significant factor,
determining the cost of this device. The cost of the equipment is still too high and
only in some years an appreciable cost reduction on ADSL devices can be expected,
which will make them available for mass users.
In June 1998 at the Supercomm exhibition (Atlanta, GA., USA) a new standard
for the xDSL type equipment known as Universal ADSL (UADSL) or G.lite was
presented. The purpose of UADSL equipment is to eliminate the drawbacks, related
to the use of ADSL systems. One of the advantages of G.lite standard is that it
doesn't require the application of frequency splitters. Nevertheless, in real
environment filters are needed in the initial stage of its implementation, but in the
future they will become unnecessary. In spite of filters being used, installation of
UADSL systems is much easier as compared to ADSL systems.
The International Telecommunications Union proposed to use DMT as a standard
modulation method for UADSL system. The number of carriers has been reduced
from 256 to 96, which resulted, on one hand, in the decrease of bit rate and on the
other hand, in simplification of equipment and its adjustment upon installation.
The maximum transmission rate UADSL standard used amounts to 1,5 Mbit/s in
the forward direction (from the exchange to a subscriber) when a subscriber line is up
to 3,5 km and 384 Kbit/s in the backward direction. If the subscriber line length
grows to 5,5 km the corresponding rates will be 640 and 196 kbit/s. For symmetrical
connections bit rates in both directions will be 384 kbit/s that is sufficient for
videoconferences. Although reduction of transmission rates as compared to ADSL
systems can be considered as significant, at the first stages of xDSL equipment the
implementation of these rates can be adequate for capabilities of operators and users
to process high-speed traffic and to satisfy user's requirements and expectations.
Besides HDSL, ADSL and UADSL systems, there is a number of other systems
in the xDSL family. RADSL (Rate Adaptive DSL) is one of them, it is a variety of
ADSL system where automatic correction of a bit rate as well as rate correction on
user's demand are possible.
IDSL (ISDN DSL) devices provide the DSL services with the use of ISDN
subscriber devices and operates on the basis of existing ISDN infrastructure. 2B1Q
modulation mode is used in this device. The main drawback of this equipment lies in
low bit rate, determined by the base interface speed of ISDN (144 kbit/s). Besides, the
subscribers are no longer able to use the set of ISDN services.
VDSL devices (Very high bit rate DSL) are the examples of high speed DSL
technology and provide a transfer rate up to 52 Mbit/s at the distance of a few
hundred meters. This equipment has very good prospects when fiber optic cables are
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used in subscriber lines with FTTC (Fiber-to-the-Curb) or FTTB (Fiber-to-theBuilding) infrastructure development.
Thus, xDSL technologies give a wide choice of possible solutions both for bit
rates (from some hundreds kbit/s up to 6-8 Mbit/s) and possible configurations
(asymmetrical and symmetrical systems, possibility of application on subscriber lines
of twisted pairs and fiber optic cables). UADSL technology is most attractive for
local operators in the nearest and middle perspective. This technology is still the most
efficient among other xDSL technologies according to "Cost/Bit rate" criteria. This
equipment is based on the standardized effective method of DMT modulation, and is
also easy to install and to maintain. UADSL technology provides sufficient access bit
rates to Internet.
Emergence of xDSL Systems with rates above 10 Mbit/s is not expected in the
nearest future, because the Internet is the motive force in the implementing of xDSL
rather than services related to SDV (Switched Digital Video) services, which will not
find wide application in the next 5 years. In the long range prospects one can expect
that ADSL/UADSL systems will turn into VDSL systems where hybrid infrastructure
"twisted pair - fiber" will be applied. Evolution of access network technologies for
wired networks is shown in Fig. 2.3.
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Fig.2.3. Evolution of technologies in access networks
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The xDSL and especially UADSL/ADSL technologies are certainly to be
attractive for public network operators, at least, in the next few 10 years. These
technologies will be popular among home users and small companies. Up till now
this area is not highly competitive, because deployment is carried out by local
operators and technology is relatively affordable and possible applications are proved.
There is a certain danger of competition from cable television network operators
who offer data services by using cable modems. One of the key problems for
incumbent operators in implementing xDSL technology is how to avoid severe
competition from CATV operators.
2.1.2.2. Broadband Access in CATV Networks
In recent years intensive development of CATV networks and service variety growth
in these networks was witnessed. Growth in CATV networks scale in a number of
countries, USA in the first turn, is related to new regulation principles in
telecommunications, according to which CATV operators, besides TV programs
allocation, can render a wide variety of services, such as telephony, access to the
Internet, etc.
Access to the Internet provided by operators in CATV networks is the key factor
of cable modem applications. Cable modems used for these purposes exceed
UADSL/ADSL systems characteristics, providing transmission rates of 3 Mbit/s in
symmetrical configurations and 40 Mbit/s in forward and lOMbit/s in backward
directions in asymmetrical configurations on the subscriber line. Besides the access to
Internet, the most important services in CATV networks are the distribution of digital
TV programs and interactive digital television. Cable modems can also be used for
Voice over IP and Voice over ATM services.
New possibilities of broadband access via cable modems are open for CATV
network operators by evolution of access network based on coaxial cable
infrastructure to HFC infrastructure (Fig. 2.4). Coaxial cable is applied only on the
last section between a concentrator and home; between a concentrator and a headend
unit a fiber optic cable is used. Two-directional networks with this combined
infrastructure and cable modems will satisfy the most severe requirements to
multimedia traffic delivering (including distribution of analog and digital TV
programs) and high-speed access to the Internet and can present a serious competition
to other broadband technologies, especially to xDSL systems. The devise for a
transmission of the voice traffic via combined infrastructure shown in Fig. 2.4 is not
standardized yet and only companies' specifications are available. This device can be
a part of cable modems.
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TS - Telephone set
CPh - Cable phone
STB - Set-top box
CM - Cable modem
POTS - Plain old telephone
system
TS

CPh

POTS

1
PC

Headend

Hub

TV
STB

CM

Internet
TV Studio

Fig.2.4. Subscriber's section of CATV network

Promotion of the access segment's HFC infrastructure to the market is supported
by a number of factors, among which are the following:
•
•
•
•

availability of standards for cable modems - global standard DAVIC, MSNS
standard in the USA and DVB (Digital Video Broadcast) and, possibly
MCNS in Europe;
strengthening of CATV operators' positions as regarded to incumbent
operators due to deregulation;
active position of alliances of manufactures for promotion of HFC
technologies and cable modems;
explosive growth of the Internet traffic.

Taking into account the scale of CATV networks, especially in USA, one may
expect that the competition between xDSL technology and cable modems will be
determined by service price. According to Yankee group forecast the prices for both
access types must be equal in the nearest future and in 2002 the number of cable
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modems in USA will reach 4,4 million and the number of xDSL users will amount to
2,7 million.
Irrespective of the fact that xDSL technology is promoted to the market by
incumbent operators owning local telephone networks, there were only 39000 users
of ADSL devices in USA at the end of 1998, whereas more than 700000 users
applied cable modems [34].
This is the case irrespective of the fact that for every line provided with a cable
modem there are 20 telephone lines, on which potential ADSL systems can be
installed (the market research, made in 1999 by Multimedia Telecommunications
Association, USA).
Many experts consider cable modems to be a serious competitor to xDSL, but
how real is the danger to xDSL technology from cable modems? Bi-directional HFC
infrastructure can be deployed only in some million homes in the world, mainly in
USA. To counterbalance this, incumbent operators in developed countries (and in
many developing countries) have twisted pairs applicable for xDSL technology
practically in every office, school and in a great number of homes.
Modification of cable infrastructure in CATV systems requires a great number of
investments. Thus, substitution of unidirectional coaxial system by a bi-directional
one requires an installation of new amplifiers worth 25USD for one system (data of
1999). The transition from coaxial systems to bi-directional HFC systems can require
approximately 200USD per one home, and this may be a limiting factor for CATV
operators.
In recent years the possibility of subscriber access segment construction totally
on fiber optic cable (FTTH infrastructure) is being considered. This simple solution is
unlikely to find wide application in next few years because of very high capital
expenses, an exclusion may be for big companies. For home user operators
(alternative, as a rule) begin a deployment of wireless broadband subscriber networks
providing interactive broadband information exchange mode.
2.1.2.3. Fixed Broadband Wireless Access
A. LMDS Technology
Since the beginning of the nineties LMDS (Local Multipoint Distribution System)
technology based systems have been widely developed, allowing to build completely
wireless access networks of interactive broadband services for home and business
users. LMDS is an alternative to installing fiber optic cable all the way to the user or
to adapting CATV for broadband Internet services. LMDS uses the range of
electromagnetic spectrum in the vicinity 28 - 29 GHz. A more typical data rate from
station to user is 38 Mbit/s. In addition to the investment by service providers for
transmitters, users need to install transceivers costing about 125-225USD (data of
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2000). However, the cost of installing LMDS is considered far lower than installing
fiber optic cable or upgrading CATV systems.
One of the most widely known applications of LMDS is CellularVision Network
(USA, 1992) providing support to interactive broadband services. Let us consider the
basic features of LMDS technology on the base of CellularVision system.
CellularVision Network provides delivery of a set of interactive services to
schools, offices, private houses, etc. The set of services provided by CellularVision
Network includes:
•
•
•
•

interactive television TV with related services;
voice service (usually as supplement to other services);
high-speed data transmission for business users;
access to the Internet and streaming multimedia from Web sites.

CellularVision Network structure is similar to that of mobile cellular network.
CellularVision Network consists of some central cells and a lot of local cells. The
central cell forms a service area with a definite number of local cells. Each central
cell contains the central (head) exchange with an antenna, which receives a TV signal
from a satellite, from an earth station or from a studio. The signal modulates one of
the carriers within the frequency range 27,5-29,5 GHz. Then a signal is transmitted to
the local cell antennas, which are within the range of the given central zone. The size
of local cell is about 5 km.
The combination of a receiving antenna with a narrow beam, the use of frequency
modulation and reverse polarization method allow to use the same sections of the
spectrum in neighboring local cells repeatedly. Unlike other systems of broadcasting
TV, requiring significant space gaps between neighboring channels, repetitive use of
frequencies in CellularVision Network provides a high degree of frequency resource
usage as compared to other wireless TV systems.
Every central cell uses a bandwidth of 1GHz, which is divided into 49 channels,
the bandwidth of each channel is 20 MHz. Local cells transmit a TV signal to home
receiver antennas. The size of a home antenna is about 6x6 inches, thus, it can be
placed indoors. The signal is received by a special set-top box, connected to a home
TV receiver. The signal transmission in interactive mode is possible by using the
reverse polarization technique, when the same carrier is used for transmission in
forward and backward directions.
B. Wireless Access with Microwave Systems
Technology of broadband wireless fixed access of distribution type with Point-toMultipoint (PtM) structure is based on microwave lines within the range of 18-42
GHz. In these systems a high speed of data transmission and, a high quality of voice
are reached. These types of complexes, with the range of 35 km, are supplied to the
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market from many manufacturers. However, a cost of complexes is rather high both
for the one subscriber line and for the whole access segment, but in some cases
expenses can be less than the cost of copper cable laying in remote regions or
constructions of access network based on fiber optic cables.
C. Other possible technologies
As for other well-known radio access technologies, including standard Wireless Local
Loop (WLL) systems and access systems based on cellular systems of the second and
third generations (GSM, UMTS, DVIT-2000), they will not be able to compete with
the above mentioned systems in the next few years, when it will be necessary to
provide fixed subscriber access with bit rates of several Mbit/s, corresponding list of
services, including interactive TV, and corresponding to a cost figures.
Although the possibility of electrical distribution networks is discussed as one of
the possible access tools, important technical and economical problems remain to be
solved first, the provisioning of required bandwidth.
A variety of technologies, characteristic for modern access networks will be
preserved in the future. Therefore, it is important to estimate the possibilities (even
qualitatively) of this or that technology both from the user and the operator points of
view. The tables given below are an attempt to estimate applicability of various
technologies when broadband subscriber access is being organized.
2.1.2.4. Access Networks - User's and Operator's Points of View
The user's decision to choose an access network will be determined by the
characteristics of services (bit rates, cost, content, degree of support from the
operator, etc.) and by the existing available infrastructure. These factors become
especially important for home users and small offices. In Table 2.1 some estimations
of middle-term applicability of various access technologies from the user's point of
view are submitted.
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Table 2.1. Attractiveness of various access technologies as viewedfromhome users and small offices
Infrastructure

Technology

Services

Twisted pair

xDSL

Data/Phone

Middle-term
applicability
High

Coaxial cable

Cable modem

TV/Data/ Phone

High

LMDS/PtM

Modem

TV/Data/ Phone

Medium

Wireless access
(DECT, CDMA, GSM,
UMTS)

WLL

Data/ Phone

Low

FTTH

TV/Data/ Phone

Low

Transceiver

Data/ Phone

Low

Modem

Data

Low

Fiber optic cables
Satellite
Electrical distribution
Network

Operators will be guided by technology most appropriate for their infrastructure
(see Table 2.2).
Table 2.2. Operator's point of view towards access networks
Operators

Technologies

Users

Incumbent operators

UDSL/ADSL/VDSL

Small/Medium
business/Home
Big companies

(FTTH)

Middle-term
applicability
High
Medium

CATV operators
Cable modems, transition
to HFC architecture

Home

High

LMDS, PtM
WLL (DECT, CDMA,
UMTS)

Small/Medium
Business/Home

Medium

Low-orbit systems for
broadband access

Business/Home

Low

Modem

Limited group of users
and services

Low

New operators

Satellite operators
Energy companies
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Concluding remarks. The analysis of the tables allows to make the following
conclusions. One of the key factors determining the process of access network
evolution is the necessity to provide broadband access supporting voice, data and
video in interactive and broadcast modes. Providing for broadband access is the key
problem for most telecommunications operators and service providers. This will
allow to satisfy the user's needs and to make the best profit from introduction of new
services.
Requirements of capacity increasing in access networks are determined by
multimedia applications resulting from the Internet and digital broadcast systems
development. Digital TV program distribution services (DVB) and real time services
will determine the introduction of multimedia systems in the home sector. Access to
the Internet and cooperative work define the use of multimedia in the business sector.
Convergence of applications in home and business sectors is expected. It means that
similar applications and similar technologies will be used. The question to be
answered is whether a unified home device will be used or whether a TV set with a
set-top box (STB) and PC with wide possibilities of processing video will be used
together (for details see Section 3).
According to the optimistic forecast the required transmission rates on subscriber
section will be within 1 - 1 0 Mbit/s. Cable modems and xDSL technologies can
provide these rates. Tariffs are supposed to be reasonable. The number of users,
requiring broadband services will grow, but this growth will be limited. According to
most forecasts, by 2005 the number of broadband users will reach not more than 10%
of the number of telephone users in the most developed countries (digital TV
broadcast services are not included).
The existing infrastructure of access network will determine the operator's choice
of this or that broadband access technology. The market demands a lot of
technologies. Family of xDSL technologies for local network operators and hybrid
infrastructure (HFC) for CATV operators in the nearest 5 years will be the most
widely used access technologies.
LMDS type systems will be spreading when interactive broadband access is
organized, especially when interactive television will be developed. In the nearest
future the solution of broadband access, as applied to required transmission rates,
based on electrical distribution networks, WLL systems, satellites and mobile cellular
technologies will not be widely spread.
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2.2. Evolution of Technologies in Core Networks
2.2.1. Evolution of Transmission Systems
2.2.1.1. Stages of Transmission Systems Development
The analysis of transmission systems shows that during the previous 80 years the
evolution of these systems was moving towards higher capacity. They were becoming
increasingly reliable and much easier on operation, maintenance and provisioning the
necessary capacity.
A. Analog Systems
The first transcontinental telephone line in USA was opened in 1915 when the first
call via analog network was done from New York to San Francisco via copper cable
using amplifiers. Since that moment capacity of transmission systems has been
constantly growing and expenses on information transmission has been decreasing. In
1936 the first long distance line on coaxial cable was built which allowed to
multiplex a lot of analog telephone channels. In 1947 the first microwave line was
built and this meant emergence of a less expensive alternative for long distance lines
on coaxial cables. The first communication satellite launched in 1962 provided for a
cheaper communication than application of submarine cable lines.
B. Digital Systems [20]
Not long ago, at the beginning of the eighties the first transmission lines based on
fiber optic cables allowed to attain considerably greater capacities and this coincided
with the process of the replacement of analog transmission systems by digital
systems. The replacement process was started in the sixties and can be considered as
one of the main focal points in the development of telecommunications during the last
30 years.
Analog systems based on Frequency Division Multiplexing (FDM) were replaced
by Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy (PDH) systems based on 64 kbit/s channels and
on the principles of Time Division Multiplexing (TDM). Transition to digital
transmission systems and replacement of copper cables by fiber optic cables was
followed by the increase of transport network capacity and their higher reliability.
C. SONET/SDH Systems
Traditional digital systems with TDM based on PDH concept were replaced by
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) systems with transmission speeds of hundreds
and thousands of Mbit/s aimed at a wide application of fiber optic cables.
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Configuration of digital networks based on fiber optic cables was extended by using
ring structures, which resulted in higher reliability, extension of topology and greater
flexibility in the distribution of resources.
The first standard named SONET (Synchronous Optical Network) for
synchronous digital hierarchy systems was adopted by the American National
Standardization Institute (ANSI) and the standard for the European version of SDH
systems was approved by CCtTT (former name of ITU-T) at the end of the eighties.
Both groups of the standards were identical except for the terminology.
Emergence of new systems resulted in reconstruction of existing networks
infrastructure and a development of new transport network infrastructure based on
SONET/SDH standards. In SONET/SDH standards transmission speeds were
determined and some of them (most medley used) are given below.
Table 2.3. SONET/SDH transmission speeds
SONET systems
OC-3
OC-12
OC-42
OC-192

SDH systems
STM-1
STM-4
STM-16
STM-64

Transmission speed
155,52 Mbit/s
622,08 Mbit/s
2,4882 Gbit/s
9,9533 Gbit/s

Reconstruction of transport networks especially for long distance (trunk and
international) systems is aimed at replacing of PDH based systems by SONET/SDH
systems. Rapid rates of a reconstruction are determined by a number of factors, the
most important are:
•
•
•
•
•

international acceptance of SONET/SDH standards;
possibility of an interaction of devices produced by various manufactures,
(which leads to reduction of equipment cost);
self-healing capabilities leading to high reliability;
high-speed interfaces (up to 10 Gbit/s);
possibility to implement improved operations, administration, maintenance
and provisioning (OAM&P).

SDH/SONET networks with their self-healing capabilities within 50 ms interval
are still the most reliable transport networks. Nowadays fiber lines and SDH based
topologies are the main basis for transport networks and are becoming increasingly
important in continental, regional and local networks providing high capacity and
reliable transmission of all types of information.
Modern SDH/SONET systems can be successfully integrated into public
switched telephone networks. The majority of modern switching nodes is supplied
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with SDH/SONET interfaces providing an integration of voice switching,
implementation of interexchange functions and access network connection.
Unlike PDH frames SDH/SONET frame structure has a sufficient set of excessive
bytes, which are used for operation, configuration and self-healing capability of
transport network. SDH/SONET standards determine the mechanisms of
implementation of the above-mentioned functions, one of which is the so-called ring
protection: when one of the network elements of fiber optic cable are damaged, bypass of the damaged section is made automatically.
Due to the advantages of digital systems new transport structures, which were
primarily designed for voice transmission, can be successfully applied to support
services using Frame Relay, ATM and Internet technologies. Nevertheless,
emergence of Internet and other services related to the explosive growth of
transported data and competition between operators defined new requirements to the
structure of transport network and to their characteristics, first of all to a capacity.
D. DWDM Technology
Key trends in reconstruction of transport networks today are related to the application
of Dense Wave Division Multiplexing (DWDM), which provides multiplexing of a
number of wavelengths in one fiber. Implementation of DWDM technology in
transport networks is determined by several factors.
In a number of cases an increase of fiber optic cable capacity based on the
multiplexing technique may turn out to be a more cost effective solution than that of
laying one more fiber optic cable in the situations when transmission system capacity
in the existing cable is exhausted.
Another factor is related to the emergence of new services referred to as
"bandwidth cannibals". First, it concerns to the multimedia traffic, requiring dozens
and hundreds of Gbit/s in transport networks. In synchronous digital hierarchy based
on SDH/SONET standards the next transmission speed value after 9,9533 Gbit/s
(STM-64) is equal to 39,8131 Gbit/s, which complies with STM-256 level in STM
level hierarchy. However, in spite of integrated circuit processing speed growth it is
expected that in the next few years these or higher speeds cannot be realized on the
modern element base. It is necessary also to take into account that on transmission
speeds exceeding 10 Gbit/s there is a number of problems in a fiber.
Attempts to overcome the above mentioned problems with the aim to increase
transport network capacity based on fiber optic cables resulted in the development of
DWDM technology. DWDM systems increase fiber optic cable capacity (existing and
newly laid) by an allocation of incoming optic signals complying with SDH/SONET
standards (e.g. several STM-16 streams) on certain wavelengths and following
multiplexing of these signals into single digital stream in one fiber.
The signal being multiplexed in DWDM system is transmitted in optical form
without intermediate optic-electrical transformations from multiplexing to
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demultiplexing points. DWDM systems are typical channel devices not affecting the
structure of multiplexed signals, i.e. DWDM systems have transparency properties.
This allows the operator to integrate DWDM systems with the existing network
equipment and thus easily to increase significantly cable capacity. DWDM systems
supplied to the market allow to attain a capacity 400 Gbit/s on one fiber, which
complies with a capacity 40 of STM-64 systems. In the future, the emergence of
series DWDM devices with transmission speed of some Tbit/s is expected.
Investigation of DWDM devices market forecasts significant growth in sales of
these devices. The result of investigations of the North-American market carried out
by one of the consulting companies (Ryan Hankin Kent) shows that by 2001 the
volume of sales of SONET devices and DWDM devices can reach 5 billion dollars.
2.2.1.2. Photonic Networks [23, 31]
Implementation of DWDM technology is one of the important steps in the building of
fully photonic networks. A photonic network is a communications network in which
information is transmitted entirely in the form of optical signals. In a true photonic
network, all components, including even the switching systems work with optical
signals. Conversion to and from electrical impulses is not done except at the source
and destination points.
The evolution of transport network towards fully photonic infrastructure is shown
in Figure 2.5. The first DWDM systems were realized as point-to-point
configurations. Progress in the development of optical components (regulated
sources, filters, amplifiers, transmitters, switches, etc.) allowed to build photonic
transport networks based on DWDM systems, optical add/drop multiplexers
(OADM) and optical digital cross-connectors (DXC).
In the middle of the next decade emergence of fully optical nodes (without
electrical signal regeneration) with bit rates in the node interfaces of 10 Gbit/s, will
become possible. Another important property of photonic networks will be a
transition from ring structures to high-connectivity structures (up to fully connected
structures at the transmission level). Optical network equipment supplementing
existing SDH/SONET systems and providing capacity within several Tbit/s range
will facilitate implementation capability for network nodes - ATM switches and IP
routers, with equal capacity.
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Fig.2.5. Evolution of photonic networks

Revolution in network development leads to complete replacement of electronic
devices by optical ones during a relatively short period. However, the evolution
process based on an integration of SDH/SONET devices and DWDM systems is
preferable. The functions traditionally implemented by SDH/SONET devices such as
restoration of signal, controllability and fault tolerance will be delegated to the other
levels of network infrastructure, however SDH/SONET systems will be preserved.
Wide area photonic networks are deployed in USA, Europe and Asia. Taking into
account that modern transport networks being the basis for global digital transmission
systems must be universal, these networks are built on the basis of standardized
solution of open architecture, meeting the equipment interaction requirements from
different manufactures. However, operators and manufactures should take into
account that first standards for photonic network equipment (both in ITU-T and
ANSI) will emerge not earlier than in 2000. In order to support standardization
processes for optical network equipment, Optical Networking Forum was setup in the
middle of 1998.
2.2.1.3. Growth of Capacity and the "Death of Distances" Phenomenon in
Transmission Networks
The growth of transmission system capacity, as applied to backbone networks, is
accompanied by the reduction of information transmission costs. This cost reduction
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based on the application of modern transmission system along with high competition
leads to the reduction of tariffs in long distance communications.
The costs (calculated for one bit's transmission cost) have been reduced in recent
years very quickly. In result, the idea of constructing of the so-called "flattened"
networks, where the structure of tariffs in long distance systems will slightly depends
on the distances between the subscribers, is being discussed by operators and
equipment manufacturers. The so-called phenomenon of the death of distances can
become one of the most important economic factors in the first half of the XXI
century (Economist, 1997).
The telecom industry made a great contribution to the overcoming of distances
and the significance of communications will grow [10]. Due to high-speed
transportation systems and modern communications, ties between people have
become stronger and many kinds of global and regional businesses have become
possible. F. Cairncross in her well-known book [3] introduces the concept of "death
of distance" and investigates new ways of developing business and new possibilities
for countries and people.
The essence of this phenomenon is that distance becomes a less important factor
when tariffs are being defined. Long distance communications services appear, which
are based on connection via "virtual distances" (e.g. callback type services), when the
main share of the charges in long distance communications is defined by a service
cost (up to 75%), but not by a charge for the distance. New types of services, where
tariffs do not actually depend on the distance, use the excess of backbone network
capacity appearing due to the application of fiber optic technology and new
transmission systems among which such multiplexing systems as DWDM further
reduce the distance factor.
The analysis of the growth of the backbone networks' capacity shows, that new
transmission systems on fiber optic cable provide the capacity growth substantially
outstripping Moor's Law. Besides, due to demonopolization, new companiesoperators acquired the possibility to develop their own telecommunications
infrastructure and built the networks with high capacity.
When the phenomenon of a distance's influence reducing on the long distance
communications tariffs is discussed, it should be noted that overcoming the distance
in interpersonal communications has always been the time and money problem of the
community of people. Progress had been reached by creating still more high-speed
transportation systems such as trains and aircraft. Returning to the phenomenon of
"death of distances" in communications systems one should emphasize, that charging
structure not depending (or slightly depending) on the distance will be a serious
problem for public network operators. The operators who will build networks with
the least possible investments per a bandwidth unit will be the only ones to survive.
DWDM technology is one of the tools to build such networks.
Every new generation of transmission systems improves the ratio between the
bandwidth and information transmission cost, which results in the reducing of
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specific cost of one channel. As a result of this process a transition from PCM
systems to SDH/SONET and then to DWDM leads to the bandwidth becoming a less
dominating factor in cost of connection. Being one of the main network resources a
bandwidth will definitely not become free, but the cost of one bit transmission has an
obvious tendency to become very close to zero in long distance communications
systems.
2.2.2. Switching and Routing Technologies
Network operators nowadays consider the possibilities of different network
technologies of information delivery. Along with classical circuit switching (public
telephone networks) and packet switching (X.25 protocol in public data transmission
networks) a number of switching methods like Frame Relay, ATM and packet
switching based on IP-oriented protocols are used.
Emergence of a great number of applications, related primary to multimedia
traffic transmission, leads to the necessity of selecting more efficient or optimal
delivery network technologies. As was outlined earlier, there is an evident shift from
circuit switching to packet switching, from connection-oriented systems towards
connectionless-oriented systems. Within these processes some recently popular
technologies are gradually leaving the market and others start spreading with
unexpectedly high speed.
In this section ATM and IP principles are dealt with and possible market
segments for its application are outlined.
2.2.2.1. ATM Technology
2.2.2.1.1. Main Features of ATM
It is generally accepted nowadays that ATM technology is the basic technology for
information transportation to build common communications network, which can
support full set of services [1, 5, 21]. The idea of transition from separate networks
for different types of traffic to one common network where all types of information
could be transported appeared long ago. However, relatively low technological level
of telecommunications systems and networks and lack of necessary hardware and
software products did not allow the implementation of such networks for more than
30 years.
As outlined above, considerable progress in microelectronics and software
followed by building communications networks with high capacity based on fiber
optic systems. The success in these areas allowed to implement the ideas of building
common communications network for all types of traffic.
At the beginning of the eighties, a number of world research centers (CNET,
France, Bell Labs, USA) started a study aimed at the creation of a new type of
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networks - broadband integrated networks named later Broadband Integrated Services
Digital Network, B-ISDN [1]. The concept of B-ISDN supposed that the operators
provided the users with all possible sets of narrowband and broadband services within
one network based on a common information delivery method.
For a long period of time in classical wide area networks three information
delivery methods have been used - circuit switching, message switching and packet
switching. Advantages and disadvantages of each mentioned methods are well known
and can be described by two characteristics - delays in the information delivery and
level of network resource using.
The choice of the information delivery method in classical communications
networks is determined basically by the type of traffic being transmitted. Telephone
networks are based on circuit switching, in public telegraph networks message
switching is used and, finally, packet switching is the basic method in data
transmission networks.
One of the main problems faced by the developers of B-ISDN concept was the
problem of selecting a common method of an information delivery. In the first
recommendations of International Telecommunications Union, ITU (1998) the
concept and main principles of Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) were proposed.
ATM technology presents one of the packet switching modes and is described as a set
of connection-oriented protocols with guaranteed quality of service providing fixed
bandwidth and minimum delays.
Let us enumerate the main properties of ATM:
•
•

•
•
•
•

original message after being given in digital form and before transfer into
communications network is divided into protocol blocks with fixed length of
48 bytes;
every protocol block is supplemented by an auxiliary part - header, size of 5
bytes, forming the ATM cell of 53 bytes; the header contains the address, the
elements of header's error protection and other auxiliary information
necessary for the guaranteed delivery of cells via the network;
a string of ATM cells belonging to one message is transferred via virtual
connection (fixed or switched), supported by ATM switch where only cell
headers are being handled;
when the cells are transmitted via ATM switch they are accumulated in
intermediate buffers of the switch that provides the possibility of dynamic
using of network resources;
processing of cells in ATM switch (address analysis, error protection, cell
flow control) is made on the second level of the OSI model;
on the destination side ATM cells are released from headers and collected in
one string from which an original message is formed then.
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The B-ISDN networks based on ATM technology provide the following:
•
•
•

delivery of all types of information: voice, data, music, color and black-andwhite video and graphic (multimedia information) with high QoS (Quality of
Service);
support of interactive services and information distribution services (with
control or without control from the user side);
statistical distribution of network resources complying with user's
requirements (guaranteed bandwidth), that provides effective transfer of both
continuous and bursty traffic as well as an economic effect when leased lines
are replaced.

ATM technology was selected as basic technology for B-ISDN - the common
digital network supporting both narrowband and broadband services. In other words,
ATM technology must provide the network operation with high capacities within the
range of 10's-100's Gbit/s; at present, the range of capacities is widened to several
Tbit/s.
In terms of the key network characteristics [24] this means that end-to-end delays
in wide area networks must be units of milliseconds and processing time of protocol
blocks in network nodes (switches) - dozens and hundreds of microseconds.
Throughput of ATM switches must be defined by the order of hundreds of million of
protocol blocks (cells) a second, accordingly.
Realization of these characteristics has become possible only at the beginning of
the nineties due to the progress in microelectronics and fiber optic systems. Fiber
optic systems provide a high level of validity of the information being transmitted.
Error rate in modern transmission systems can amount to 10" - 10" , which allows
to decrease dramatically the volume of operations (and, consequently, time
expenditures) when error protection is provided. As is known, these operations
applied in conventional networks with packet switching result to considerable delays.
Besides, in classical packet switching systems (e.g. on the basic of X.25 protocol)
package processing is based on software tools and therefore, result in considerable
loading of the main switch processor and to considerable delays. Success in the
construction of customized integrated circuits with a great level of integration (e.g.,
ASICs - Application Specific Integrated Circuits) allows to construct the ATM
switches, in which the main part of cell processing is carried out by hardware using
distributed microprocessor networks.
Realization of such operations as address analysis, error protection, assembling
and dissembling of protocol blocks is carried out in ATM switches at the hardware
level that provides network node throughput with dozens and hundreds of Gbit/s,
complying with the capacity of transmission networks.
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2.2.2.1.2. Standardization of ATM
Elaboration of the concept and evolution of B-ISDN started with the initiative of big
public network operators who were interested in making common telecommunications infrastructure. Availability of this structure would allow the
operators:
•

to increase the set of services rendered within one network

•

to reduce construction and operation cost of telecommunications
infrastructure compared to the situation when it was necessary to construct
and maintain separate networks to provide different services to different
groups of users.

and

In response to the operators' requirements two international organizations - ITU
and ATM Forum together with a great number of equipment manufactures, research
centers and operators worked out a set of standards on ATM technology. In ITU
standardization topics of B-ISDN and ATM technology were under the authority of
CCITT Study Group 13. ATM Forum [16] was organized in 1991 on the initiative of
four manufactures of equipment for corporate networks (StrataCom, Newbridge,
Cisco Systems and NET). The aim of the ATM Forum was to work out and
implement ATM technology standards. ATM Forum comprises nowadays more than
900 organizations.
Both sets of standards (ITU and ATM Forum) are not at variance with each other,
however, the task of complete compliance of both sets of standards is one of the
priority tasks. Notable differences are contained in documents, describing the types of
services and traffic handling procedures. Besides, in the interface specifications
offered by both organizations there is a number of differences in nominal bit rates via
the User-Network Interface (UNI), hi the ITU-T recommendations interfaces with
rates of 155 and 622 Mbit/s (1998) were defined and later an interface 2.048 Mbit/s
was added.
From the very beginning of the ATM technology development it was evident that
in a number of cases 155 Mbit/s rate and higher rates are too high for UNI, whereas
2,048 Mbit/s may appear insufficient. For example, taking into account possible
information compression supported by MPEG standards, in teleconference systems
transmission rates within a range of 56 kbit/s - 2,048 kbit/s are required. In interactive
TV transmission rates may be within 1,5 - 15 Mbit/s. At last, in HDTV systems the
required transmission rates are within 15-25 Mbit/s nowadays.
It is quite evident that the set of rates in UNI, which was first offered by ITU-T
could support only some B-ISDN services, otherwise it offered excessive rates (155
Mbit/s), which required the substitution of copper cables in access networks. Because
of this ATM Forum in 1995 specified the rate of 25,6 Mbit/s for UNI, which is an
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intermediate nominal between PRI and 155 Mbit/s corresponding to first level bit rate
STM-1 of the synchronous digital hierarchy SDH/SONET.
Apart from this, in recent years ATM Forum has designed a set of standards
providing an integration problem solution to most prospective network technologies.
First of all, let us note the LAN Emulation (LANE) specification, defining the Ethernet
frame encapsulation procedures in ATM cells and a protocol MPOA (Multi-protocol
Over ATM) providing transmission of the routed IP packets via a network of virtual
connections, are based on ATM switches. Unlike ATM Forum, in ITU specifications
on ATM technology the problems of IP packets and voice transportation via ATM
network were not considered. However, in 1999 ITU confirmed its readiness to
participate in the elaboration of the necessary documents.
In recent years ITU and ATM Forum are beginning to understand each other's
positions, which may be explained by the desire and necessity of designing products
for the ATM networks, having universal compatibility. As is known, a lack of this
characteristic creates essential difficulties in the promoting of this or that technology
to the market.
2.2.2.1.3. Position of ATM Technology Among Other Network Technologies
It is necessary to recognize that when first the ATM networks appeared (end of the
eighties, beginning of nineties) the possibilities of new method were strongly
exaggerated. ATM enthusiasts believed that ATM would become a universal network
technology in the nearest future and would be applied in local, campus and wide area
networks to provide a number of applications from telephone to future multimedia
services. A number of assumptions about the possibility of ATM application into
desktop systems were also put forward.
However, after some time the enthusiasm of ATM was much reduced. The rate of
progress in ATM system development turned out to be much lower than it was
expected. ATM technology hasn't become a universal method for information
transportation. One may note, among the reasons, both the complexity and a
relatively high cost of realization and operation of ATM networks and the emergence
of competitive technologies limiting the possibilities of a wide application of ATM
and leaving for this technology only a niche in B-ISDN networks. In Figure 2.6 the
main expectations and tendencies connected with ATM technology are illustrated.
In corporate systems, connectionless-oriented applications not requiring high
quality (services based on the "best effort" concept) are becoming popular nowadays.
As a rule, these applications are limited to Ethernet and TCP/IP protocols use.
Technological trends in local and campus networks are determined by improving
the Ethernet performance including the increase in a ratio "Quality/Price". Local
network technologies such as East Ethernet and Switched Ethernet with rates up to
100 Mbit/s provide cost-effective solutions for the majority of business users. Some
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years ago ATM technology competed with FDDI method in local networks. The
emergence of Gigabit Ethernet allows to get more effective solutions than ATM use.
EXPECTATIONS
• ATM to desktop

TRENDS
• Ethernet switching

• ATM on campus backbone

• Fast /Gigabit Ethernet

• ATM applications

• IP applications

• B-ISDN services

• IP services

• Universal ATM backbone

• Hybrid SDH/DWDM

• Internet over ATM

• Internet over SDH/DWDM
Fig.2.6. ATM: Expectations and trends

The wide application of IP protocol and the related protocols in wide area
networks, development of new Internet protocols providing guaranteed quality of
service, success of WWW applications lead to the situation that IP technology can
present a serious competition to ATM technology as a universal network technology.
With the implementation of new network protocols, a process of ATM
overestimation began, resulting in an obvious reduction of enthusiasm to this
technology especially between network operators. As is always in similar situations,
the pendulum has gone in other directions and some telecommunications analysts
announced about the near ATM death.
However, at the end of the nineties, when a great number of large-scale corporate
networks appeared and data traffic had explosive growth, the ATM method providing
the transmission of big volumes of information with guaranteed QoS and efficient
resource using once again became the focus of attention of telecommunications
society.
Advantages and disadvantages of ATM technology are well known nowadays. If
it is necessary to provide guaranteed QoS [24] and efficient using network resources
based on statistical compression, it is evident that the best solution for the wide area
network operators would be ATM technology. The cost and complexity of ATM
equipment are still rather high, which places limitations on the large-scale
applications of ATM technology in all network segments.
One may suppose that ATM technology has passed the stages of birth, great
expectations and overstatement of its possibilities, depression and now the stage of
mature technology. According to analysts certain prospects of ATM technology
application in future networks are related to the possibility of applying new protocols
based on ATM and IP integration.
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2.2.2.1.4. Key Factors Determining ATM Network Development
Nowadays ATM network development is determined by the following key factors:
•
•
•

aggressive policy of network operators, implementing actively new
technologies allowing to increase the list of new services and making other
network operators modify their services;
requirements of the market;
necessity of developing an infrastructure providing all types of connections
for a wide set of applications.

A. Network Operators
There are two main types of network operators developing ATM networks:
•

•

incumbent public network operators, who are planning to apply ATM
technology for using a bandwidth of backbone networks more efficient,
increase of scalability, network reliability enhancement and reduction in
maintenance and operation cost. Using ATM technology these operators pay
more attention to data-oriented applications, which allows the carriers to
maintain their business in a competitive environment with alternative
carriers;
new alternative operators who developed ATM networks originally for big
corporate clients. These operators are not connected with the existing
telecommunication infrastructure, which limits the possibilities of incumbent
operators. The choice of ATM technology by new operators is determined
first of all by providing guaranteed QoS and increase of fault tolerance. In the
new operators' networks data-oriented applications providing information
transmission between LANs play the key role. At the same time new
operators begin to develop applications aimed to support conventional
services.

B. Market Requirements
ATM network should provide a definite set of services depending on carrier's type. In
public and corporate networks Frame Relay and IP services should be maintained to
satisfy the requirements of corporate clients. In addition it is necessary to provide
interoperability between the existing data transmission networks, traditional PSTN
and ISDN, hi future the need in such interoperability can arise in corporate networks
also. Among the possible applications for both types of networks (public and
corporate) a number of services such as LAN Emulation (LANE), interaction support
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between distributed LANs, videoconferences, tele-education and tele-medicine,
Video- on-Demand (VoD), etc. should be included.
Nowadays ATM technology is considered as a transmission and high-speed
switching method for wide area networks, providing transmission of voice, data and
video with low delay. The set of standards and specifications is rather full, including
specifications of interactions with existing wide area networks - both PSTN and
different types of data networks (Frame Relay, SMDS, etc.).
A wide set of services ranging from tele-medicine and tele-education to
interactive television is offered in ATM-based networks. Charges for ATM services
and high-speed interface costs are falling and ATM market volume grows. According
to analysts network carriers will speed up to 10 billion USD annually on ATM
equipment during the current decade [14].
A large number of operators in US, Europe and Asian/Pacific Ocean regions offer
services for reasonable prices on ATM basis. AT&T introduced ATM services
between the US and UK for transnational clients based in the UK. In 1998 this
company offered similar services in most Western Europe countries, in Canada and
Japan. At the same time the market of ATM services in Europe is growing very fast,
where more than 20 national carriers including British Telecom, Deutsche Telecom,
France Telecom, Telia and others design ATM networks. Some of them have started
ATM deployment in regional networks such as Metropolitan Area Networks (MANs).
Competitive operators actively create ATM networks also. Among the latter are
Level 3, Quest, etc.
C. Designing of New Infrastructure Based on ATM and IP Technologies
Integration
As outlined earlier, one of the main advantages of ATM technology is a support of
the guaranteed QoS, which allows to apply ATM in integrated services networks. At
the same time not only ATM technology but also family of IP-oriented protocols is
being considered as possible universal network technology.
Nowadays IP protocol is becoming increasingly popular and dominating in
different types of networks, first, in large corporate networks. IP protocol is
increasingly used in real time applications. However, one of the main disadvantages
of IP applications, in its traditional form, is the lack of quality of service, which limits
the possibilities of universal application of IP protocol. This resulted in the designing
of special mechanisms, which provide guaranteed QoS for real time traffic in IP
networks.
There are several trends in improving IP network characteristics aimed at
providing the required quality parameters of delivery, first, in the terms of delays and
the variation of IP packets' delays when IP packets are transmitted via the network.
One of the trends is based on ATM and IP network integration in a form of the
combination of IP routing mechanism and ATM switching. Another trend is related to
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the designing of special resource control mechanisms in IP network without ATM
application (Integrated Services including RSVP protocol, Differentiated Services,
MPLS protocol [18]) and are outlined in the following section.
In ATM and IP integration mechanism the route is determined once - at the stage
of virtual path establishing. Routing procedure is realized in the edge router or in a
special server. After that transmission of protocol blocks is carried out via established
virtual path (switching mechanism). It is quite clear that routing and switching
integration results in improving network quality parameters - higher throughput and
smaller delays.
Besides, the direct solution of IP and ATM integration task whereby IP routers
are connected via ATM network by permanent virtual connections (PVC), the leading
companies - manufactures of the equipment for IP networks, worked out a number of
flexible methods for IP and ATM integration aimed at simplification or total
elimination of routing tables in IP traffic handling. The offered methods can be
conventionally divided into 2 groups. One group is formed by traffic-oriented
mechanisms and the second one is formed by server-oriented mechanisms.
1. Traffic-Oriented Mechanisms
Nodes of core network combine the functions of IP routing and ATM switching.
ATM switches are supplemented by special devices, which realize the classical IP
routing, using RIP and OSPE protocols.
The concept of data flow is underlying the IP-switching method, which was
developed and realized in Ipsilon (1996) and Toshiba products. Data flow is
determined as a set of IP packets - datagrams transmitted between the source and the
receiver during one communications session. The proposed IP-switching method is
based on the assumption that JP packet going through the network can be divided into
two classes depending on the flow volume (the number of datagrams).
According to the terminology offered by the companies, the flows of big volumes
characterized by a long time of a session (e.g., files transmitted according to FTP
protocol, work with WWW applications, etc.) belong to Class 1 of long-living flows.
The second type of flows containing a small number of packets (it may be even one
packet, as in a case of requests to SNMP, DNS and other services) belongs to Class 2
of short-living flows.
At the first phase of a communications session, an identification of flow class is
taking place (the type of application, volume of flow - the number of datagram, etc.).
If the flow refers to Class 2, IP routers identify routes for every packet of this flow. If
the edge node identifies that the flow refers to Class 1 a temporary virtual connection
via ATM switches is organized. This connection is destroyed when the transmission
of a given packet flow is ceased. Thus, in case of Class 1 flow routing is realized only
for the first packet. The shortest way via core ATM network is established for the rest
of the flow.
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As can be seen from the above, the offered method is more advantageous for the
Class 1 flows and does not deteriorate performance for Class 2 flows. Testing of the
equipment, realizing IP-switching method showed, that throughput of combined
Ipsilon switches is 4-5 times higher, than throughput of conventional IP routers. The
restriction of this method is that it supports a limited number of network IP protocols
(i.e. only IP and IPX).
2. Server-Oriented Mechanisms
MPOA method (Multi-protocol Over ATM) [16] approved by ATM Forum in 1997 as
a standard for IP and ATM network integration is the most typical example of
mechanism of this group. As in other IP and ATM integration methods, MPOA
method provides transmission of IP packets via virtual connections organized in a
core ATM network.
The concept of "virtual routing" is underlying MPOA technology. MPOA
Server, ATM Switch and MPOA Client constitute "virtual router". The task of
MPOA Server, which is the logical element of the virtual MPOA router, consists in
identifying the virtual path via ATM network based on the information coming from
MPOA Client. An important property of MPOA mechanism is the principle of
centralized mapping of IP addresses into ATM addresses. MPOA server is set up
either on ATM switches or on separate servers connected to ATM switches.
MPOA Client is a logical element, which can be placed either in the edge
network device, or on the workstation (user equipment). MPOA user provides
identification of flows coming from workstations and transmits a control information
to MPOA Server. While MPOA Server realizes functions of OSI third layer, MPOA
Client provides data transmission, i.e. executes the functions of the network adapter.
The core network in this case in designed as a pure network of ATM switches, via
which temporary virtual connections according ATM protocols are set up.
The mechanism of a route identifying realized in MPOA method is more
powerful potentially than the IP-switching method described earlier. First of all, the
centralization principle, on which MPOA mechanism is based, provides a better
"Efficiency/Cost" ratio as compared to decentralized methods, when route
identification function is realized on a number of edge routers as it is done in trafficoriented mechanisms.
Second, application of MPOA mechanism allows either to refuse the use of
traditional routers, or to use them as a part of the existing JP infrastructure. Finally,
the advantage of MPOA method is the possibility to combine the existing
subnetworks - LANs or JP networks with ATM backbones without assigning new IP
addressed.
Estimating the prospects of implementation of the above-mentioned mechanisms,
it is necessary to bear in mind that during the last 1 - 2 years new generation IP
routers appeared on the networks equipment market. Their characteristics
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(throughput, delays) are approaching the characteristics of the latest ATM switches.
These devices can lead to revision of potential using of the above-described
mechanisms.
2.2.2.1.5. Prospective Market Segments for ATM Technology
A. Multiservice ATM Networks
During some period of time ATM technology will retain its leading roll as a transport
technology in core segments of wide area networks to consolidate business traffic
within a single backbone network. The main requirement in these networks (private
or public) is to provide Multiservice Capabilities. In the future when JP-based virtual
private networks (VPN) will be constructed and different technologies in campus
networks are substituted by IP technology, the need in multiservice ATM networks
will be reduced; however ATM market is still rather strong.
Corporate networks are widely used nowadays by medium and large sized
companies for communications between remote sites. Corporate networks can be
either private or belong to incumbent and competitive operators. As a rule, in
conventional corporate networks different types of information (data, video and
voice) are transmitted between remote offices with the use of different technical
means in backbone networks. Besides, companies apply a greater number of different
technologies in their own local and campus networks. To reduce construction and
maintenance costs in corporate networks it is advisable to consolidate all services
within one multiservice network.
Nowadays ATM-based multiservice networks are the most cost-effective solution
for constructing large-scale corporate networks. Multiservice ATM networks are
designed to replace the existing base data networks with different protocols (X.25,
Frame Relay) by a single broadband network. Multiservice network must also
provide voice and video services.
Finally, the services of corporate networks using IP, JPX, Apple Talk, SNA
protocols as well as LAN and PBX networks protocols must also be supported in
multiservice large-scale ATM networks. Protocol adaptation functions and their
transportation into ATM protocols are provided in the edge nodes (access nodes) of a
multiservice ATM networks.
Advantages of multiservice networks based on ATM technology are determined
by a number of factors:
•

bursty traffic typical for data transmission networks allows the ATM
networks operators to divide efficiently network resources among the users
and to increase the number of users respectively. It is quite evident that in
ATM networks used by corporate clients the cost of transmission line will
reduce rapidly with the growth of the number of company branches;
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capability of ATM technology to provide a capacity on demand (flexible
bandwidth concept) results in the reduction of information transmission costs.
When leased lines are used, bit rates normally change with coefficients 2, 4,
etc. The user must pay irrespective of the real capacity he needs. In ATM
networks the subscriber can establish the access bit rate according to his real
requirement and traffic parameters; he can also determine the time for using
the resource, as the user pays only for actually used capacity but not for the
leased line with fixed bandwidth;
combining of different large-scale networks by a single network with unified
technology must reduce maintenance expenses of the operators and to
enhance flexibility of services provisioning;
applications of ATM technology providing guaranteed QoS leads to the
reduction of the number of dedicated lines that are widely used nowadays in
corporate networks. These factors may play an important role in the strategy
of companies and big operators when network development ways are being
defined.

Thus, there is a certain niche for the development of ATM technology as a basic
technology for multiservice networks. However, one should take into account, that
construction of multiservice ATM network can be cost-effective for the companies
using chiefly leased lines and Frame Relay technology in backbone networks. The
capabilities of ATM application for constructing single multiservice network may be
essentially limited in the future by a number of factors.
First, a substantial cost reduction for leased lines can be seen and it can be
explained by an explosive growth of available capacities in core networks due to
SDH and DWDM technologies. Secondly, a tendency for campus networks to
migrate towards wider applications of IP, as single technology for most services
including VoIP and video services is quite evident.
The progress in Internet protocols is connected to the capability to provide
guaranteed quality of service. By this time an application JP-oriented protocols for
constructing VPNs gives a more attractive solution as compared to conventional data
networks and leased lines and can seriously compete against ATM technology in the
networks of small and medium sized businesses. However, the process of transition to
a wide application of JP technology may take several years, which means that the
market is still open for the ATM.
B. Transition from Narrowband Networks to ATM Networks
One of the possible trends in application of ATM technology is replacement of
switches in narrowband networks by high-speed ATM switches. The essence of such a
replacement consists in the building of networks, where narrowband technologies are
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used in access networks at the level of local exchanges and backbone level is based
on virtual ATM connections.
Two methods can be used for transportation of narrowband traffic (e.g. voice) via
ATM network:
1. Connection at the network level, when ATM network is used only as a more
efficient transporting media, providing transparent transport for narrowband
services and for signaling between narrowband terminals and/or nodes. A
separate STP network can be used for CCS7 signaling. Narrowband services
are limited by access network.
2. Connection at the service level when ATM network is considered as a fullservice B-ISDN network in which narrowband service and signaling is
transformed in ATM medium, including B-ISUP signaling.
In a general case the connection on a network level will have some advantages as
compared to the second method regarding quality of service (in particular, concerning
delays, especially when compressed voice is being transmitted) and interface
simplicity. This opens prospects for the use of the first method in systems sensitive to
delays, specifically in mobile communication systems of the third generation. At the
same time, a substitution of narrowband switches in large-scale networks by ATM
switches in the networks without a separate STP network is connected with a
necessity to design ATM switches with very high throughput, which are able to
support several thousands of trunks.
It should be mentioned that the application of transit ATM networks to connect
narrowband networks is rather risky. This market is very big, however its growth is
relatively low as compared to mobile communications and data transmission market.
To define a prospective of replacement of narrowband switches, whose number is
very big in the global telephone networks, by ATM switches is very important from
an economical point of view and is one of most urgent tasks.
C. ATM in Access Networks
New capabilities of ATM technology depend on their application together with xDSL
modems in access networks, which can provide efficient broadband access to the
Internet for residential (home) users and an access to corporate networks for remote
business users.
Three market segments of broadband access are considered as possible niches for
ATM applications:
•
•
•

broadband access for residential users;
broadband access for small and medium enterprises;
broadband access for large companies.
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1. Residential Sector
As outlined earlier, the implementation motive force of a broadband access for home
users is the requirement of a full-fledged access to the Internet. The xDSL technology
is now widely used in access networks. In case of residential users, the price is the
key factor in selecting a specific xDSL device. The UADSL technology is likely to
become the most popular technology for residential users from the price and quality
point of view. ATM technology, if it will be used in residential access networks, will
be used as a multiplexing technique at the central exchange.
2. Small and Medium Enterprises
Broadband access for small and medium businesses will also require the application
of xDSL technology; however, in most cases enterprises prefer an access with
symmetrical bit rates to and from the network. The most preferable in this group of
users are therefore HDSL systems of different variants with transmission rates of 1-2
Mbit/s. As in the previous case, ATM technology will be applied for DSL line
multiplexing.
3. Large Companies
Today large enterprises replace conventional access networks by ring campus
networks with fiber optic lines. Terminal equipment of large enterprises is connected
via LANs to campus networks where multiservice ATM equipment (multiservice
ATM switches with relatively small throughput) is used. Along with ATM
equipment, routers and servers are also used in modern campus networks, however,
the ATM application in multiservice core network has the most cost-effective
solution up till now.
In general, it is necessary to prove the cost efficiency of ATM technology in
access networks, because otherwise a more cost-effective solution might be a direct
access to the Internet via xDSL modems.
D. ATM in Mobile Networks
ATM technology with short cell transmission may prove rather prospective for the
mobile networks of the third generation, in which voice compression will be widely
used. At the present time prospects of the ATM technology application in Universal
Mobile Telecommunications Systems (UMTS) are being considered.
hi particular, it is recommended to use the adaptation level AAL2 for voice
compression in UMTS networks. ATM technology with AAL2 level will be used as a
transport technology in base stations and in controllers of base stations. Apart from
cells' transportation, ATM will provide the switching of individual voice channels.
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Mobile service, providing data transmission, such as JP services, can also use ATM
nodes as gateways to JP networks. However, the market for mobile networks
applying ATM/AAL2 technology must be given a thorough economic estimation.
2.2.2.2. Internet Technology
2.2.2.2.1. Internet History
On September 2, 1969 the first node of computer network ARPANET worked out to
the order of DARPA (Defense Advanced Research Project Agency) was put into
operation. At the initial stage ARPANET was an experimental computer network
providing access to remote computing and information resources [13]. ARPANET
was designed as a highly reliable system characterized by a high degree of
decentralization and capable to operate even under multiple faulty channels and
nodes, which might result from nuclear blow on US territory.
In ARPANET, the data transfer between the computers was carried out by the
packet switching method, which was called a datagram method. Datagram method
was developed by Paul Baran in middle of sixties. Larry Roberts, the ARPANET
project director, made use of P. Baran ideas and the results of large-scale computer
networks simulation obtained by Leonard Kleinrock, when APRANET networks was
being developed.
The packet transfer procedures between ARPANET nodes were determined by IP
(Internet Protocol) of the network (third) level. In 1974 a paper on Transmission
Control Protocol (TCP) by Vinton Cerf and Bob Kahn first uses the term "Internet".
A year after their group began to develop the protocol stack later called "TCP/IP" [2].
Thus, September 2, 1969 can be considered as the birthday and the day when the
history of JP technologies and Internet networks began. Started under the name
ARPANET, the Internet was being primarily used by the American government and
academic and research institutes in USA and other countries (mainly in Western
Europe) during the seventies and the eighties. However, as a part of
telecommunication infrastructure the Internet still did not have wide applications as it
was unclaimed by public operators.
This situation did not change until the beginning of the nineties when first
friendly user applications appeared (information engines like Mosaic and WWW,
hypertext language HTML, etc.). New inexpensive tools for connecting public users
to the networks were worked out and high-speed transmission networks were
constructed with a capacity to several hundred Mbit/s.
In the middle of 1995, Windows 95 with TCP/IP appeared on the market and
millions of users got access to the Internet services.
The wide application of JP technologies in the nineties is determined by a number
of key features, which were incorporated in the Internet networks at the end of sixties.
The most important of these features are:
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Universality. Protocols of the JP group are nowadays used in all network
segments ranging from local and campus networks to the core networks. JP
technology is used to transport data, voice and video information. Both fixed
and wireless networks are built on the basis of JP-oriented protocols. TCP/IP
tends to be more widely used in public networks nowadays.
Scalability. Large-scale networks must be liable to be developed. Scalability
of networks based on IP was one of the key features envisaged by the
ARAPANET developers, as from the very beginning the task was to develop
protocols allowing to combine a great number of networks. The figure
characterizing the Internet current scale (number of networks supporting
TCP/IP protocols, number of nodes, number of users) confirms a high degree
of scalability of the Internet, which is a good prerequisite for developing
global network.
Openness. The Internet is based on the open systems principle. It means that
hardware and software of different types can interact in the network when a
limited number of rules determining the protocol and interface structures are
followed. The rules of connecting networks with any protocols to JP
networks are relatively simple and are implemented on gateways supporting
protocol conversion. The network can be viewed as the Internet if TCP/IP
stack is implemented and unique Internet address space is used in the
network. The IP protocol provides interoperability of networks with different
transport technologies. Finally, the Internet protocols' specifications are
easily accessible in the large number of Internet sites. It is a large advantage
in comparison with the documents of other international telecommunications
standardization organizations.

The development of the Internet in the nineties is a direct result of progress of
software, microelectronics and development of high-efficiency communications
systems, and also changes in the telecommunications legislation and regulation.
Growth of the Internet's scales is so impressive, that the network operators,
equipment manufacturers and even the users consider the opportunity of Internet's
transformation to the universal multiservice network, supporting all kinds of services.
To prove the great possibilities of the Internet the enthusiasts provide various data
about the global character of the network, explosive growth of users and Web sites,
an endless number of new products, providing new types of services and applications.
However, the critics point at the anarchical character of the network development,
fast exhaustion of network resources caused by new applications, low level of
security and an absence of guaranteed quality of service, which makes the Internet
technology poorly adaptable to the applications, aimed at mass users.
It is necessary to admit that both the defenders and the critics of the Internet are
right. The scale and the speed of the network growth are really impressive. The
Internet nowadays includes thousands of networks, dozens of millions of nodes,
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hundreds of millions of user computers. By the end of 1999, nearly 200 million PCs
were connected to the Internet and their number has grown up to 600 million in
middle 2002.
The success of the Internet can be explained by the above-mentioned benefits universality, scalability, openness and also by the simplicity of basic technologies.
The TCP/IP stack allows the users to exchange information between any two
computers connected to the global network.
It is well known, however, that the lunches are not being free-of-charge. The
simplicity of basic protocols results in the disadvantages mentioned above and first of
all in an impossibility to provide a guaranteed quality of service. During the first 25
years the anarchy element dominated in the development of the Internet networks, the
element, which was erroneously explained by the defenders as a sign of democracy in
telecommunications.
No doubt, the anarchical nature of the Internet will gradually disappear as the
requirements of commercial users, who want services with guaranteed quality of
service, are disappearing. One may expect that in the nearest future the Internet will
preserve and even improve it position as a highly efficient infrastructure, but this
process is connected to the necessity to improve existing protocols and to develop
new more efficient transport protocols.
2.2.2.2.2. Key Factors of the Internet Evolution
Four key factors of development of the Internet as a global net infrastructure can be
determined: new technologies, market requirements, competition growth and changes
in legislation and regulation.
•

•

•
•

New technologies and mechanisms. Higher speeds and more flexible
networks, cheaper communications systems, computing devices with higher
productivity, improved mechanisms and protocols expand rapidly functional
capabilities of the Internet.
Market requirements. The growth of the users, increase of the Internet
penetration, requirements to increase customized applications are
determining high speed of emergency of new devices, software products and
the Internet services on the market.
Competition growth. Access simplicity to network services and potential
facilities for business results in higher competition among the hardware and
software manufactures, service providers and content developers.
Legislation and regulation.
Emergence of new players on the
information/telecommunications
space (content developers, service
providers, alternative operators, etc.) determine the necessity of producing
new regulating documents taking into consideration technical, economic and
legal aspects. These documents play a very important roll in the Internet
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development, however, the makers of the corresponding specifications are
unable to maintain the high speed of the Internet development. The result is
that legal base is lagging behind and certain problems arise in the regulation
area.
Below we will focus our attention only on the topics related to the evolution of
the Internet technologies based on improving and developing new mechanisms of JPoriented protocols.
2.2.2.2.3. Problems of the Internet Technology Using as a Basis for Global
Network Solutions
A. General Aspects
The modern Internet provides the end users with an effective means to exchange
different types of traffic. The Internet supports national and international services of
data transmission in the scales compared to the scales of big public networks'
operators. In the middle of the nineties the first products of IP-telephony and
software/hardware means appeared, which allow using the Internet in the applications
related to transportation and processing of video information. Thus, prerequisites for
the application of the Internet as one of the possible technologies for developing
multiservice networks along with ATM technologies appeared.
As the Internet networks and technologies are more widely used, the word
telecommunications community discusses the possibility of using the Internet
networks as a global infrastructure more often. The number of Internet users is still
lagging behind the number of public telephone users (around 1 billion). The analysts
think however, that in a few years the number of subscribers of both networks can
become equal if the growing number of mobile Internet users is taken into account.
As for traffic, the most widely known consulting companies (Ovum, Arthur D. Little
and others) forecast that by 2002-03 the Internet traffic might largely exceed the total
voice traffic. Analysts of the Strategic Networks company guess that by 2003 the
Internet traffic will amount to 90% of the world traffic.
The model of the service waves has become recently one of the popular modes of
transition for a common network based on the Internet. The first wave is related to the
development of an access to the Internet by dial-up. The second wave is defined by
implementing of voice transmission system via IP networks. The third wave supposes
a deployment of more complicated services, such as fax via IP, electronic billing, JPbased call centers. Finally, the latest service wave will be determined by the
development of multiservice networks completely based on the Internet technology
that will provide the total spectrum of fixed and mobile services.
The above described scenario of network evolution to a common multiservice
network based on the Internet can be implemented, however, only if necessary
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performance on capacity, quality of service, information security and other functional
features determined by basic protocol stack will be provided. As the maintenance
experience of the Internet network shows, the classical IP- oriented protocols are
constraining factors in the way of building the single Internet network.
As mentioned above the initial stack of TCP/IP protocols which was used as a
basic one in the Internet up to the middle of the nineties successfully provided
services with relatively low requirements to the quality of services, like E-mail, file
transfer, interaction with remote data base. The listed applications were characterized
by low sensitivity to delays and low values of the required capacity (dozens,
maximum hundreds kbit/s for one session). These requirements are in good
accordance with potentialities of the packet switching method in the datagram mode
defined by JP protocol.
Maintenance and operation of networks based on TCP/IP during the last 30 years
has helped to define weak points in the architecture of TCP/IP family, including all
protocols of seventies - eighties (UDP transport protocol, routing protocols RIP,
OSPF and others, which can be defined as JP-oriented).
The growth of the Internet traffic and the appearance of new applications
primarily related to real time traffic determine new requirements to key features of
the Internet - to the capacity of all network sections ranging from local to core
segments, to the quality of service of the future global network, to the information
security. One of the most serious problems due to network growth is the problem of
address space limitations.
B. Capacity
One of the conventional problems in JP networks- the lack of total capacity of the
global network -manifested itself in the nineties. Figures showing the development of
the IP networks during this period indicate the exponential growth of networks scale.
Since the middle of the nineties, the traffic volume in the Internet has doubled every
three months. According to some data at the end of the nineties, the traffic in the
Internet increased three times annually. At the same time the rate of growth of
network resources was evidently lagging behind traffic growth.
There are some basic solutions for increasing the capacity of communication
networks, including the Internet. In the previous sections, possibilities of new
technologies enhancing dramatically the capacity in all network segments were
considered. In core networks, SDH/SONET and DWDM technologies are applied
using optical medium and providing bit rates from hundreds of Mbit/s to hundreds of
Gbit/s. New technologies with transmission rates from hundreds of kbit/s to dozens of
Mbit/s (xDSL, LMDS, etc.) were developed recently for access networks. In LANs
and campus networks technologies providing rates of the order of 100-1000 Mbit/s
(Fast Ethernet, Gigabit Ethernet) are widely used.
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Enhancing of the transmission system capacity leads to appropriate increase of
the network node throughput in IP networks. Instead of routers with low performance
(as compared to similar ATM switches) where packet handling was primarily made
by software means, switches and routers of new types are now used in the IP
networks.
In new routers for processing packets mainly the hardware is used. As a result,
throughput of routers is close to ATM switches' throughput and sometimes even
exceeds it. At the same time, many analysts assume that the multilayer combination
of JP/ATM/SDH/DWDM will be a dominating architecture in multiservice networks
in the next 3-5 years, hi the future, due to new routers' capabilities, prospective
network architecture based on deployment of JP technology over SDH or DWDM is
expected (Fig. 2.7).

DWDM

Fig.2.7.Emerging broadband network layers
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One more way for the network components throughput improving is determined
by transition to the systems with essentially distributed architecture. As a result of
transition to hardware and parallel processing the productivity of JP network nodes
have increased since the beginning of the nineties from hundreds thousands packets/s
to dozens of million packets/s. At the same time specific costs of routers and switches
(the cost of performing a definite number of operations) has decreased respectively.
Along with this both productivity growth and decrease of system cost still comply
with Moor's Law. A more detailed discussion of enhancing productivity of network
devices is given below.
C. Quality of Service [24]
The emergence of new transport technologies, first, optic based, gives the hope to
build networks with practically unlimited and cheap channel resources in which the
problems of providing a necessary quality of service will be efficiently solved
without special mechanisms.
However, another point of view is that irrespective of a possible network
bandwidth the various applications emerge (e.g. multimedia) which can quickly
absorb the capacity excess and special mechanisms should be created to provide QoS
in the Internet networks.
It is necessary clearly to understand that even if transmission networks with
unlimited capacities will be designed and bandwidth will be very cheap this will not
happen in the nearest future. It is quite evident that even high capacity may be
insufficient in terms of essentially bursty traffic when some segments of the network
are overloaded, which leads to substantial delays and loss of packets.
hi classical JP networks an allocation of network resources is carried out
according to the "best effort" principle. Best effort service assumes that network
resources are distributed between different applications on equal terms depending on
traffic volume. Traffic is handed with available productivity, but there are no
guarantees regarding the time of packet delivery.
On the other hand, the merits of the best effort service are the efficient use of
channel resources (specific load in classical JP networks can be as high as 0,7 - 0,8
Erlangs) and high degree of network flexibility. At the same time, as will be shown
below the best effort principle takes the lowest position in the hierarchy of QoS
provisioning mechanisms in the Internet.
Lack of guaranteed delays in IP networks (in essence, the lack of guaranteed
QoS) isn't a restricting factor when such services as E-mail, file transfer, a number of
Web applications are provided. To maintain these services the best effort principle is
quite adequate. However, even small delays (within several dozens ms) as well as
delay variances present a serious problem and start to play a negative role in such
applications as JP Telephony, in services related to video information transmission.
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Of course, the problem of delays can be partly solved by creating great excess of
channel capacities and node throughputs. This solution, however, reduces to nothing
all merits of IP networks determined by statistical multiplexing mechanisms; it is also
evident that it is not cost effective.
In the beginning of the nineties, the Internet equipment developers understood
that a substantial modification of JP-oriented protocols' stack must be made for
effective use of the Internet concept as global network idea. Revision of the protocols
supposed the improvement of existing IP protocols with the working out of new
mechanisms providing the require performance.
First of all, it is necessary to supplement the basic stack of TCP/IP protocols with
the mechanisms of capacity control, which could guarantee the required QoS. The
development of such mechanisms and related protocols is nowadays the primary task
for IETF (Internet Engineering Task Force) Committee, which created the main set of
JP-oriented protocols. A number of equipment manufactures and research teams all
over the world are working to improvement JP oriented protocols.
D. Information security
The network must guarantee not only information delivery with corresponding
quality but also provide a protection from unauthorized access. However, one of the
main principles of open systems leads to a rather low safety level of networks based
on TCP/IP protocols.
The importance of this problem grows considerably in large-scale IP networks
with many elements (channels and nodes), which are apart, and they include a lot of
different hardware and software (heterogeneity feature). Providing information
security in large scale, corporate and public network is a task of primary importance
as unauthorized access to the information leads to great material and, in a number of
cases, moral losses.
2.2.2.2.4. Evolution of Technologies in Internet Networks
A. Main Trends in the Evolution of Technologies
Explosive growth of Internet networks in the nineties and their gradual transformation
into a global network lead to the situation where the initial principles of JP protocol
become an obstacle to the network build-up and come in conflict with the scalability
requirements. The resources of the initial JP protocol, first of all those, which were
concerned with addressing possibilities were exhausted. The growth of IP networks
resulted in JP-address deficit.
Besides, absolute growth of traffic volumes resulted in overloading and blocking
of backbone and local networks. At last, development of new services related to the
entertainment industry and electronic commerce determined the emergence of
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information streams with new characteristics (first of all, multimedia traffic) and new
requirements to QoS. The use of the Internet in commercial aims leads to the
necessity of special measures aimed at information security.
To satisfy new requirements in JETF the active works (1992) on expanding the
possibilities of Version 4 of the classical IP protocol (IPv4), as well as the creation of
new mechanisms and protocols was started.
To improve properties of IPv4-oriented protocols, it is necessary to solve
the following tasks:
•
•
•
•
•

development of scalable addressing system providing increase of the number
of accessible JP addresses and simplified their configuration;
improvement of routing efficiency by simplification of packet address
processing procedures in network nodes;
development of new authentication and information security means;
introducing of new mechanisms maintaining guaranteed quality of service;
possibility of supporting mobile services in the Internet.

Besides the improvement of JP-oriented protocol family one more important
trend in evolution of the Internet is creating of new generation of high-performance
routers. In this section all above-mentioned problems except mobile services support
are considered. The problems of mobile access to the Internet are discussed in a
Section 3.5.
B. IPv6 Protocol [18]
In 1994 in the JETF a group for the development of a new generation of IP protocols
(New Generation IP, IPng) was created. Jn 1995 the IETF adopted document RFC
1752 (The Recommendation for the IP Next Generation Protocol), which specified
the modified version 6 protocol JP (IPv6). Let us give a short description of IPv6
protocol characteristics.
Increasing of the packet header length. The main aim in the increasing of IP
packet header length is to improve address system. The number of address field
positions in IPv4 protocol (32 bit) enables to assign nearly 4,3 billion of addresses.
This value may be enough for the next decade under the present global network
growth rate. However, the process of evolution of new services (nowadays it is an
evolution of electron commerce followed by the emergence of millions of new
companies) and the related growth of needs in new JP addresses may lead to a rapid
exhaustion of address space.
Transition to the length of the address field equal to 128 bit provides Earth's
population with practically an inexhaustible number of addresses exceeding 1020 (!)
for every potential Internet user. Due to the unlimited number of addresses many
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problems will be solved such as translation of addresses, support of segments with
closed address areas, etc.
Besides the expansion of the address field the full length of the packet header is
considerably increased - from 192 (IPv4) to 320 bit (IPv6). This allows to divide the
service part into the basic and supplementary headers and to take a number of
optional parameters away into supplementary header, hi the previous versions
optional parameters were placed within the basic header and the routers had to handle
a large volume of unnecessary information. In the IPv6 protocol the router handles
only the necessary information, that allows to reduce the packet handling time and
total router load.
Improvement of router's efficiency [25]. When IPv4 protocol is realized the
routers execute the total number of functions for packets handling, hi IPv6 version a
number of procedures is envisaged allowing to reduce a load on routers. These
procedures include:
•
•
•
•

aggregation of addresses leading to reduction of address tables and,
consequently, to reduction of a time for analysis and updating of tables;
transfer of fragmentation packet functions (if packets are too long) to the
edge nodes;
application of Source Routing mechanism, when node-source identifies endto-end route of packet through the network, and routers within the network
are liberated from identifying of the next router for the given packet;
already mentioned discarding to handle optional header parameters.

Providing information security. IPv6 protocol supposes an application of in-built
mechanisms of security information called IP Sec (IP Security). A special
supplementary header called Encryption is introduced. Mechanisms and
specifications JP Sec are described in the document RFC 2401 "Security Architecture
for the Internet Protocol" (1998). IP Sec mechanisms in accordance with the selected
header authentication protocol and data protection provide the following:
•
•

authentication of sources and recipients;
coding, authentication and integrity of transported data.

Users authentication and data security protocols (e.g. Encapsulating Security
Payload protocol) are becoming very popular nowadays, especially in connection
with possible applications in Virtual Private Networks (VPNs).
When prospects of IPv6 protocol applications are discussed it is important to
keep in mind that the main part of the network modules implements IPv4 protocol.
The related problem is how to better make a transmission to a new family of IPv6oriented protocols. At the beginning of 1996 an experimental network 6Bone
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encompassing North America, European countries (Russia included), Japan and
comprising several hundreds of JP networks was created according to the initiative of
the IETF. The aim was to test the features of the new Version 6 of IP protocol and to
investigate the problems arising from transition from IPv4 to IPv6.
hi 6Bone network a part of the routers supports both versions of JP protocol
forming the virtual network functioning over IPv4 network and providing packet
transmission between workstations (hosts) and routers according to IPv6 protocol.
The process of protocol IPv6 data units encapsulation into datagrams of IPv4 protocol
and their transmission is called tunneling. Network fragments supporting IPv6
protocol are connected by tunnels. Document RFC 1933 identifies a number of types
of tunnels - between routers, between workstations and between routers and
workstations.
Due to a great number of new functional capabilities IPv6 protocol will have a
wide application. However, transition to a new protocol requires substantial
modification of network products - routers, switches and operating systems
supporting IPv4 protocol. Taking into account the scale of the basic IPv4 protocol
distribution such modification of the Internet network will require significant time
and financial expenditures. That is why, irrespective of the new functional
capabilities of IPv6 protocol, the network operators and Internet providers face a
rather complicated problem for selecting ways of transition to a new protocol.
2.2.2.2.5. New Mechanisms of Guaranteed QoS Supporting in Internet

Networks

Providing guaranteed QoS is nowadays one of the main problems in the Internet
networks. Lack of guarantees of QoS is constantly claimed by the opponents to be the
key disadvantage when the Internet prospects are discussed and when the Internet and
ATM technologies are compared. The problem of QoS guarantees is especially
important when basic delivery technology in multiservice networks is to be selected.
The process of transformation of the Internet in the nineties from pure academic
applications to commercial ones determined the rapid development of QoS
supporting mechanisms. To satisfy the new requirements the JETF offered a wide
choice of models and mechanisms for the QoS provision in the Internet networks [18].
All proposed mechanisms can be divided into two groups - integrated services and
differentiated services, according to the names of the Working Groups of the IETF,
developing these models and mechanisms. Apart from this the perspective MPLS
protocol is considered in this section also.
Integrated Services. The first group (Integrated Services Working Group)
developed a service model based on the principle of integrated resource reservation.
Mechanisms realizing the model of integrated services (or IntServ) must provide
interaction of all network devices to support any level of QoS along the path of a
definite packet flow. The group of IntServ mechanisms refers to a group of methods
providing a "hard" or "absolute" QoS.
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RSVP (Resource ReSerVation Protocol) mechanism is the most well known
representative of the IntServ group. RSVP specification RFC 2205 was adopted by
the IETF in 1997. RSVP is elaborated in more detail among the IntServ group
mechanisms. Jn essence, RSVP is a signaling protocol according to which reservation
and resource allocation is carried out to guarantee "hard" QoS. Reservation is
accomplished for the certain IP packet flow before this flow transmission starts up.
Flow identification (identification of packets assigned to one flow) is carried out
by a special label in the basic header of every IPv6 packet. After path reservation the
transmission of the given packet flow is started. These packets are serviced on the
whole end-to-end connection with a preset quality.
Because RSVP is only a signaling protocol it must be supplemented by one of the
existing routing protocols and with a set of traffic control mechanisms such as Call
Admission Control (CAC), Packet Classifier (PC) and Packet Scheduling (PS)
included for providing the required QoS.
One should admit that IntServ mechanisms are like flow control mechanisms
realized in ATM technology. The requirement to maintain the guaranteed QoS in JP
networks leads to a gradual disappearance of the difference between mechanisms of
flow control in ATM and JP networks. Along with this the advantages of JP networks
which ensured quick advancement of these networks to the market will also
disappear.
Irrespective of the capabilities of the IntServ group protocols the realization and
deployment of integrated service methods face some difficulties especially in largescale networks. One must keep in mind possible buffer overloading in network nodes
when a large number of flows are maintained simultaneously. One can say that
IntServ group protocols do not satisfy the scalability requirements.
Very high demands are applied to routers from the point of view of mandatory
mechanisms (RSVP, CAC, PC, PS). Because of this in the second half of the nineties
(it is in this period that the explosive growth of the Internet networks began) the
works on creating new models and mechanisms for providing Differentiated Services
(DiffServ) was started. This work is being carried out by a Differentiated Services
Working Group of the JETF.
Differentiated Services. High requirements to be satisfied in realizing IntServ
group protocols resulted in the necessity to develop more flexible mechanisms for
providing QoS. Development of differential services lagging behind slightly the
maturity level of IntServ methods. The general characteristics of DiffServ (RFC2475)
were published only in December 1998, and more detailed specifications were
presented only in the middle 1999. As against the IntServ, the DiffServ methods
provide a "relative" or "soft" QoS.
The main idea of DiffServ mechanisms consists in providing differentiated
services to a set of traffic classes characterized by various requirements to QoS
parameters. One of the central concepts of the DiffServ model is a Service Level
Agreement (SLA), which presents a contract between the user and the service
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provider. Basic features of traffic formed on user equipment and QoS parameters
ensured by providers are identified by this contract. SLA contract can be static (can
be agreed upon for a long period - month, year, etc.) or dynamic (identified for every
session). In the latter a signal protocol (e.g. RSVP) must be applied to request the
required level of QoS.
The DiffServ model gives the network architecture in the form of two areas edge sections and core segment. Packets are classified at the network entry in edge
router (Traffic Classification mechanism) to select the packets of one flow featured
by common requirement to QoS. Then traffic is conditioned (Conditioning
mechanism). Conditioning of traffic supposes measuring of traffic parameters and
comparing of measurement results with the parameters included into SLA contract. If
SLA terms are broken, a portion of packets can be discarded. If necessary, packet
flow goes through shaping device (Shaping mechanism). Backbone routers forming
core segment provide packets forwarding in compliance with the required QoS level.
Requirements for a necessary set of QoS parameters are formed in a special field
of every packet - in the octet named Type of Service (ToS) of IPv4 protocol or in the
octet Traffic Class (TC) of IPv6 protocol. In the DiffServ model this field is called
DS byte. The content of DS byte identifies the type of the supported services. The
first two bits identify packet priority, the following four - the required class of packet
service in the node. Class of service here means a packet handling and transportation
mechanism from the given node to the next node (Per-Hop Behavior, PHB) in
compliance with the required QoS.
In the summer of 1999 two documents (RFC 2598 and RFC 2597) were adapted,
where two classes of services for DiffServ model were identified respectively. In
document RFC 2598 the class of Expedited Forwarding (EF) is described, which
provides the Premium Service and is applied to applications requiring forwarding
with minimum delay and jitter.
The second class of services which was called "Assured Forwarding" (AF) is
given in the RFC 2597 document. The Assured Forwarding class maintains a lower
QoS than Expedited Forwarding class, but higher than best effort service. Within this
QoS range the AF class identified 4 classes of traffic and three levels of packet
discarding. Thus, AF class provides services for 12 types of traffic depending on the
set of the required QoS.
The packet handling with regard to priority level and type of traffic is attained by
special queuing schemes providing a control of a packet delay and jitter and
elimination of possible losses. Among the main queuing control mechanisms Priority
Queuing, Weighted Fair Queuing and Class-Based Queuing should be noted.
Relative simplicity of traffic classification in DiffServ model and lack of end-toend reservation resource mechanisms lead to a wide application of differentiated
services as compared to IntServ mechanisms. DiffServ mechanisms application in
core network allows to apply them for the handling of aggregate traffic, which can be
combined in edge network segments. This approach may prove efficient, for example
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in IP Telephony, when a number of voice calls are combined in one aggregate flow
characterized by equal requirements to QoS parameters.
It should be clearly understood that DiffServ mechanisms couldn't guarantee the
appropriate level of QoS for network real time services like ISDN. Along with this in
future networks the role of these services will be relatively small, though for the
applications with less critical requirements to QoS, the DiffServ group will allow to
provide the necessary QoS level.
MPLS protocol. Besides mechanisms forming IntServ and DiffServ groups
several other protocols providing guaranteed QoS are used in IP networks. Two of
them, based on combining IP-oriented protocols and ATM protocols, were outlined in
the previous section. One more example of protocol in IP networks with a guaranteed
QoS is a MPLS protocol (Multi-protocol Label Switching), implementing the basic
features of Tag Switching technology worked out by Cisco.
The essence of Tag Switching mechanism consists in the following. At first every
router of IP network forms routing tables using standard routing protocols (e.g.
OSPF). Then a number of labels is generated; the label can identify one route or a set
of routes. A set of labels forms a certain analog of the virtual connection, which is
called a "label switched path".
Thus, labels play virtual connection identifier role (VPI/VCr) in ATM technology
or logical channel identifier role in Frame Relay or X.25 technologies. The formed set
of labels complies with the certain set of routing tables. As soon as IP network
topology changes (routing tables are changed) sets of labels must be changed and
virtual paths sets are changed respectively. This is why label switching mechanisms
refer to a group of topology-oriented mechanisms.
When a packet is forwarded to an edge router, it is assigned a label and is
readdressed to a neighboring router on the given route. Having received the packet
the router analyzes the next node after having changed, if necessary, the label value.
Thus, instead of IP address analysis and handling of cumbersome routing tables (as is
done in conventional backbone IP routers) in label switching systems short labels
identifying the direction of transmission of IP packets belonging to one message are
analyzed.
During 1996-97 a number of companies offered a large number of variants for
label switching schemes, which resulted in the necessity to standardize the
mechanisms of this group. With this aim a special Working Group IETF was
organized to work out the standard for the technology, which was given the name of
MPLS - Multi-protocol Label Switching. The first specification was published in
1999.
The proposals of Cisco, Toshiba and IBM companies formed the basis for MPLS
protocol specification. MPLS protocol is based on the identification of packet flows
having the same route and on assigning respective labels to them. Labels may be
positioned both in Flow Label field of IPv6 packet heading and in virtual channel
identifier (VCI) field, which allows to apply label switching not only in IP networks
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but in ATM networks also. It should be noted that the application of label switching
in IP networks allows to obtain guaranteed QoS parameters equivalent to those
obtained in ATM/Frame Relay networks provided path selection and traffic control
means in IP network are similar to those in Frame Relay or cell switching networks.
In a previous section the characteristics of two network protocol groups for IP
packet forwarding based on IP and ATM integration - traffic-oriented (IP switching)
and server-oriented (MPOA) mechanisms are given. It is necessary to identify
possible areas of application for every protocol described, including the above
considered MPLS mechanism. Each of the given protocols has its own advantages
and disadvantages and can be optimized for the corresponding types of traffic and
networks.
Comparative analysis of combined protocol features and MPLS mechanism show
that server-oriented and traffic-oriented mechanisms are efficient in large networks,
the former in case of heavy loads, the latter - in case of small loads. That is why
mechanisms of the first and the second group can be recommended for big corporate
networks in which LANs interact via WANs based on ATM switches. Thus in
combined schemes ATM technology retains its role in the core of the IP network.
Topology-oriented mechanism of MPLS is the most attractive for the Internet service
providers (ISP) who can provide IP services in networks totally based on routers.
Prospective of new mechanisms. To sum up the discussion about capabilities of
different mechanisms with guaranteed QoS one may assume that in the period of
2002-2004 IP-oriented protocols will not reach the level of maturity which could
allow to use them as the only possible protocol stack for building multiservice
networks.
The creation of multiservice network on the basis of IP stack, providing
guaranteed service of all types of traffic requires:
•
•

to work out full-fledged set of mechanisms of differentiated services,
providing a relatively "soft" level of QoS;
to improve the mechanisms of absolute ("hard") QoS, among which MPLS
protocol is candidate N°l.

In transition period the combination of label switching forming virtual
connections and ATM switching (ATM network is used as a backbone network for
connecting IP routers) can provide higher QoS parameters as compared to the
separate application of these technologies. However, in the future with a progress of
IP technologies it will be possible to use MPLS protocol instead of combined
mechanisms. Fig. 2.8 gives estimates using prospects of MPLS mechanism, ATM
technology and other broadband technologies up to 2005 presented in the report of
Ovum consulting company (1999).
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2.2.2.2.6. New Generation of Routers
Increasing of network nodes' productivity. The transition to a new generation of
routers is determined by a necessity to increase essentially the productivity of
network nodes and to make it comparable with the rapidly growing capacity of
transmission systems. We have partly discussed this problem when discussing the
problem of the capacity enhancement of the Internet networks.
During the last 1-2 years a number of leading network equipment manufactures
announced the creation of IP routers of a new generation, whose characteristics are
similar to those of modern ATM switches. This can change dramatically the routers
role in corporate and public networks.
Standard routers of the nineties which used software for packets handling had
very low productivity and, as a rule, were the weak points in the networks, which
resulted in the creation of new mechanisms and methods as IP-switching. The
progress in semiconductors (as always!) opened new ways of routers networking
based on transition from software handling to a wide application of specific
integrated circuits with rather high degree of integration like ASICs.
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Enhancing of the performance of the new generation routers is determined by the
following factors:
•
•
•

software is substituted by hardware, that leads to a higher processing rate in
network devices;
node throughput growth influenced by improved chip characteristics and
higher operating frequencies;
finally, enhancing of the new generation router productivity is determined by
changes in router configuration.

In routers of the new generation all handling processes are divided into 2 groups forwarding and route calculation. Simple, but numerous forwarding procedures are
realized in new routers only on the hardware basis whereas calculation of routes is
carried out in the central processor. This allows to make another step and to multiplex
forwarding processes within parallel architecture frame with switching elements
between independent forwarding devices.
Productivity of new routers can reach several Tbit/s and this is comparable with
the modern transmission system capacity based on DWDM technology, which is
regarded as the basis transport technology in core networks in the nearest future.
Productivity of the majority of standard serial routers in 1999-2000 didn't exceed 1020 Gbit/s providing the simultaneous packets handling transmitted in one-two
wavelengths, whereas Terabit switches can handle dozens of wavelengths
simultaneously. New routers' capabilities with high throughput can result in the
revision of ATM technology application prospects in multiservice networks and to
the application of IP technology directly over optical transport systems (IP/DWDM
architecture type, Fig. 2.7).
Class of Service's concept. A wide application of routers may be substantially
affected also by the realization of Class of Service's concept in routers based on new
mechanisms of QoS support. One of the mandatory elements in high- productive
routers of the new generation are the devices realizing different mechanisms of
guaranteed QoS. Routers will maintain several possible sets of QoS parameters,
which will lead to a new concept defined as Class of Service (CoS). CoS concept in
the Internet networks can substitute the classical QoS concept realized both in
conventional packet switching networks and in ATM networks.
In compliance with CoS concept routers of the new generation will form and
control a great number of queues, in each of them its own service mechanism will be
realized according to the provided set of QoS parameters. As soon as routers are
capable to realize CoS capabilities, one may expect a rapid substitution of ATM
technology by IP-oriented systems.
In general, routing technologies are simpler and cheaper as compared to ATM
technology and is more suitable for the handling of the packet traffic which will
constitute a main part of a load in the future networks. One may expect that in the
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wide new generation router application environment with throughput of several Tbit/s
there will be a transition to multiservice networks with configuration "IP over
SDH/DWDM" or "IP over DWDM".
The network of new big operator Quest Communications (USA) may serve as an
example. Now the Quest network covers more than 130 countries. The company
offers a great number of applications based on IP including IP telephony services.
The backbone part of the network is based on IP over SDH architecture and a
possibility of transition to IP over DWDM is discussed actively.
2.2.2.2.7. IP Telephony
A. General Aspects
IP Telephony is one of the main trends in the development of modern Internet
networks and it presents nowadays one of the most aggressive niches of new
applications for IP protocols [9]. One should keep in mind that as early as the
seventies the developers of IP networks all over the world had put forward the idea of
applying packet switching technology to provide telephone services. However, low
throughput of nodes, low transmission rates, weak intelligence of terminals and
network equipment together with lack of necessary protocols did not this idea allow
to be implemented till the middle of the nineties.
The first software tool (Internet Phone) supporting telephone services in IP
networks (Voice over IP, VoIP) was worked out in 1995 by a small Israelian company
VocalTec. Transmission of the voice over the Internet network made the cost of
communications independent from the distances and resulted in a reduction of
communications costs.
Enthusiasts supporting the introduction of VoIP services focused their attention
on relatively low voice transmission costs as compared to classical voice networks.
However, IP Telephony systems, which appeared in 1995-96 didn't maintain the QoS
satisfying the standards for voice network, and this was one of the main arguments
for the opponents of wide application of IP protocols for voice transmission.
During several years that have passed since the first IP Telephony products
appeared the situation has changed considerably. First, effective methods were used
in IP Telephony systems, which provided a rather good quality of voice. The quality
improvement topics in IP Telephony systems are discussed below.
Second, wide prospects of IP Telephony introduction are related not only to
competition in cost parameters with voice networks. In fact, at the first stage of IP
Telephony introduction the services included both long-distance and international
calls and connections of "telephone-PC" type. But, unlike other services with
relatively low charge for telephony, such as callback, there are some other reasons for
network operators and service providers to be interested in IP Telephony.
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Due to the application of special voice coding methods the voice in IP Telephony
is transmitted with bit rates within, a range of 5,5 - 8 kbit/s that allows to improve
significantly the bandwidth use as compared to standard telephony (64 kbit/s).
Further implementation of facsimile services in the Internet network, an application
of IP systems for real time billing, a creation of call centers, are expanding.
In future, the feasibility of such services as high quality audio conferences, multiaddress IP conferences, applications related to teleeducation and entertainment
industry, services like Click and Talk, Click and Connect, Universal Messaging
systems and even voice Web-browses, where the user interacts with Web site by
voice are considered.
Expanding of functional capabilities of the basic IP Telephone concept and VoIP
services resulted in a new term XoIP, denoting transmission of any types of traffic via
the Internet networks and expanding the term VoIP. The principles underlying the IP
Telephony allow to apply IP-oriented protocols for convergence of different types of
services, technologies and processes on the basis of common protocol stack.
In spite of these wide potentialities of different applications the success of IP
Telephony advancement in the market is determined by a well-developed base of
standards along with the quality enhancement problem solution.
B. Standardization of IP Telephony Systems
Because IP Telephony is rapidly developing, a unified system of standards providing
transportation of multimedia traffic via various existing networks must be created.
Standardization allows not only to combine the work of equipment from different
manufactures within one network but also to guarantee interoperability of networks
with different protocols and different methods of information delivery.
As public telephone network will operate for a rather long time the task of
interoperability of circuit switching and packet switching networks must be one of the
priority tasks for the equipment manufactures. Any types of end-to-end connections
must be provided irrespective of the type of equipment applied in the networks.
Internet networks must provide the same set and quality of services as voice
networks.
As mentioned above, the main advantage of IP Telephony at first was the low
cost of services but there were no any guarantees of QoS. Because of this further
success in IP Telephony technology is determined substantially by industrial standard
development. The mechanisms supporting interoperability of different networks and
providing the required QoS level and an information protection will play a very
important role for the development of these standards.
H.323 recommendation (ITU-T). To the moment of occurrence of the IP
Telephony in the market it appeared that considerable work on providing
interoperability of PSTN and the Internet had already been done by different
organizations. H.323 recommendation developed by the ITU-T Study Group XVI,
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defining the components, protocols and multimedia traffic transport procedures via
networks with packet switching and IP protocol based networks may serve as a very
good example. H.323 recommendation often called an umbrella as it contains a lot of
network components and service specifications forming a set called H.323 family.
H.323 recommendation was a continuation of H.320 (1990) specification
defining the components and procedures of videoconference communications via
ISDN and other types of circuit switching networks. Inefficiency of narrowband
ISDN for video communications has defined a search of other transport mechanisms,
first, technologies based on packet switching. Version 1 and Version 2 of H. 323
recommendation were adopted in 1996 and 1998, correspondingly. Version 3, which
may include specifications of fax message transmission via packet switching network
is currently under consideration.
Along with a great number of mechanisms specifying transmission processes in
multimedia networks, H.323 recommendation defines 4 main elements of these
networks - Terminal, Gatekeeper, Gateway and Multipoint Controller Unit. More
detailed characteristics of the key network elements of H.323 recommendation related
to IP Telephony as well as IP Telephony role in convergence of voice and data
transmission networks are discussed in Section 3.2.
SIP (IETF). The leader in an area of the Internet philosophy - IETF, was also
involved in the problems of IP Telephony protocol standardization. One of the IETF
divisions - a working group responsible for specifications on multipoint sessions of
multimedia communications has developed SIP (Session Initiation Protocol),
described in document RFC 2543.
SIP formally is an analogue of H.323 recommendation, because SIP
specifications define the components and procedures of installation, maintaining and
completing of a multimedia communications session. The main difference is that SIP
protocol developed in IETF is based on the Internet-oriented protocol stack and
H.323 recommendation applies preferably ITU-T standards. An example of this
difference is a signaling system in both protocols. In H.323 recommendation the
Q.931 protocol is the basis and in SIP protocol a HTTP- based protocol is used.
SIP protocol is simpler than H.323 recommendation, however it doesn't realize
all the functions defined in H.323. As previously mentioned, H.323 is an umbrella
recommendation comprising all aspects of multimedia communications in packet
switching networks. At the same time, in its present form, SIP protocol determines
not only a minimum set of functions but supposes an application of other protocols
for realization of the required functions.
A number of specialists assume that SIP protocol is more prospective than H.323.
However, judging by the number of products on IP Telephony market, H.323
recommendation is still the most recognized standard among the equipment
manufactures.
THIFON. There are some more trends related to a development of specifications
for the network interoperability. One should mention here the TIPHON project
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(Telecommunications and Internet Protocol Harmonization over Networks). This
project started in 1997 in ETSI (European Telecommunications Standardization
Institute). According to specifications, the functional model in a multimedia network
consists of Terminal, Gatekeeper, Gateway as well as H.323 recommendation. But
unlike H.323 in the TIPHON model the Gateway contains three objects - Signaling
Gateway (SG), Media Gateway (MG) and Media Gateway Controlling (MGC).
The distributed Gateway provides interaction of IP networks and voice networks
with circuit switching, e.g. ISDN. Signaling Gateway provides the interface of ISDN
and IP signaling systems packing signaling massages SSC7 in packets of IP networks.
The main function of Media Gateway is the reciprocal conversion of ISDN digital
streams and IP packets. Media Gateway Controller supports the functions of the
Gateway resource control and the conversion of protocols.
The distributed architecture of the Gateway offered by ETSI gives some solutions
of serious IP Telephony problems, such as scalability and possibility to use products
from different manufactures. It should be noted that the concept of distributed
Gateway is supported not only by ETSI, but by IETF as well. The IETF working
group MEGACO has worked out MGCP (Media Gateway Control Protocol) based
on the proposal of Level 3 Communications and Telecordia Technologies (former
Bellcore) companies. The MGCP Protocol as well as the TIPHON protocol support
interaction between IP networks and modern digital voice networks, e.g. ISDN.
The effect from application of protocols of MGCP type consists in the possibility
for telephone network users to be provided with a set of services - voice transmission
for the charges applied to IP networks without modification of the existing telephone
and fax equipment.
In spite of the MGCP protocol being supported by the leading manufactures,
nearly 90% of IP Telephony gateways use H.323 recommendation. How can two or a
great number of standards, some of which are de jure standards and others are de
facto standards co-coexist? The specialists believe that H.323 recommendation will
be applied in small-scale networks, e.g. by business users and MGCP protocol will be
applied in large-scale public networks.
C. Quality of Voice Transmission in IP Telephony
As was already outlined, a wide application of IP Telephony systems is possible
only if the quality of voice transmission in the Internet networks could be compared
to the transmission quality in conventional telephone networks. The methods
providing the required quality of voice transmission in IP Telephony systems can be
divided into 2 groups. The first group includes the methods of voice signal coding
and the mechanisms for finding the lost packets. The second group includes the
mechanisms preventing delays arising when voice packets in network nodes are
handled.
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A noticeable contribution to the estimation of the IP Telephony service quality
was made in the frame of the TIPHON project, in which one of the trends is related to
making formal estimates of the "quality of call". The quality of call in the TIPHON
project is determined by the two sets of estimations:
•

values of end-to-end delays at the first and second phases of session

•

subjective estimates of the voice quality based on 5-score system and MOS
(Mean Opinion Score) method recommended by ITU-T (recommendations of
P series ITU-T).

and

In P recommendations voice transmission quality levels (class of service) via the
network with packet switching are determined.
The quality of voice transmission in networks with packet switching, in recent
years, has significantly improved by creating effective voice coding and packet
restoration schemes providing good intelligibility of voice signal on the receiving
end. These methods comprise:
•
•
•
•

methods of effective voice coding (recommendations of G.7xx series);
mechanisms of pause suppression (mechanism of voice coding known as
Voice Activity Detection, VAD);
mechanisms of echo suppression (G.164 ITU-T recommendation) and echo
cancellation (G.165 and G.168 ITU-T recommendations);
mechanisms of errors concealment, providing space cancellation in speech
flow, caused by the loss of some packets.

However, prevention of network delays is still one of the most complicated
problems in IP Telephony. As is known, the permissible value of delay in voice
transmission is not to exceed 250 ms, however IP Telephony systems cannot
guarantee to satisfy these standards yet. The results of the tests show that if delay is of
100 ms the quality of speech was rather high. If the delay is equal to 200 ms the
quality of speech was still acceptable. With the delay of 300 ms speech is
disintegrated into fragments.
The guaranteed way to reduce delays in IP Telephony consists in providing a
guaranteed bandwidth, increasing a productivity of network devices - routers and
gateways, in an application of backbones with high capacity along with the
procedures realizing "hard" mechanisms of the guaranteed quality of service.
It should be noted, that one of the most serious disadvantages of the current
version of H.323 recommendation is to view the mechanisms of providing the
guaranteed quality of service as optional (e.g. DiffServ and MPLS). Applications of
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these mechanisms in network products, realizing H.323 recommendation is up till
now only a company's proprietary decision.
The mechanisms for information protection - authentication, enciphering and
providing of information integrity are not mandatory attributes for realization in
devices complying with H.323 recommendation. This imposes certain restrictions on
H.323 recommendations when they are used in business networks.
D. Implementation of IP Telephony
Dealing with IP Telephony market one should admit that nowadays the main part
among IP Telephony services are long distance communications by prepaid cards
aimed at the subscribers who are prepared to accept a lower quality for a lower price.
This class of users doesn't satisfy the big IP service providers and they are primarily
concerned with the possibility to sell IP Telephony services to corporate users.
However, the set of IP Telephony services, which could satisfy business user
requirements, remains limited and the number of service providers providing IP
Telephony services is relatively small.
The representatives of this group of providers who emerged on the market within
the last five years have become leaders in promoting new technologies. One of the
examples is one of the leading world Internet providers PSINet, USA. This company
was the first among the Internet service providers in the USA to provide IP
Telephony services for corporate users in 1998. PSI Voice service is intended to
organize telephone communications between PBX via own backbone.
In the PSINet backbone combined technologies IP over Frame Relay (IPoFR)
and IP over ATM (IPoATM) are used. Telephone services are provided for lower
charges than by conventional network operators and the guaranteed QoS is being
maintained. The business users are connected to PSINet backbone via leased lines Tl.
In 2000 the PSINet will provide IP Telephony services to individual users.
At the same time incumbent long-distance operators both in the US (AT&T, Level
3, Sprint) and in Europe (British Telecom, France Telecom, Deutsche Telekom)
already have deployed IP Telephony services. However, differently from service
providers the network operators are trying to find a compromise between the new
type of services and making profits from conventional telephony. Along with this,
long-distance operators do not think that IP Telephony must substitute the existing
PSTN network. The plans of this group are related to the possibility of deployment of
a wide spectrum of new services based on IP Telephony to the public sector and by
network convergence solutions (see Section 3).
Besides the Internet service providers and traditional operators an important role
on the IP Telephony market is played by big alternative operators who have built
their own high capacity backbones such as Level 3 Communications, Quest
Communications, Global Crossing. These companies announced about IP Telephony
service provisioning for corporate users in 1999.
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The attention of network operators and service providers can be explained by the
prospects of IP Telephony, which is actively being promoted to the market
notwithstanding some evident disadvantages. The results of the research made by
Frost & Sullivan show that the market of IP Telephony will grow annually 1,5 times
and in 2001 its volume will reach 1,9 billion dollars. The analysis made by another
company - Kitten & Associates indicates an impressive growth of IP Telephony
market - from 123 million USD in 1997 to 9,4 billion USD in 2003. [15]. A more
bolder forecast is given in the report of Dataquest that was published in June 1999.
Revenues from VoIP services are expected to grow from 255 millions USD in 1998
to 21 billion USD in 2003.
Along with this, with IP Telephony systems deployment, it is necessary to take
into account the possibilities of other technologies used for integration of voice and
data. Thus, Frame Relay (FR) technology was the first voice packet transmission
technology. FR technology provides the required voice transmission quality and
equipment cost estimated for one port is compared to the cost of IP Telephony
systems, but has a lesser set of possible applications. ATM technology guarantees a
high quality of voice transmission but yields to IP Telephony in cost and complexity.
Taking this into account one may believe that a solution of the quality enhancement
problems and standardization and possible applications growth will make a basis for
successful deployment of IP Telephony.

2.3. Evolution of Mobile Networks
As service evolution in the fixed network is concerned, multimedia services will
advance significantly over the next five to ten years. This statement can be supported
by an observation of some driving forces in our Information Society:
•
•
•
•
•

More use of consumer electronics like TV sets, video recorders, video games,
CD players, PCs etc.
Broadening of computer-based communications, information, commerce and
entertainment services
Internet and Intranet usage spreading fast and significantly
Higher pressure on time, and the need for increased flexibility and
responsiveness in business
People spending more time on the move and wanting to communicate and to
be informed.

This will also have an effect on mobile communication. There will be a growing
demand for access to multimedia services anytime, anywhere - placing new demands
on, and providing new opportunities for, the mobile industry. A market study from
Analysis and Intercai [36], ordered by the UMTS Forum, predicts that by the year
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2010 more than 90 million subscribers will be using multimedia services while on the
move. Moreover, these would create 50% of the traffic.
In order to meet these customer needs, the European mobile industry is looking to
define and develop the third generation of mobile technology - Universal Mobile
Telecommunications System (UMTS). UMTS will provide the building blocks for
service convergence between fixed networks and the UMTS third generation mobile
networks to provide the user the same high quality multimedia services both on his
fixed and mobile terminal. The UMTS vision is to take the communicating mankind
into the information society of the 21st century. It will provide access to new and
interactive services. It will offer mobile personalized communications to the mass
market regardless of location, network or terminal used.
The key characteristics of UMTS, derived from this vision, are:
•
•
•
•

Capacity for narrow-and wideband services by high radio spectrum efficiency
and bandwidth on demand
Data speed sufficient for multimedia service components characterized by
bulk data transfer and interactivity
Quality of speech (comparable to the fixed network) and data services
(guarantee low latency)
Service access comfort through a virtual home environment (same "look and
feel" of services and service manipulation anywhere), personalized services,
improved user interface (e.g. Web-based), ubiquitous coverage for office,
home and outdoors.

Evolution from GSM to UMTS. UMTS will not be a revolutionary new system.
Rather it will further build upon the widespread use and experience of the GSM
systems [22, 35].
GSM phase 2 (Fig. 2.9) is already anticipating the need for multimedia services
support by introducing medium speed circuit switched bearer services (HSCSD,
EDGE) and efficient packet data transport (GPRS). HSCSD combines up to eight
GSM timeslots, whereas EDGE constitutes an alternative radio interface fitting within
a GSM radio carrier and thus being compatible with the GSM radio interface. Due to
bandwidth restrictions on the air these services are expected to be offered to a limited
market. With its CAMEL, SIM Toolkit and Mobile Station Application Execution
Environment features, GSM also paves the grounds for the Virtual Home
Environment concept.
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Fig.2.9. Service evolution from GSM to UMTS

Two requirements for an efficient and mass-market support for multimedia
applications, which currently cannot be achieved by GSM, are sufficient bandwidth
allocation and flexibility of bearer services [11]:
•

•

The bandwidth requirement relates to the capability of the radio access
network and the core network to support air interface with rates of up to 2
Mbit/s. For efficiency reasons bearers of different throughputs must be
multiplexed over common transmission media.
Separation of call control from connection and bearer control is the content of
the second requirement. A call/session may include multiple connections and
may use one or several bearers. It should be possible to add or remove
connections or bearers during such a call upon user request (e.g. remove
conference party, change QoS) or events occurring on the radio path (e.g.
handover towards a radio cell with less available bearer throughput).

With respect to services support, in the UMTS context service capabilities will be
standardized and not the services themselves, in contrast to GSM. Service capabilities
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consist of bearers (circuit switched data, GPRS packet data, UMTS packet data
services defined by QoS parameters) and the mechanisms needed to realize services
(see Sections 3.5.5 and 3.7.4).
These standardized capabilities will provide a platform that will enable the
support of speech, video, multi-media, messaging, data, other teleservices, user
applications and supplementary services. Service creation tools that combine these
capabilities enable the market for services to be determined by users and service
providers. Additionally, this concept reduces the time required to deploy new types of
services in the network, giving operators the opportunity to compete on the service
level. A detailed description of UMTS services and a role of UMTS on the
convergence of fixed and mobile networks is considered in Section 3.5.6.
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3.1. General Aspects of Convergence in Telecommunications
Today, in the area of information and telecommunication technologies still exist in
different worlds side by side, hi recent times, however, the term convergence appears
more and more frequently in the context of the evolution in information and
telecommunications. The term generally comprises of all those movements in
information and telecommunications which have to do with growing together,
integration, substitution and similar. For convergence in this sense more than one
instance can be observed in the whole field of telecommunications.
Generally, convergence at the end is driven on the service level. It is motivated
by the desire to have a homogeneous service infrastructure for specific services (e.g.
telephony), even though the services are supported by different technical solutions,
which may be a solution based on telecommunication technology or a solution based
on information/computer technology. In addition, convergence of different services
can result in multiplying the power of the single services, which e.g. is the case with
multimedia. In both cases, the user should not need different equipment for different
services. Of course, service convergence always implies more or less convergence in
the service-providing technical systems.
These are the areas in telecommunications, where convergence at present is
significantly met. Today much attention is paid to the convergence of voice and data
services, where the traditional telephone network represents one and data networks
the other. This is true in the public domain (PSTN/ISDN and IP-based Internet) as
well as in the private (corporate) domain (PBX, LAN and IP-based Intranet).
In the public domain it is of vital interest that the services provided by the
Internet can be economically accessed via the access lines of the PSTN/ISDN. This
leads to the first type of convergence, namely a specific interworking between
PSTN/ISDN with the Internet at the edge of the PSTN/ISDN. Further, telephony is
required between Internet users and PSTN/ISDN users. This needs interworking units
between both networks, which can be seen as another instance of convergence. In the
long run, a really converged network may evolve comprising PSTN/ISDN and
Internet virtues and supporting all services with equally good performance.
In the private domain, the PBX presents itself as a communication server for
switching, intelligent features and gateway functions, which is migrating towards a
more distributed architecture providing access to a large number of standards. Also,
the difference between private networks and public networks will be blurred, at least
from a technical point of view. Private networks can have a long distance
infrastructure, which is in principle the same as in public networks. Also intelligent
functions for call handling are found in both. The significant difference finally
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remains the way networks are accessed for broadband applications (LAN for private,
twisted pair customer loop with extended transmission capacity with xDSL).
Another interesting instance of convergence is subsumed under the term
Fixed/Mobile Convergence (FMC). Here the integration of switches for wirebound
networks and switches for mobile radio networks is not in main focus, although this
integration also may happen (so-called "Combi-Switch"). Instead, the important
issue is the service convergence, meaning that users can have their services
accustomed to at any network access.
An example, where convergence leads to multiplying service power, is
Computer/Telephony Integration (CTI). Here computer power is added to the PBX in
order to enhance and optimize the workflow for heavy communication-oriented
workplaces (call centers). Another example under this aspect of convergence is - as
already mentioned - multimedia communications, where in a communication session
voice, video, graphics and sound may be used to convey information. The resulting
consequences for the technical equipment are most visible in the terminal (PC or TVset), where facilities for the various communication modes have to be provided.
In all, the process of convergence is ultimately motivated by the desire to bring
all ways of telecommunication and information handling as well as technology
together.
3.2. PSTN/ISDN and IP networks
3.2.1. General
This section describes the convergence of the Public Switched Telephone (Voice)
Network (PSTN) respectively the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) and
the public data networks. In order to outline the convergence of the services offered
on these networks, it is necessary to understand the different history and
technological background of the two network types. This is outlined in the first part
of this section.
The next part of this section describes how the PSTN/ISDN is used as the access
method for the access to data networks, especially to the Internet, and the problems
arising from this. Here the convergence of these two networks is characterized by
interworking.
Then the opposite approach is addressed, namely to use data networks to
transport voice traffic, which imposes specific requirements on these networks.
Finally it is described how the interworking of the two networks enable new services
and applications for the subscriber and how the interworking can develop into a
replacement of voice networks by data networks.
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In the following text telephone voice networks are referred to as PSTN. This also
shall include ISDN, which provides complete digital transport of voice traffic.
However, this difference is not relevant in the context of this section. Only the enduser equipment (terminal) is slightly different.
3.2.2. Network Characteristics
The public switched telephony network (PSTN) is in use for over 100 years and
almost any place in the world can be reached. Since the first days of
telecommunication with the introduction of Morse signaling and the invention of
pointer telegraph and the telephone the basic principles have remained very similar,
although the underlying technology has seen many dramatic changes, like the
transition from analogue to digital switching technology. Still the communication is
based on the establishment of a connection between sender and receiver before the
transfer of information can take place. Therefore this technology has been called
circuit-switched, circuit-oriented or connection-oriented. The connection is
established independently of the distance between source and destination.
During the call set-up phase the set-up request is forwarded and routed through
all the exchanges between source and destination and resources are allocated to this
call throughout the network. In the wireline voice network voice calls in general are
allocated a 64 kbit/s channel, although voice compression technologies (e.g. to 8
kbit/s) are and will be used, where transmission capacity is expensive, e.g. in
transatlantic cables or on the access to mobile networks. The reservation of the fixed
transmission bandwidth of 64 kbit/s allows to guarantee a certain quality of the
transmission, but on the other hand leads to a waste of bandwidth, because the
bandwidth is reserved, even if no conversation is transmitted, e.g. during silence
breaks.
Another effect of the bandwidth reservation prior to the transmission of the voice
signals is that there are no additional mechanisms needed to ensure the correct
transmission. Because the resources are allocated for the specific voice call along the
complete path, there is no possibility of congestion or transmission loss within the
network. However, this makes the network also more vulnerable to problems during
network failures. Because all voice calls through the network have specifically
allocated resources, changes in the network topology, e.g. through failure in switches
or transmission equipment, might make it necessary to reroute some of the calls. This
requires specific measures in the switches to handle these kinds of failures very
efficiently.
Through the long history of voice communications the network equipment has
been improved so significantly, that today's PSTN switches have a downtime of less
than 2 minutes per year. This high reliability of the PSTN network is necessary,
because life today depends heavily on telecommunications, either for emergency
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reasons (e.g. emergency calls) or in business, where communication must be possible
to make information available at the time needed.
Data networks were originally developed when the number of computers became
so large and applications so widely available, that it appeared necessary to support
communication especially between computers. The first major development was the
ARPANET, which was developed and installed during the 60's in the United States to
allow the communication between several computing centers involved in military
research. During the development of the ARPANET a set of protocols and
applications was developed to serve as the basis for the computer communication.
These protocols developed into the so-called TCP/IP protocol series, which are the
base for most of today's data communication (for details see section 2.2.2.2)
The Internet Protocol (IP) is the basic network protocol, which provides a basic
set of features for data communication. In contrast to the voice communication in the
PSTN, the data communication is based on the exchange of packets, i.e. units that
transfer a certain amount of data. Because each packet contains specific information
about the source and the destination, it is not necessary to establish a connection
between source and destination before transmitting a packet. Instead, each network
node, called router, checks the destination address contained within the packet and
routes the packet according to pre-established routing information. The routing
information is generated by specific protocols that allow to transfer information
about the network topology to each network node.
Since there is no connection set-up phase, no specific resources can be reserved
for the transmission and therefore the available bandwidth (i.e. transmission
capacity) is shared between all packets. In case there is more traffic received in a
network node, than can be transmitted, packets are randomly dropped. This is
referred to as best-effort transmission, because no guarantee for delivery is made.
This method, however, provides a more flexible utilization of the available
bandwidth, because whenever there are data available for transport they are
transmitted in a multiplex with other data along the same network path.
Packet-oriented transmission is particularly suited for data communication, i.e.
communication between a person and a computer or between two computers, because
the nature of the traffic is very bursty, i.e. phases with very high bandwidth demand
(e.g. during a file transfer) followed by phases of very low or no bandwidth demand
(e.g. during a keyboard input from a terminal). As the phases of high and low traffic
are randomly distributed across all the communication relations the network serves at
a given time, statistical multiplexing leads to a better utilization of the network.
Another advantage of the packet-oriented approach is that the network is better
suited to handle failures in network nodes or transmission links, because each
individual network node can adjust to this situation and send packets via a different
route towards the destination, provided such a route exists.
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As mentioned above, the major drawback of packet-oriented transmission in an
IP network is, that there is presently no sufficient guarantee for a specific quality of
service, i.e. it is not guaranteed that packets are delivered completely and in the order
they were sent nor that they are delivered within specific boundaries, e.g. delay or
delay variation. Therefore, the correct transmission in respect to completeness and
packet sequence integrity has to be ensured by higher layer protocols. In the case of
the Internet this protocol is the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), which ensures
the order of packets, detects missing packets and initiates re-transmission. Another
topic that has to be addressed in packet-oriented networks is the behaviour in case of
congestion, i.e. if the network load exceeds the capacity of the network. For the
Internet this is also handled by the TCP, where the transmission data rate is reduced
in case of congestion, leading to packets loss.
All these characteristics make the TCP/IP protocols very suitable for data
communication, because for data the poor time parameters of the transmission, e.g.
delay and jitter (i.e. differences in transmission delay), are not too critical. For realtime communication, as for telephony or video transmission, however, these create
several problems, which only recently have been addressed. Solutions will be
addressed later in this section.
If the specific services of TCP, like error handling and flow control are not
necessary for the communication service, a simpler protocol called User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) exists, which can substitute TCP.
Applications for data communication are implemented on top of the basic
protocols TCP/IP or UDP/TP using additional protocols, such as SMTP for electronic
mail, FTP for file-transfer, telnet for remote login, HTTP for World Wide Web
(WWW). The overall protocol suite is often symbolized with an hourglass with the
infrastructure (called "plumbing") as the lower part, IP and TCP/UDP as the narrow
part and the applications with the corresponding protocols in the upper part. This is
shown in Fig. 3.1.
The technical discussion of the specific properties of the PSTN and IP networks
is summarized in the Table 3.1.
Table 3.1: Characteristics of PSTN and IP networks

Bandwidth
Method
Call handling
Quality

PSTN
Fixed
Circuit-switched
Connection-oriented
Guaranteed limit on delay and
jitter

IP Network
Variable
Packet-switched
Connection-less
No guarantee on
transmission quality
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Fig.3.1. Protocol's model

Different history and technology have also affected the overall network structure
of the both PSTN network and today's public Internet. Telephone network in most
countries has developed as a national monopoly public service and has only recently
been deregulated to enable competition. In this national approach, international calls
are handled in gateway switches that interconnect the national telephone networks of
different countries.
The Internet, however, has evolved from its beginning in the ARPANET as a
network of loosely coupled networks, which are connected at so-called exchange
points (or peering points), to which many Internet Service Providers (ISP) connect
their networks. The Internet is actually formed by these exchange points, which are
either operated by all connected ISPs commonly or as a commercial enterprise. The
worldwide connection of the Internet is achieved by connecting different levels of
ISPs, with a different regional focus. Fig. 3.2 shows the resulting structure of the
Internet.
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The transport infrastructure of the ISP, i.e. the interconnection between the
network nodes (routers) is normally leased from the large telecommunications
companies. Only the very large, globally operating ISPs operate the transport
infrastructure themselves. The transport mechanism used for interconnecting the
routers ranges from Frame-Relay for connection speeds up to 1,5/2 Mbit/s over ATM
for SDH/SONET speeds of up to 622 Mbit/s up to 2,4 Gbit/s or more. The selected
transport technology depends on the network infrastructure, i.e. how many
neighbours have to be connected to a router, and on the traffic volume to be handled.
3.2.3. PSTN/Internet Convergence for Data Services
3.2.3.1. Internet Access
The access to the public Internet is possible in two different ways. One way is a
dedicated access, i.e. with a permanently established connection between two
routers, realized by an underlying transport infrastructure, e.g. Frame-Relay, ATM or
leased lines. This is today the standard way of Internet access for large businesses
and organizations. The other way is the on-demand access, where the connection is
only established, if the access to the Internet is needed. This is normally used by
residentials, i.e. private Internet users, or small offices/home offices (SOHO) or
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branch offices of a large corporation. On-demand access is also used to access
corporate networks from remote locations, i.e. from hotels during travel etc.
While the permanent access to the Internet uses data network infrastructure,
which is specifically designed and installed for this purpose, the most common
infrastructure for on-demand access is the PSTN or alternatively a mobile network.
For data transmission modems are used on both sides of the telephone line (except
for the ISDN). Whereas the residential user only needs a single modem, for the
Internet Service Provider it is necessary to support many modems simultaneously, so
that several users can connect at the same time. These modems are integrated in a socalled remote access server (RAS), which terminates the modem connection with the
user and supports the protocol layers for the Internet access. (For further details on
the remote access server see section 3.4.2.2.)
Fig. 3.3 gives an overview of the structure of Internet Service Provider (ISP),
with dial-in access for residential users.
ISP maintains a number of Points-of-Presence (PoPs), located so that the
residential users can dial in with a local call. The PoPs are connected with a central
PoP, where the service infrastructure is located, such as servers for customer care,
billing, authentication and customer services like electronic mail and web-hosting. At
this central PoP also the connection to the peering points is established. Fig. 3.4
shows the structure and protocols involved in the Internet access.

Fig.3.3. ISP infrastructure
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For the public telephone network there is no difference between a voice call and
a call between a modem and the PoP of an ISP. However, the traffic patterns for
these applications are completely different. Since the public telephone network is
designed and optimized for the handling of voice calls, bursty behavior causes many
problems for the PSTN. For example the dimensioning of the trunks between the
switches, at which customers are connected (central office switches), and the
switches that transport the traffic through the backbone (transit switches) is based on
the voice communication traffic pattern. The changed traffic pattern with Internet
Access causes an overload in these trunks, i.e. calls can no longer be handled and
customers get busy signals. These problems triggered several approaches to optimize
the handling of data traffic in the PSTN. Details of this issue and appropriate
solutions are addressed in the next paragraphs.
3.2.3.2. Data Traffic Offload
The different traffic characteristics become obvious, when looking at holding times:
whereas the average duration of a voice telephone call is 3 min, the average duration
of an Internet session is between 20 minutes (in countries with starting Internet
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penetration) and 50 min (in countries with extensive use of Internet). Further, for the
network planning in the case of the PSTN it is assumed that not all subscribers will
use their telephone statistically at the same time, but only at most 10% of all
subscribers.
With this assumption the switching capacity and the bandwidth of the lines
between the switches is dimensioned to handle the average traffic load. Adding
Internet-related traffic to this pattern changes the average traffic load and may lead to
resource problems in the telephone switches and the inter-switch transmission lines.
The possible congestion of the public telephone network can happen at different
locations: (a) at the switch at which the customer, using the Internet access is
attached, (b) the transit trunks and switches, through which the call is transported and
(c) the switch where the Internet Service Provider (ISP) is attached. In general the
possible congestion of the network becomes more probable where the number of
Internet-related calls using a single resource is larger. Therefore, especially the
switch to which the ISP is connected is prone to this congestion (see Fig. 3.5).
Transit
Exchange (TEX)

Transit
Exchange (TEX)

Fig.3.5. PSTN network structure

In order to solve this problem, the intention is to remove the Internet-access
related traffic from the public telephone network as close as possible to the customer
and then transport this traffic over a dedicated data network to the ISP. This approach
requires a modification in the infrastructure of the ISP and the public telephone
network provider. Fig. 3.6 shows some of the possible solutions to handle this
problem.
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Fig.3.6. PSTN switch bypass

One solution (1) is to filter the Internet traffic at the transit trunk side of the
terminating switch (far end of connection). The Internet traffic is then bypassed the
terminating switch and transported towards the ISP through a separate data network.
This reduces the probability of congestion in the switch matrix and line card of the
terminating switch. This however, does not solve any possible congestion problems
for the network part towards the caller, especially for the trunk lines of the
terminating local switch.
Another solution (2), therefore, avoids that the data traffic is transported through
the voice network, by filtering it at the trunk side of the originating local switch. This
reduces congestion at the trunk interfaces of all switches involved in the call. An
additional effect of this approach is that the number of trunks, which are especially
expensive in voice networks, can be limited, because the long holding time data
traffic is removed from the voice network before it enters the trunk port.
A third solution (3) extends this concept by filtering data traffic at the line
interface of the originating local switch, i.e. before arriving at the switched part of
the PSTN. This limits the danger of congestion for the complete network, thus
providing the largest benefit.
One important issue regarding these solutions is the problem of how to detect
that traffic is related to an Internet access. The only meaningful approach is to use
the access number (i.e. telephone number) of the ISP as an indication and a trigger
for the offload mechanism. The detection of this number can, for example, be
achieved by using Intelligent Network (IN) features.
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The relief of the PSTN from nasty data traffic - on one side causes problems for
the ISPs on the other side. Depending on the number of customers, ISPs have only a
limited number of points-of-presence (PoPs), in general one PoP per local number
area. When moving these PoPs closer to the customer in order to reduce the Internetrelated traffic in the PSTN, the number of PoPs (or Access Server in Fig. 3.6) has to
increase. At the same time the number of customers at each individual PoP decreases.
Both facts make this approach not attractive to the ISPs, because it increases
their investment without achieving any additional customer benefit. The PSTN
operators, however, are very much interested in removing the Internet traffic from
their networks. Therefore, the current practice is that the PSTN operators install the
necessary infrastructure for the data offload and shares the equipment among several
ISPs. Each ISP leases a certain part of the equipment and establishes a so-called
virtual PoP. This allows the ISP to easily extend its customer base, without the
necessary investment in many PoPs.
3.2.3.3. Broadband Access
In recent years the content available in the Internet has grown both in terms of
quantity and in terms of bit per information, the latter due to multimedia using highresolution graphics, music or video. This development has driven the demand for
high-speed Internet access facilities, also for residential users. These are today
traditionally limited to access rates of 56 kbit/s with analogue modems or 64 kbit/s
with ISDN.
In order to increase the access bandwidth of their local copper loops several
technologies have been developed, which are referred to in general as xDSL for
Digital Subscriber Line. The "x" denotes the specific type of technology that is used.
The main version of xDSL technology currently in development or in first
installation is ADSL, which provides up to 6 Mbit/s data transfer towards the
subscriber and up to 1 Mbit/s towards the network. This asymmetric profile is well
suited for an Internet access, because the data volume received from the Internet is
much larger than the short requests sent towards the network. A variant of ADSL is
UDSL, which works at lower bandwidths, but has the advantage that it does not
require any further equipment at the residential site besides the modem. Other xDSL
technologies are SDSL, which uses ISDN transmission technology and VDSL, which
is designed for bandwidths up to 50 Mbit/s. (For further details see section 2.1.2).
Besides these technologies for the local copper loop of the PSTN a number of
different broadband access technologies have been developed, which use for example
the CATV network or satellite connections. In the context of PSTN/Intranet
convergence, however, only the xDSL technologies are relevant.
As the PSTN is designed to handle 64 kbit/s voice connections, the high
bandwidth can only be transported to the first node within the PSTN, because after
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this the further transmission technology is limited to 64 kbit/s. Therefore the
deployment of any xDSL technology requires that the data traffic is filtered from a
copper loop and transferred to a data network. This leads to a similar architecture as
with the data offload (or switch bypass) described above. Also, in this case the
installation of xDSL technology is very expensive for individual ISPs, because they
have to install specific equipment in every Local Exchange (LEX), where they want
to provide the xDSL service. For big ISPs this might require a very large investment.
Here, again, the approach is to let the PSTN operator install the broadband access
equipment and lease it to the ISP that intends to offer broadband Internet access to
his customers. This leads to the virtual PoP approach described above. Fig. 3.7
summarizes the Internet access solutions described so far, hence the convergence by
interworking.

SP/Interrtet

Home Network

FP - 'rams relay
:SP - internet Serv.ce Provide;
Pop • Pornt-cf-Presertce

Fig.3.7. Internet access methods

3.2.4. PSTN/Internet Convergence for Voice Services
3.2.4.1. Voice-over-Data Technologies
In recent years the traffic volume generated by voice traffic has experienced only a
moderate increase, whereas the traffic from data communications showed a
tremendous growth (Fig. 3.8). There are a number of reasons for this (see section
1.2.3.). One is the growing acceptance of the Internet as a means for communication
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(e.g. electronic mail) and a basis for business interaction (e.g. online-ordering, ecommerce).
This is true for the residential sector, with an increased number of households
with PCs and Internet access as well as for the business sector. In the business sector,
however, there are several other reasons for this growth, like the increased
globalization, where virtual teams work together around the globe, requiring fast data
communication. Another factor is the business process optimization and
reengineering attempt, which leads to a standardization of business applications and
platforms, which are integrated via data networks. For small enterprises this is
limited mainly to a single sites, whereas larger corporations with multiple sites also
have the need for wide area data connections.
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Fig.3.8. Communications traffic growth

The data network technology has evolved from the early X.25 packet switching
technology towards Frame Relay [32], which today is used for a large part of the
packet-switched data traffic. Another technology that has been designed in the recent
years for transport of voice and data traffic is the Asynchronous Transf er Mode
(section 2.2.2.1). It combines the packet-oriented transport structures with the circuitoriented mechanisms for connection establishment. This allows a better support of
the service quality, which is particularly necessary for voice traffic.
With the traffic volume on the wide area links increased leading to higher costs
for data connections, it became obvious that it could be very efficient to transport the
limited amount of voice traffic on the data communication link. This is possible
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because the bursty nature of data traffic leaves enough bandwidth available for the
voice traffic. This approach would reduce or even eliminate the need for separate
voice connections via the PSTN.
A series of technologies have been proposed to use this scheme, starting with
Voice over Frame Relay, when Frame Relay was the main technology for wide area
data communication. The ATM standards have been extended by ATM adaptation
layers (AAL) to support voice transmission on top of the ATM transport mechanism.
One approach, AALl is similar to the circuit switched mode of the public telephony
voice network and is therefore called circuit-emulation service (CES). Another
approach, AAL2, is better suited to transport voice that is compressed and uses
silence suppression, i.e. where the data rate is not constant (bursty).
For the transport of voice over IP (VoIP) a number of competing methods have
been designed, but currently the ITU standard H.323 is evolving as the main
technology. (For the campus network application of voice-over-data/voice-overEthernet technology see Chapter 3.3.)
As pointed out in section 3.2.2, the nature of packet networks does not provide
any guarantee for transmission quality. This again effects transmission delay, jitter
and packet loss. In voice communication, however, especially packet loss can
become a serious problem, namely in the case, when the voice signal underlies
compression.
Then more information is transported in a single packet, so that loosing a packet
has more severe effects on the overall quality of the voice connection.
When Frame Relay networks are used for voice communication, these problems
can be rather easily controlled: Frame Relay networks are mainly used to connect
company sites, so that the network characteristics can be controlled to some extent by
the company's staff. Frame Relay technology is anyhow connection-oriented, i.e. it
allows to specify the bandwidth characteristic of the connection, which per se makes
voice transmission across such networks less critical.
However, in the public Internet, with no guarantees on transmission quality, the
achievable quality of voice communication in principle is very limited. Therefore,
PSTN/Internet convergence for voice services requires modifications of both
networks and technologies, in order to overcome the inherent shortcomings of each
technology.
3.2.4.2. IP Telephony Scenarios
With voice-over-data network technology two different scenarios can be
distinguished. The first scenario is where the PC and Internet access are used
together with Voice-over-IP technology for a cheap replacement of expensive long
distance or international calls. It can be stated that the costs for a long distance voice
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call are replaced by 2 times the local call charges to reach the PoP of the ISP and
possibly Internet access costs charged by the ISP.
Since local calls are significantly cheaper (in the USA they are included even in
the monthly basic fee of the PSTN access), this model can significantly reduce the
costs for long distance calls, although with a quality very dependent on the current
network load. Mainly computer enthusiasts are found in this scenario, who would
accept the lower quality of the Voice-over-IP connection in exchange for lower
expenses. VoIP communication according to this scenario requires that both parties
of the call are connected to the Internet and have installed a specific software that
receives the voice input, packetizes it (i.e. codes it into a form that is suitable for
transmission across a packet network), and sends it over the Internet. Because there
were no standards available in the beginning, this type of communication would only
work if both parties used the software of the same manufacturer. Fig. 3.9 shows the
overall picture of this application.
The other scenario relates to corporate data networks, which transport part of the
business telephone traffic. Here, mostly the traditional PBX-based infrastructure of
the enterprise is used together with specific gateways that transfer the voice traffic to
the data network. Fig. 3.10 summarizes the scenarios for VoIP and the interworking
with the traditional PSTN.

Fig.3.9. Network scenarios for Voice-over-IP (VoIP)
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Fig.3.10. Business Voice-over-Data scenario

At the beginning in both scenarios proprietary technologies were used to
transport the voice traffic over the IP network. This implied that both parties of the
voice communication applied the technology of the same vendor. With the growing
number of potential communication partners, it became obvious that this situation
could no longer be sustained and efforts were made to establish an international
standard for transport of voice and multimedia in general over IP networks. These
efforts resulted in a number of standard documents, which are summarized in the ITU
standard H.323. The components and the basic functions of VoIP technology defined
in H.323 are described in the next section. Other approaches based on the Session
Initiation Protocol (SIP) and TIPHON project have also been defined (see
section 2.2.2.2).
3.2.4.3

The H.323 System

The following section describes the components of a H.323 system for Voice-over-IP
transport and the PSTN/Internet interworking. Fig. 3.11 shows the components of a
H.323 system. The H.323 defines four basic components, namely, terminals,
gateways, gatekeepers and multicast units (MCU), however, the MCU is not
discussed here.
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Fig.3.11. H.323 components

The H.323 terminal has a system control unit that provides the signaling
functions for call set-up and control as well as the communication functions towards
the gatekeeper. For handling the audio input a voice codec is required, which
converts the audio signal into data packets. A number of codecs have been
standardized for the use in H.323 terminals. The selection of the codec is normally
done during the call set-up phase between the terminals. Also, a mechanism for
transport of real-time data over IP networks, called RTP (Real-Time Transport
Protocol) and RTCP (RT Control Protocol) is implemented in the terminal. An
additional functionality, like a video codec, might exist in the terminal depending on
the application scenario of the terminal.
The gatekeeper is the central control unit of the H.323 system. It supervises the
terminals attached to the networks and allows terminals to register within each
network. It also manages the assignment of ITU-T E.164 addresses to the terminals,
so that these can be addressed from outside the IP network.
The gateway allows connecting H.323 systems to networks with different
signaling and addressing mechanisms, hence the PSTN. The gateway is responsible
for mapping the H.323 signaling protocol into the protocol used at the other side.
This does not only require mapping of protocol functions, but also mapping of
addresses. When connecting the gateway to the PSTN it is necessary to map the
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E.164 addresses used in the public telephone network to the IP addresses used in the
H.323 system.
There are different methods of achieving this, however, only the basic principle
is described here. In order to address a H.323 terminal from the public telephone
network, it has to be assigned a specific E.164 number. In general a set of E.164
addresses is assigned to the gateway and the specific mapping of E.164 to H.323
terminal, i.e. the IP address is done by the gatekeeper during the registration phase.
This implies that the gateway has to contact the gatekeeper to retrieve this address
mapping, whenever it receives a call for a specific E.164 address from the PSTN.
The gateway then receives the appropriate IP address for this call and starts the call
set-up phase with the H.323 terminal.
In the other direction towards the PSTN, the gateway can be the standard
destination for all calls, which cannot be handled inside the H.323 system. Another
gateway function is the conversion of streams into packets and vice versa. Finally it
might be necessary to transcode the voice and video signals from the H.323 coded
format to the format of the other network. In general the attempt is made to avoid this
transcoding, because it decreases the quality of voice and video signals. Therefore
most coding standards used in the PSTN for voice transmission are implemented in
H.323 voice codecs, so that per negotiation the same standard can be applied.
Figs. 3.12-3.14 show the different mechanisms of communications between
H.323 terminals (PCs) and PSTN telephone sets.

Basic Cali "Phone-to-Phone"
^-w.
„ i -""^
e» A-Subscriber dials iWU E.164 number
o Noma! Call Setup (aj between A-Subscriber and A-iWU
=> Announcement torn A-iWU to user
o input of A-Subscriber £.184 Number, P'M and B-Subscriber E.164 Number (via msitifrequerrcy code)
o H.323 call setup (b) within the internet between A-iWU and B-IWU (routing function in
gatekeeper)
o Norma! Call Setup (a) between 8-iWU and B-Subscriber.
Fig.3.12. Voice-over-IP - Phone-to-Phone
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Basic Cat! "PC-to-Phone*
=> PC needs VoIP software (e.g. H.323)
=* Norma! Internet login (a) of A-Subscriber
=> Access to VoIP Server
=» input PIN and B-Subscrifaer E.164 Number
=* H.323 caff setup (fa) within the internet between A-subscriber and B-fiARJ (routing
function in gatekeeper)
** Norma! Caff Setup (a| between B- IWU and B-Subscrifoer.
Fig.3.13. Voice-over-IP - PC-to-Phone

Basic Call "Phone to PC"
o PC needs VoiP sotware (e.g. H.323)
o Normal Internet login (a) of B-Subscriber and registration at gatekeeper (E.164 to iP address
mapping)
=» A-Subscriber dials iWU £164 number
» Normal Caff Setup (a) between A-Subscriber and A-iWU
o input of A-Subscriber E.164 Number, PiN and 8-Subscriber E.164 Number
o H322 caff setup (b) within the internet between A-SWU and B-subscriber PC (routing function
and address mapping in gatekeeper)
Fig.3.14. Voice-over-IP - Phone-to-PC
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3.2.5. Convergence by Replacement: VoIP/VoATM as Transport for Voice Traffic
Observing the explosive growth of data traffic compared to telephony it could be
imagined to use the voice-over-data approach not only for corporate networks, but
also for a migration of the PSTN in a way that parts of it are replaced by data
networks providing voice transport. Carriers have reasons to consider this approach.
Incumbent carriers, which have been operating the state monopoly telephone
networks in the era before the deregulation, are driven to dramatically reduce their
network costs under the emerging competition of alternative carriers. Their need is to
migrate their existing installed network to support new data services, while still
maintaining the service for their old customers.
Alternative carriers have to install a completely new infrastructure to compete
with the incumbent carriers. They are looking for technologies to do this with a
limited investment and with the focus on offering new, competitive services, which
result from the combination of voice and data service (converged services, see
section 3.2.6). This is also true for the ISPs, who want to extend their service offering
data and Internet access services towards converged services.
In all cases it is currently under discussion, whether voice-over-data technologies
can lead the way for carriers to achieve these goals. The main problem of the
migration from the PSTN is to achieve the quality of service, reliability, availability
and features as provided by the traditional PSTN. These requirements affect the
nodes of IP networks with respect to reliability, availability and features. Also
methods have to be introduced for achieving different quality levels (e.g. resource
reservation, traffic shaping and congestion avoidance).
When analyzing today's PSTN networks it can be seen that most of the features
are implemented in the local exchanges, whereas the transit exchanges provide only a
very limited feature set for the customer. A first approach therefore could be to
replace the transit switches with a Voice-over-Data transport infrastructure, while
keeping the local switches for the features. This is shown in Fig.3.15.
Recognizing the currently available technology, it appears that ATM is a very
well suited technology for voice transport, because it supports the handling of
different levels of quality of service and allows to manage these levels explicitly. In
spite of this, a number of standards are currently developed which will introduce the
necessary functionality for these application scenarios into IP networks. Examples
for these standards are Differentiated Services (DiffServ), Integrated Services
(IntServ) and Multiprotocol Label Switching (MPLS) - see section 2.2.2.2, all worked
on by the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF).
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Fig.3.15. VoIP/VoATM technologies as PSTN transport

Some new operators are already investigating the possibility of removing the
traditional PSTN switches completely and connecting the customers directly to a
Voice-over-Data network. It is clear, however, that today's PSTN will not disappear
in the short run, due to the large investment in installed equipment, services and
customer relations. Therefore operators with Voice-over-Data networks must let their
networks interact with the PSTN. This requires an overall approach for the mapping
of transport technology, signaling and management information across the different
network types. This approach is referred to as mediation and is the major issue of
current development in the area of convergence between PSTN and IP networks.
3.2.6. Services
As we have seen in the previous section the use of voice-over-data principles and the
methods for data access through the public telephony network allow the convergence
of these services on different networks, i.e. the same service can be used
independently of the underlying network. Combining Voice-over-Data and access
through PSTN a number of new services can be implemented, which allow the
convergence of voice and data services to form a new class of services.
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3.2.6.1. Virtual Second Line
Residential PSTN customers normally use a single line between the house and the
local switch. When this line is used for Internet access, it can no longer be used for
voice telephony. The problem might become even clearer when looking at the
different holding times of telephony calls (3 min) and Internet access (28 min). So
when accessing the Internet the line is used for a very long time. (Of cause the
situation is different in the case of the ISDN were two 64kbit/s channels are available
simultaneously.)
For the traditional PSTN this problem can be solved by use of VoIP technology,
so that voice calls are still possible during an Internet session. Fig. 3.16 shows the
general scenario.

Fig.3.16. Virtual second line

The subscriber is accessing the Internet (1) via dial-in access through the PSTN
to the Remote Access Server of the ISP and to the Internet. Then subscriber's access
line is busy; i.e. no call to that line can be completed. With the concept of the virtual
second line, it can be determined whether the subscriber is connected to the Internet
(e.g. by examining the called number). In case another subscriber calls this busy line,
the call is redirected within the PSTN towards a Voice-over-IP gateway (2) and
through the ISP network to the called subscriber, who can then receive the call
through Voice-over-IP software on his PC. This scenario requires the interworking of
the PSTN and the ISP network not only for the voice traffic, but also for signaling
interworking.
With this mechanism the completion rate of calls can be increased for
subscribers that use the Internet. This leads to increased revenues for the operator.
Additionally it eliminates the need to install a physical second line, which is an
often-used option for subscribers, which use the Internet frequently. The operator
saves the costs for the installation of the second physical line, but also saves
telephone address space needed for new subscribers: hi some areas of the USA the
installation of physical second lines, which all have a dedicated telephone number
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assigned to them, has lead to the introduction of new area codes, because the existing
address space ran short for telephone numbers.
3.2.6.2. Further Services
In the competitive market of communication services, new services are designed,
implemented and offered on very short time bases. Some of them are briefly
described below.
Call Completion on Internet Busy (CCIB) - the service is similar to the virtual
second line, but the redirection of telephone calls via VoIP is not installed
permanently but only applied case by case.
Call-to-Click/Web-Initiated Calling - the service integrates telephone call
initiation within a WWW-application. For example, when searching an online
ordering catalogue a specific link on the page allows to establish a telephone call
with the Call Center of the supplier in order to ask specific questions about the
product viewed in the browser. The call can either be established through the PSTN
using the customer's telephone or using VoIP technology (see section 3.6.4). This is
a typical converged service, originated in the combination of voice and data services.
Automatic Call Distribution/Overflow Agents - for Call Centers which have to
provide the high availability on a 24h basis, it might be interesting to use VoIP calls
to connect customers to additional service personal in case of congestion of the
PSTN based service personal or during non-working hours to service personal in
different time zones.
Unified Messaging - the service allows to access mailboxes used for different
media (voice, e-mail, fax) via different access technologies (see also section 3.4.3.2).
3.3. Customer Premises Networks
As with wide area networks in the public domain today, also Customer Premises
Networks, CPNs, (often also referred to campus networks) split into two almost
separate networks:
•
•

PBX (Private Branch Exchange) networks or voice networks, which are used
to handle telephone calls, videophone calls and facsimile transmission.
LANs (Local Area Networks) or data networks which are used to connect
employees' PCs or workstations to the various servers operated by the CIO
department of an organization and (via Intranet/Internet) to the outside
world.
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Continuous improvement processes aiming at increased productivity are
impacting both the LAN and the PBX. Both have developed separately to be best-inclass solutions for the communication needs they serve. By bringing the two worlds
together the capabilities of both can be used to serve new applications which enhance
productivity with improved workflow solutions.
LANs are currently based on different technologies, the most widely adopted
being Ethernet. Going forward, Ethernet and Fast Ethernet to the desktop, and
Gigabit Ethernet and ATM in the backbone will form part of the solution, with IP
playing an increasingly important role. Moreover, to enable solutions for voice/data
convergence, LANs need to get real-time features to be capable of handling voice
and video traffic.
On the other hand the PBX is evolving into a communication server which will
play a major role in integrated voice/data communications due to its powerful
features. It is migrating towards a more distributed architecture, supporting
applications on servers and providing access to a large number of network standards
and technologies for both the LAN and the WAN via open standardized interfaces.
Full interoperability will be provided at all levels.
From a simplified perspective, future converged networks on customer premises
consist of a structured LAN with enhancements to handle real-time traffic plus
communication servers and terminals connected to this network. Features for voice
calls known from the PBX (e.g. call forwarding) will be provided by communication
servers, which evolve from the PBX. For interactive multimedia applications the
communication server is more related to the so-called Multipoint Conference Unit
(server which e.g. controls a multiparty videoconference and merges the video
streams of its participants) Therefore there will not be just one type of
communication server, but various types depending on the application.
3.3.1. Approach to Convergence
The purpose of this section is to describe in a few words the transitions that will
happen, until the converged network structure outlined in the next two sections will
finally be achieved.
Voice and data communications have up to date evolved as separate systems. The
PBX for voice, fax and video communications have become very strong.
The LAN emerged from the need to share resources and information, influenced
by an ever-increasing need for more bandwidth and increased throughput. The PC
has developed from a single-user open system to a networked PC supporting
numerous applications, which can be tailored to individual needs.
Today's enterprises use separate voice and data networks. Narrowband real-time
communications have been the traditional domain of the PBX, while broadband nonreal-time communications have been the domain of networked computing and the
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LAN. By bringing the two together, their common capabilities will support new
functions, which will enable new business applications.
The PBX is evolving into a communication server, which will play a major role
in integrated voice/data communications due to its powerful features. It is migrating
towards a more distributed architecture, providing access to a large number of
network standards and technologies for both the LAN and the WAN via open
standardized interfaces and supporting applications such as Call Centers, CTI, voice
processing and mobility solutions. New network access technologies will be provided
on line with changing LAN and WAN standards. Gateways and servers will provide
full interoperability.
The physical integration of the next generation IP telephony products onto a QoS
enabled LAN is technically feasible and will happen over the next years, starting in
small to medium-sized companies and branch offices of large enterprises. Based on
these open server platforms the integration of extended multimedia communication
into business applications will change the working processes as they exist today. On
top of the open multimedia platform new vertical and horizontal applications will be
placed.
3.3.1.1. Voice and Data Integration
New technologies and applications for customer-specific solutions based on voice
and data integration will be introduced in a smooth migration process. Thus
maximum benefit will be gained from upcoming technologies in combination with
existing as well as new investments. Gateways and servers can be used to enable
connectivity between ISDN networks and LAN-based networks. In the LAN, voice
over IP solutions offer a full integration of data and voice based on standards and
open platforms. Additionally, new terminals for integrated voice/data applications
will emerge, such as on-line terminals and IP telephones.
Voice and data integration is taking place at three levels: at the network level, at
the service level and at the application level. Fig. 3.17 shows the concept according
to the ISO layer methodology.
3.3.1.2. Convergence of Networks
The PBX as communication server provides switching functions, intelligent features
and gateways for different kinds of communications (e.g. voice, data, video) and
network technologies (e.g. ISDN, ATM and Ethernet). It also supports the integration
of cordless terminals. The communication server is migrating towards a more
distributed architecture, supporting applications on servers and providing access to a
large number of network standards and technologies for both the LAN and the WAN
via open standardized interfaces. Full interoperability will be provided at all levels.
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Data communications with key technologies such as IP and Ethernet have
become at least as important as voice communication in the customer premises
domain. With the emerging Gigabit Ethernet standard, the resource reservation
protocol (RSVP) and the definition of different priority classes, QoS-enabled data
networks will be ready to host multimedia communication services. However, this
requires a new generation of data network elements with service-specific queuing,
policing and admission control for bandwidth reservation-similar functions which are
also defined in ATM, but with a different admission control mechanism.
QoS in today's Intranets is an issue of network planning, which can be solved for
private networks more easily than for public networks. With enough bandwidth
(over-provisioning), a low number of transit nodes in the end-to-end connections and
appropriate LAN switching technologies voice and video can be transported with
high quality in data networks. Standards like H.323, G.723, H.263 enable the
transport of multimedia traffic over LAN.
ATM is currently used primarily in the WAN for both trunk and access networks
and in the backbones of corporate networks of large organizations. Most of the trunk
interfaces are supported, ranging from the PDH to SDH. For the access network
ADSL is supported. The communication servers provide ATM interfaces for the
interconnection of different locations over the enterprise backbone or WAN.
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Gigabit Ethernet is the second backbone technology offering a smooth
integration with today's deployed Ethernet/Fast Ethernet LANs. Based on the overprovisioning and emerging QoS features Ethernet, Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet
offer a scaleable architecture for all requirements derived from data and real-time
voice/video traffic.
Flexible networks tailored to meet individual needs are crucial, if organizations
are to take full advantage of the benefits of workgroups. Depending on the actual
customer's needs and the existing infrastructure (investment protection) the network
design may differ. This can be either an ISDN, ATM or Ethernet network solution or
a mix of all three. There is not just one optimum solution, because the existing
network infrastructure (investment protection!) and the requirements on both the
network performance (reliability, redundancy, protection switching, load balancing,
etc.) and applications vary from customer to customer.
LANs are based on a number of technologies with Ethernet technologies being
the most widely deployed. Gigabit Ethernet and ATM are alternatives for the
backbones for LAN. It is therefore important that connectivity between voice and
data networks allows for a mix of network standards and transport mechanisms.
Users looking to implement multimedia applications can take advantage of network
standards such as IP, ISDN and ATM leveraging their existing equipment and saving
costs. The multimedia backbone therefore needs to be able to handle any type of
traffic with equal efficiency.
3.3.1.3. Convergence of Services (Desktop Integration)
Browser-based graphical user interfaces (GUI) and messaging are already
commonplace at the desktop and video is readily associated with multimedia. Video
will play an increasing role in emerging collaborative and information-sharing
applications, particularly for team-based organizations.
Interoperability between desktop PCs and telephones connected to a PBX for
voice communication has become state of the art (see Chapter 3.6). To achieve this
inter-working, the ITU standard H.450 for multimedia features within the protocol
suite of standard H.323 is based on the same concept as the QSIG protocol that
interconnects PBXs. This made the signaling translation task of the gateways easier.
Standard servers within data networks offer multimedia features based on voice
over IP standards. Advanced terminals provide multimedia communication facilities
using Internet technologies such as JAVA and Web browser, hi addition, wireless
terminals with bandwidth-saving data protocols (Wireless Applications Protocol,
WAP [22]) will enable mobile voice and data access in an integrated manner.
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3.3.1.4. Convergence at the Application Level
The convergence at the application level is related to the evolution of desktop
applications (e.g. an editing tool) to business applications or workflow solutions (e.g.
an enterprise oriented e-commerce system). Characteristics of business applications
are that they run in a distributed manner on numerous machines namely workstations
and servers. The crucial functionality is the strong interaction via the network
between the client parts of the application and the server parts of the application.
The voice data convergence aspect of business applications is, for example, the
control of an ACD (automatic call distribution) system by the business application.
A typical case of this kind is the Multimedia Customer Care Center. Also the Unified
Messaging can be viewed as a converged voice mail and Email system.
3.3.1.5. Benefits of Convergence
Convergence in the CPN as described so far will mean different things to different
organizations. It will take place gradually according to their individual needs.
However, all organizations are more or less motivated to go for convergence, because
they will reduce costs, improve productivity and customer service
Cost reduction of the information and telecommunication infrastructure is
possible through:
• a common infrastructure in new installations with one wire to the desk
• eliminating the need for redundancy of networks
• reduction of call charges for Wide Area Networks, WAN (least cost routing,
toll bypass)
• flexible scalability by use of data components and standard servers.
Productivity improvement stems from
• convergence of services and desktop integration in the workplace with ease of
use
• integration of communication in IT applications and workflow processes
• efficient communication based on new intelligent tools.
Customer service finally is improved thanks
• new multimedia services and applications
• consistent, future-oriented development of CTI
• web integration.
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By enhancing existing equipment with additional multimedia capabilities, a
lower cost of ownership - especially cost savings in investment and management can be achieved.
3.3.2. Reference Model of a Converged Customer Pr emises Networ k
This section describes a kind of reference model for an advanced customer premises
network. This model serves as a vehicle for addressing the issues of convergence
more deeply and addresses the voice/multimedia aspects on one hand and the data
aspects on the other.
3.3.2.1. Hierarchical Networ k Str uctur e
The reference network configuration has a hierarchical structure with four layers
(Fig. 3.18):
The desktop level devices are (wired) telephones, mobile or cordless
telephones, multimedia devices and PCs.
The floor level provides multiple types of desktop interfaces. These interfaces
are based on different types of hubs or workgroup servers, which provide one
common standard access to/from the transportation network. The floor level is
based on LANs, (e.g. Switched Ethernet) for data/multimedia terminals and
TDM for wired telephones. Also radio base stations are located on the floor
level to serve the cordless (e.g. DECT [4] based) and cellular (e.g. GSM
based) phones.

ampus/
SvM.ng Leve!
■ansport Network
toor.Workgrcup
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Fig.3.18. Hierarchical structure of a converged Customer Premise Network (CPN)
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The campus level serves the transport of data streams (including multimedia).
This can be realized by using IP over Gigabit Ethernet, IP over ATM or IP over
SDH. Voice streams will be transported via TDM, Voice over ATM (VoATM) or
Voice over IP (VoIP). One way of realizing VoATM is to encapsulate a TDM stream
into ATM cells by a Circuit Emulation Service (CES). More advanced schemes map
voice into ATM using the VBR service of native ATM and featuring silence
suppression. The various flavors of VoIP are all based on the Real-time Transfer
Protocol (RTP). One key characteristic of RTP is its implementation on top of UDP.
This avoids retransmission of lost stream packets. The campus level consists of
network nodes like Core switches/routers, TDM based PBXs, servers and gateways.
The wide area level consists of PSTN/ISDN, cellular networks, Internet and
broadband WANs.
3.3.2.2. Structured Cabling Schemes
Experience has proven that classical LAN schemes (yellow cable, thin Ethernet) are
not flexible enough to respond to rapid changes of workflows. Changes of workflows
normally create changes in traffic relationships. In high duty LANs these traffic
relationships must be reflected by the physical structure of the LAN (LAN segments,
bridges, routers, ...). As a consequence workflow changes result in costly
construction work.
To overcome this situation the so-called Structured Cabling Scheme has been
introduced in the data world (Figure 3.19). With the Structured Cabling Scheme
construction work can be reduced to patchwork at the Common UTP Patch Field
(floor level). The cabling scheme is internationally standardized by ISO. It uses highgrade twisted pair cables. The cables are universal in the sense that they can
(depending on grade of cable) carry nearly everything from plain analog voice to Fast
Ethernet traffic with data rates up to 100 Mbit/s and more.
The structured cabling scheme reflects the hierarchical network structure at least
on the floor/workgroup level. Fig. 3.19 also shows how the UTP cabling on the floor
level is used for ordinary wired telephones.
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Fig.3.19. Structured cabling system

3.3.2.3. Planes of the Physical Network
On the basis of the resources which the physical Customer Premises Network (see
Fig. 3.18) provides three different, separate logical networks, in the following called
network planes, are implemented.
• The Payload Plane of the physical network serves the exchange of the user
data. It is a connectionless data network predominantly based on the TCP/IP
protocol family (the IPX LAN protocol of the manufacturer Novell and
Microsoft's Netbios are not considered as an important technology for future
networks). The connectionless IP network must be enhanced to carry real-time
traffic. Real-time traffic is either generated by a conversation between persons
using telecommunication or by movies or sound tracks streamed down from
an information server. The media included in a conversation are usually voice
and optionally application sharing and video as add on. A conversation, movie
or sound track usually has a start and stop time and is therefore in informal
logical sense connection-oriented, even if the underlying network is
connectionless (as for e.g. multimedia over IP applications).
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• The Control Plane of the physical network is especially used and designed to
transfer signaling, which is needed to establish and release the connections of
the real-time network. Another task of the control plane is to assign addresses
to devices and distribute these addresses over the network. While for the
ISDN and ATM networks the control network is realized out of band (e.g. in
the D-channel), for the Internet it is in-band and splits into a set of specific
protocols including (among others):
-

Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP)
Internet Group Management Protocol, IGMP (multicast addresses)
Domain Name Service (DNS)
H.225 Signaling Protocol for conversation based on H.323 (ITU standard).

The Management Plane of the physical network is also a connectionless data
network based on the TCP/IP protocol family. In the concept it is, however, kept as a
separate network, because it is crucial for the availability and reliability of the whole
network. Also at the endpoint of the management network are such specific
management applications that the communicating user is not even aware of them.
Analyzing the operational costs of the whole network the Management Plane of
the network with its specific applications is extremely important. Despite this
economical importance it will not be further discussed, since it adds no new aspects
to convergence. However, the Payload Plane and the Control Plane shall be treated in
more depth.
3.3.2.4. Implementation of the CPN Payload Plane
This section describes the converged CPN in terms of components and technologies
as far as the Payload Plane is concerned. First the data segment will be addressed and
then the real-time segment.
All components that need access to the network of computers (e.g. Internet
and/or Intranet) have to be connected to the data segment. A variety of
implementations occur for the access:
•
•

Ethernet using standard lOBaseT connected to a LAN switch, which in fact is
an Ethernet switch.
Ethernet using lOBaseT connected to a Real-time switch (RT-switch): This
RT-switch is also a kind of Ethernet Switch featuring additional priority
queuing to support real-time traffic. The priority of a packet is calculated by
analyzing layer 3 and/or layer 4 (e.g. RTP header) information. Due to this
reason RT-switches are commonly referred to as L3 and L4 switches.
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•

•

Voice/multimedia streams over LAN (i.e. RTP streams) could also be
considered as part of the real-time segment.
Leased lines or dial-up connections with dedicated bandwidth: They are
mainly used for Remote LAN Access and for interconnection of routers over
the wide area network (WAN). Bandwidth can be selected according the
PDH or SDH digital hierarchy for leased lines. For dial-up connections
multiples of 64 kbit/s are used.
ATM network providing UBR/ABR/VBR as native ATM service classes (if
supported by the used ATM switches).

The protocol stack on top of this layer two (ISO Model) transport is TCP/IP. For
each kind of transport a specific mapping must be defined, which e.g. defines the
relationship between IP addresses and the transport specific addresses. This is now
outlined in more detail.
On Ethernet the mapping of IP-addresses to MAC addresses is done using the
ARP. Over leased lines or dial-up connections the IP packets are transported by
variants of the PPP. On the ATM network IP packages are transferred via AAL5.
Various techniques are used to map the IP layer onto the ATM layer; the first two are
overlay techniques, the last is a redefinition of ATM methodology:
•
•

•

LAN Emulation (LAN-E) means emulation of the generic MAC layer of a
LAN (defined by IEEE 802.x), i.e. Ethernet and Token Ring. The mapping of
IP on the MAC layer is then done without any adaptations.
Multi-protocol over ATM (MPOA) is used for the emulation of router
networks (e.g. the Internet). The main focus is to forward IP packets over
ATM. Establishment and tear down of ATM connections providing IP cutthrough is indirectly controlled by the IP packet flow.
Multi-protocol Label Switching (MPLS) is currently in the definition process
and is derived from Cisco's proprietary tag switching mechanism (see
section 2.2.2.2). The main difference between MPLS and MPOA is that the
ATM connection is static and controlled only by IP router protocols.
Therefore, MPLS fits better to the connectionless mode of IP. Because this
technique bypasses the ATM call processing it is in a strong sense no longer
an IP over ATM technique. For this reason the switches are called Label
Switches and not ATM switches.

LAN-E and MPOA mechanisms do not scale very well, because the number of
channels grows quadratically with growth of nodes' number. MPLS avoids this
drawback by aggregating routes, which are heading for the same destination. MPLS
also avoids the ATM call load generated by establishment and tear down of ATM
connections for IP cut-through.
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The implementation technologies for the real-time segment of the Payload Plane
are:
•

•

•

Internet Protocol (IP) combined with the Real-time Transfer Protocol (RTP).
This is the technology of the future converged network, because the
underlying IP-network is common with the data-segment. However this IPnetwork must support service (priority) classes.
ISDN (in the introduction referred to as TDM or voice network): The
payload is structured into B-Channels with 64 kb/s. The H.320 ITU standard
provides a technique to synchronize different B-channels by introducing
additional delay. This network technology is completely separate from the
data segment.
Native ATM as a successor of ISDN can also perfectly transport real-time
traffic. If IP is mapped onto ATM using an overlay technique (LAN-E or
MPOA) the combined native ATM and IP network can serve as a converged
network. This approach is however restricted due to the limitations of LANE and MPOA with respect to scalability and the maximum call load within
the ATM net.

One issue regarding real-time traffic on the basis of native ATM is the effective
connection of PBXs to the ATM network. Not only the linking of PBXs via an ATM
network must be considered, but also the linking of terminals with the PBX via ATM
must be possible (Fig. 3.20). As a rule, all ISDN features and functions (e.g. leastcost routing, voice compression and management) in the PBX should also be possible
over ATM without restriction.

Fig.3.20. Simplified diagram of PBX connection via ATM

Along with the specification of ATM additional standards were developed by the
ITU-T to make ISDN emulation via ATM possible. ATM is fundamentally
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connection-oriented and consequently clearly shows its relationship with ISDN. The
most important functions for an ISDN emulation are:
•
•
•

ATM signaling with support of the ISDN services (ITU-T Q.2931 and Forum
ATM specification UNI 4.0);
ATM Adaptation Layer Type 1 (AAL1) for a constant bit rate (CBR), e.g. 64
kbit/s;
Circuit emulation service (CES) for the emulation of El/Tl lines.

Because real-time traffic is transported on top of native ATM and data traffic on
top of IP over ATM the separation of the telecommunication and data worlds remains
visible in this ATM approach. The important benefit is that a common transport
system (i.e. ATM) is used.
3.3.2.5. Implementation of the CPN Control Plane
This section describes the converged CPN as far as the Control Plane is concerned in
terms of components and technologies. For the Internet protocol set the Control Plane
includes separate protocols for each control task. The relevant protocols are among
others the Internet Control Message Protocol (ICMP), Internet Group Management
Protocol (IGMP) and the Domain Name Service (DNS). To control QoS and realtime traffic e.g. the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP) and the Real-time
Control Protocol (RTCP) is used.
For all components of the CPN which handle in a sense telephony or media
streaming additional protocols of the Control Plane play an important role. This is
because of the signaling needed to set up and release connections for real-time
communications, which is transported by the Control Plane.
There are two different domains for telephony signaling, the desktop-to-network
signaling and the network-to-network signaling. Depending on the access technology
different signaling protocols are applied for desktop-to-network signaling:
•
•
•

Euro-DSSl is the European variant for standard ISDN signaling. It is
commonly used for ISDN devices directly connected to the PSTN but plays
only a minor role in a CPN.
Proprietary PBX signaling (e.g. the Siemens Cornet TS used for Optiset
system phones connected to the Siemens PBX "Hicom")
For desktops with multimedia capabilities in IP context, the signaling
protocols are defined in the H.225 ITU-T standard for the signaling of basic
calls, with much similarity to the DSS1 signaling, the H.245 standard for
negotiation of multimedia capabilities and H.450 for the signaling of
supplementary services, such as call forwarding.
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Depending on the transport technology also different signaling protocols are
applied for network-to-network signaling of telephony:
•
•
•

QSIG is the standard PBX-PBX network signaling, if the PBXs are interconnected via leased lines.
Euro-DSSl is the European variant for network signaling between PBXs and
public switches. There are also a variety of other protocols used, depending
on the country and even of the carrier.
ATM Forum PNNI is used within ATM networks for exchange of routing
information.

Some specific issues arise if PBXs are interconnected via ATM. In concept the
El-lines between PBXs carrying QSIG are emulated via ATM in accordance with the
CES standard. The El data stream including the ISDN D-channel for PBX signaling
is packed into ATM cells and unpacked again at the receiver. Consequently, all
network-wide PBX features can also be used via ATM.
This mode of operation called ATM Networking is based on ATM permanent
connections (PVC) and uses tunneling mechanism. The linking of PBXs over an
ATM network provides an optimum configuration: PBXs are connected in a star
topology to the ATM network, which means a minimum of interfaces and cabling.
Nevertheless, full intermeshing of the systems is achieved, i.e. taking the load off the
PBXs by moving the transit traffic into the broadband ATM network (Fig. 3.21).
This also means a considerable simplification in the case of network expansions.
Additionally PBX systems with ATM interfaces can be connected via a single cable
to the ATM network and nevertheless have full connectivity with the other PBXs.
ATM N e t w o r k i n g :
EDN fel*B + D ) i s
encapsulated i i
ATM - e e l s

ATM Portsw itching
EDN

EDN frl*B + D ) i s
e n c a p s u l a t e d ±1
ATM -cells

Fig 3 21 Tunneling of ISDN traffic over ATM
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3.3.3. Equipment Types in a Converged CPN
This section provides an overview of the equipment types, which are necessary for a
converged CPN. Three types must be distinguished: network nodes, desktop devices
and servers.
The network nodes have the task to forward and route data packets (including
real-time traffic). Also the gateways are assigned to this category, because they
forward data packets containing multimedia information and translate them into
continuous streams for transport in the PSTN (and vice versa). The desktop devices
provide the interface to the user and the servers deliver the intelligence of a
converged network.
3.3.3.1. Network Nodes and Gateways
Core Switch. The design of core switches is targeted to high-speed hardwareaccelerated routers, which also support differentiated services (DiffServ based on
class of service). The key idea of DiffServ (see section 2.2.2.2) is that each individual
packet is classified according to its transportation requirements (delay, jitter,
maximum packet loss...). Then for each class a separate queue is maintained in the
forwarding engine of the router. A policy management assigns the detailed procedure
how each queue is treated. The decision, which queue is served at what time is called
packet scheduling.
Today full hardware support for the IP forwarding engine is limited to high end
products. Further technology improvement is needed to make this implementation in
a mass product feasible. A device featuring a forwarding engine in hardware is also
called layer 3 switch. Sometimes the 4th layer is mentioned also to indicate that the
packet classification process uses information assigned to layer 4 and higher. For
example the packet classifier may determine whether an IP-packet has its origin in a
TCP-packet (plain data) or in a RTP packet (real-time traffic).
The use of ATM as the underlying forwarding technology is therefore an option
at the time being, because ATM cell forwarding is essentially in hardware. ATM has
also the advantage that the traditional voice networks can easily be mapped onto
ATM as discussed in sections 3.3.2.4 and 3.3.2.5. However, it is more difficult to
operate the data segment, because the IP over ATM techniques add considerable
complexity with respect to network management.
LAN Switch. This is an Ethernet switch (may also be a hub for shared media
access) with an integrated interface to the backbone network. The backbone interface
of the LAN Switch depends on the technology used in the Core Switch, which
normally is either Gigabit Ethernet or ATM.
Real-time Switch (RT Switch). This is a LAN switch with additional support for
QoS. Hence the Ethernet switch part supports priority queuing. Support for Class of
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Service is included by providing the Classifier and Packet Scheduler functionality.
Separate queues per service class are implemented. The service class may be derived
from RSVP or from a policy management. Because the RT switch processes the
MAC layer and also performs packet classification based on IP headers, it may also
be called Layer 2/3 Switch. The RT switch handles data and real-time traffic,
wherefore it is sometimes referred to as integrated service switch.
PBX. This is an ISDN exchange supporting D-channel protocols such as DSS1
and CTI protocols such as CSTA.
PBX Hub. This is a remote shelf for telephone line cards. The interface to the
network is based on an "extended" port approach, which extends the utilization of the
physical twisted pair by means of the logical and virtual line concept, e.g. the 2 Bchannels, the D-channel and an additional channel to control and monitor the
physical layer.
A specific implementation of the PBX hub is ATM-based and connected via
ATM over optical fibers to the PBX (Fig. 3.20). All features of the telephones are
retained. The important advantages of a PBX hub are the "unlimited" range of the
virtual line, the elimination of the copper cabling within buildings floor-to-floor and
between buildings of a campus, elimination of the main/building distribution frames
and the joint use of the (optical) cable infrastructure for voice and data.
The PBX hub works like an electronic distribution frame: Each telephone port at
the PBX hub can be assigned to any PBX. This functionality is therefore called ATM
Port Switching. (Fig.3.21). Consequently, subscriber moves can easily be
implemented, since a PBX in general does not need to know to which hub the user is
connected. The ATM network and the PBX are jointly responsible for the routing.
This approach also simplifies the implementation of redundancy concepts.
Gateways. The gateways provide the interface between the PBX network domain
of the CPN (interconnected with the PSTN) and the IP domain for voice/multimedia
of the CPN. The IP domain is combined with the enterprise-owned Intranet.
To provide interworking between the two types of networks, a gateway has to
fulfill two major functions, which are quite analogous to those performed by the
gateway/gatekeeper in the public network domain. The first is the translation of the
signaling information of the CPN control plane. The second is the coding and
decoding the voice/multimedia streams in the payload plane of the network, e.g.
coding/decoding G.723 compressed voice transported via RTP packets over IP (as
defined in the H.323 ITU-T standard) into/from G.711 uncompressed voice
transported in a 64 bit/s PCM timeslot.
There are two different types of gateways, one for subscriber signaling - the
H.323 Gateway - and one for trunk signaling - the Telephony Internet Server.
However, both gateway types have much in common, because the handling of the
payload plane is almost the same.
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The H.323 gateway handles the subscriber signaling of the PBXs and the PSTN.
It is needed, if e.g. multimedia-enabled PCs (based on H.323) want to call ordinary
phones connected to the PSTN.
The Telephony Internet Server has to carry the trunk signaling of the PBXs the
specific function of signaling tunneling (e.g. tunneling of the QSIG protocol) over IP.
A strong motivation for Telephony Internet Servers is to reduce
telecommunication costs. Charges for long distance calls can be saved by routing
calls over the corporate Intranet. These savings of course heavily depend on tariffs.
Since tariffs may change rapidly, the market success of the Telephony Internet Server
is not a technology issue. However, also infrastructure investments may be reduced,
because only one kind of wide area corporate network needs to be installed.
3.3.3.2. Types of Desktop Devices
These include firstly the regular telephones, the narrow-band ISDN telephones (both
the PBX-specific telephone and the telephone to be used together with the public
ISDN) and the cordless telephones. The cordless telephone may be enhanced to a
Cordless Personal Digital Assistant transmitting data.
Next are PCs and workstations connected via Ethernet and communicating
preferably via ordinary TCP/IP. Broadband multimedia desktop equipment - also
connected via Ethernet and communicating preferably via ordinary TCP/IP disposes of specific hardware for voice and video processing. Voice and video
streams are multiplexed using H.323. The H.323 frames are packed into specific IP
packages, which in turn are transported over Ethernet using priority queuing if
available.
3.3.3.3. Servers
Servers use for various purposes. Store-and-forward servers provide for timeindependent communication. These typically include file servers, e-mail servers.
Real-time servers handle real-time payload. Typical examples are the Multipoint
Control Unit supporting a videoconference of more than two parties and the
conversion server for media coding supporting e.g. MPEG II [39] to H.320
conversion. Retrieval Servers are known for the retrieval of videos (e.g. for video on
demand) and for multimedia messaging, adding playback/recording for multimedia
terminals to an email server. Control servers are needed to operate the network. They
include directory servers, network management servers and multimedia
supplementary service providers providing supplementary services for multimedia
applications.
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3.3.4. The Enterprise of the Future
Convergence will only happen, if a smooth approach to the convergence of voice and
data is adopted by the manufactures. A PBX-derived communication server has to
provide open standard interfaces and gateways to enable voice, fax and video traffic
to terminals and multimedia desktops connected to the PBX via the Intranet. In
combination with ATM components, Ethernet/Fast Ethernet and Gigabit Ethernet,
the PBX-derived communication server provides a complete integrated voice/data
communication system, which takes optimum advantage of the strengths of both the
voice and the data worlds.
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Fig 3 22 Double track strategy of evolution to multimedia CPN

Applications for multimedia clients which implement voice and video features on
standard servers within the data network must be provided, including new vertical
and horizontal applications. Gateways enable the seamless interworking with the
PSTN and the Internet offering a broad range of user benefits. This solution will also
be fully interoperable with existing PBX terminals and PBX features on the basis of
the standards QSIG and H.450.
Manufacturers may support network migration with a product portfolio, which
could be expanded to include a solution portfolio in the coming years. A result of this
ongoing convergence will be more interconnectivity and more inter-working. One of
the first highlights will be a multimedia platform for integrated data processing and
communications applications.
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Fig.3.22 shows the evolution towards an integrated multimedia network acting as
a platform for integrated applications. It is created by opening up both PBX-based
networks and systems and IP-based data networks, allowing applications on hybrid
infrastructures, such as unified messaging.
Opening up the PBX-based networks and systems means connectivity to ATM,
IP/Ethernet and the Internet, support of ISDN services for LAN clients, provision of
telephony features for Intranet multimedia desktops and support of telecommuting
and mobility.
Opening up IP-based CP data networks means gateways for integrated voice and
video traffic to PSTN/Internet, multi communications server, PC client for voice,
video with corresponding features, gatekeeper functionality, end-to-end management
system and multimedia networking products supporting voice/video.
3.4. Corporate Networks
Corporate networks - a model of which is shown in Fig. 3.23 - cover the customer
premises networks on a company site discussed in detail in Chapter 3.3 plus the
interconnection with other sites via the public telecommunication network (including
leased lines). For the purpose of this definition a company site may be as small as a
single travelling person of the company's mobile workforce (e.g. craftsman of the
service force).
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Fig.3.23. Model of a corporate network
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The corporate network is operated by a company exclusively for a closed user
group, without offering (spare) transport capacity to third parties. The closed user
group may include the sites of the company itself, the sites of the company's business
partners and/or their key customers.
The range of examples for a corporate network is very large: It starts with the
simple case of a data connection of two sites of a small company and it ends up with
the complex case of a worldwide service-integrated network for voice, data and
multimedia traffic operated by an international enterprise.
Corporate networks cover the whole communication infrastructure between two
users: the communication device (e.g. the telephone), the telecommunication cabling
of the site, the network nodes (e.g. hub, switch, router, PBX, multiplexer, ATM
nodes), the leased lines and the public dial-up connections used. Corporate networks
also include the functional elements needed to manage the corporate network.
In corporate networks a convergence has hitherto taken place much more than in
public telecommunication networks. This is especially true for the interconnection of
sites by leased lines via the public network. The reason for advanced convergence is
the high monthly costs for leased lines. This makes the investment for sophisticated
voice/data multiplexes reasonable, which reduce the bandwidth demand for leased
lines.
In this chapter only the interconnection of sites will be discussed, because the
network between the offices of a single site has already been discussed in Chapter
3.3. The following section 3.4.1 describes how the PBX can be interconnected via
the public network while maintaining the unique features of a PBX, such as
executive/secretary functions. Thereafter the technology is described, that allows the
company's mobile workforce to get an access to the corporate data network. Here the
focus is on data, because access to the company's voice network is since long
reasonably solved by the direct dial-in from the public telephone network into the
PBX voice network. Remote access to corporate data networks by means of dial-in is
thus the subject of section 3.4.2. Public Internet service providers use almost the
same technology, which makes this case study especially useful.
Finally convergence is addressed, i.e. the convergence of the corporate voice and
data networks to a converged corporate network, in which voice is handled via voice
over data techniques.
3.4.1. Corporate Voice Networks
In this section basically the two main types of corporate voice networks are
described, which differ from each other by the way sites are interconnected, namely
through leased lines or dialed connections in the public telephone network PSTN.
Additionally there is the possibility that the features of a PBX are simulated by the
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local exchange of the PSTN. This simulation is usually referred to as Centrex
Solution. Of course also a combination of all three types may be used.
3.4.1.1. Private Networks
Private Networks (PN) are voice networks which provide specific features (e.g.
multi-hop call forwarding, executive/secretary functions, call pickup groups) to serve
the communication needs of enterprises. In order to extend these specific features to
the complete PN a special signaling is needed between the PBXs. Such a standard
signaling is the QSIG signaling (see also Chapter 3.3). Because the PSTN usually
cannot handle such a signaling, the connection between the sites is realized by leased
lines.
3.4.1.2. Private Virtual Networks
Private Virtual Networks (PVN) are private networks which interconnect their sites
via dialed connections provided by public carriers replacing the expensive leased
lines. The technique behind the private virtual network is to emulate the leased lines
used for interconnection. This is called Private Network Emulation (PNE, see
Fig. 3.24). The key idea is to keep only the signaling channel up and to establish Bchannels on a call-by-call basis. Due to the emulation technique all features of a
private network are also available in a private virtual network.

Fig.3.24. Principle of Private Virtual Networks
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The main advantages of Private Virtual Networks are therefore:
•
•
•
•

PBX network features are available in the whole corporate network, despite
the fact that dialed connections via the PSTN are used;
also sites which generate low traffic and sites which are far away (i.e. sites
which can only be connected at high costs by leased lines) can be included
into a corporate network in an economic way;
bandwidth and in turn costs for leased lines can be optimized, because peak
traffic can be handled by the PSTN using dialed connections;
PVN is also a cheap solution to provide standby redundancy for leased lines.

3.4.1.3. Virtual Private Networks (Centrex)
Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) are closed user groups within the public PSTN.
The carrier realizes telephony features similar to PBXs for this closed user group.
These features of public local exchange are usually called Centrex features.
In the view of the user the VPN behaves like a company-owned private network.
Usually only standard voice features can be used. Specific features like those in a
private network are hardly possible.
The main advantages of Virtual Private Networks are
•
•
•
•
3.4.2.

simple inclusion of telecommuter home offices into a corporate voice
network;
simple inclusion of branch offices into a corporate voice network;
no hardware investment needed
private numbering plan can be established, despite the fact, that public
switches are used.
Corporate Data Networks

The issue discussed in this section is how outdoor workforce may be connected to the
CPN. Data networks on customer premises are discussed in Chapter 3.3. In this
section the significant case is addressed, where the outdoor, in general mobile
workforce of an enterprise (e.g. travelling salesmen or maintenance people) shall be
temporarily included in the corporate data network. It should be noted that this
section is strongly related to section 3.2.3. Most of the general aspects discussed
there apply also to this situation.
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3.4.2.1. Overall Architecture of Remote Access
A mobile worker has a different kind of access to the corporate data network as a
stationary office worker. A stationary office worker has a permanent IP access. This
means that IP destinations on one side of the link are permanently visible on the other
side. This visibility is independent of the state of the physical link, because the
physical link may be temporary torn down in the absence of traffic.
The mobile worker, however, needs an on demand IP access, which is provided
by an Internet Service Provider (ISP). Here an "IP destination" is created on demand.
In general one side has no permanent IP address, e.g. a dial-up ISP access. Typically
the temporary IP address is assigned by the Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol
(DHCP). The service provider may be the IT department of a company that only
serves the company's employees. In this case the IP access is usually called Remote
LAN Access (RLA). Or it is a public ISP providing support of virtual private
networks in the IP context, which is something different from VPN in the context of
voice networks. The overall network scheme of an Internet Service Provider is shown
in Fig. 3.25.
Internet
I

Fig.3.25. Architecture for Internet access on demand

An Internet Service Provider operates two types of sites:
•

Points-of-Presence, PoPs (in Chapter 3.2 referred to as Access PoP), that are
the "interworking" points between the PSTN and the real (corporate) IP
network, also called ISP backbone;
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ISP Center (in Chapter 3.2 referred to as Central PoP), which is a central
site, from where the remote administration of the PoPs happens.

Because the PoPs are distinguished by their IP address range, a mobile terminal
must get a different IP address depending on the PoP used for dial in. This is why
Mobile IP may additionally be used to achieve full transparency for the IP access of a
mobile terminal (e.g. mobile worker's notebook PC), which always uses the closest
PoP to reduce telephone charges (see section 3.4.2.3).
The IN (Intelligent Network) feature of the PSTN can accomplish that the closest
PoP is automatically reached by dialing a fixed access number.
3.4.2.2. Remote Access Server
This section gives a brief description of the equipment needed in a Point of Presence
of an Internet Service Provider, who offers on demand Internet access. The
equipment basically consists of three logical independent device types (Fig. 3.26):
•
•

•

the modem pool terminates the physical data transport over the public
telephone system, (in Fig. 3.26 identified as Access Interface).
the server at first checks the authentication of the callers, (in Fig 3.26
identified as PPP/Tunnel Handling & Management). However, the main task
is the logical termination of the PPP link between the user and the IP core
network. This covers topics like PPP protocol termination, header
compression, IP and DNS address assignment (when using IP access on
demand). Also the virtual private network in the data variant should be
supported (via tunneling), if the server belongs to a public ISP;
the router forwards the IP traffic to the core network of the Internet service
provider, (in Fig. 3.26 identified as IP Forwarding). The router handles
quality of service by means of the Resource Reservation Protocol (RSVP)
and/or differentiated service techniques (DiffServ).

These three logical devices can be combined into one integrated device, which is
then called Remote Access Server (RAS). To get access to a PoP by a local phone
call (charges for long distance calls should be avoided) from everywhere in a
nationwide telephone network a large number of PoPs is needed, which is one
driving force for integration.
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Fig.3.26. Generic architecture of Remote Access Server

3.4.2.3. Mobile IP
In this section the approach to mobility management for data communication
(notebooks, PDAs etc.) taken by the Internet community is discussed. This approach
is referred to as mobile IP. Mobile computing should not be confused with the
portable computing we have today which is based on a portable computer connected
to a cellular network (e.g. GSM). In mobile networking, the network configuration
stored in the computer must not be altered when the user changes the computer's
point of attachment to the Internet. Instead, all the needed reconnection occurs
automatically.
The problem that mobile IP tries to solve is the following. IP addresses reflect
the topology of an Internet: If someone knows the IP address of a terminal he knows
the location of the terminal to a certain extent (e.g. down to the LAN segment the
terminal is connected to). For example, this implies for a notebook (without mobile
IP support) that it will get different IP addresses (normally through the DHCP) when
it is attached to different PoPs of an Internet.
This change of IP addresses poses a problem to all applications that want to get
in contact with the notebook by its IP address (e.g. for H.323-based multimedia
applications). Mobile IP now solves the issue by letting the notebook in a sense keep
its home IP address when attached to different PoPs. Thus, IP-packets to a mobile
client terminal will be forwarded by his home network without provision of the
actual address information to the sender. Every mobile terminal is always identified
by its home address, regardless of its current point of attachment to the Internet.
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Mobile IP defines three network instances (Fig. 3.27). The mobile host is a
mobile terminal with a unique IP-address delivered by his home network. The home
agent is the responsible node for the mobile host in the home network. In case the
mobile host is located outside the home network, then the home agent will forward
all data to the new location. The foreign agent is responsible for the mobile host
within the foreign network. H e delivers the location area to the home agent and
builds up a tunnel to the home agent for transferring data to the mobile host.
For mobile IP, protocol extensions to the Internet protocol suite are specified by
the IETF (RFC 2002) that allow this transparent routing of IP packets to mobile
terminals in an Internet.
It should be noted that a terminal featuring mobile IP is normally connected via a
wire to an Internet. Typically the connection will be an on demand Internet access via
a RAS server. The terminal may also be connected to the Internet via radio, which
may be realized by a wireless LAN (defined in IEEE 802.11). Although wireless
LAN is a radio technology it has nothing to do with a data access to a cellular
network. It is much more similar to a cordless phone connected to a traditional voice
network. Further should be noted that wireless LAN and mobile IP are two
completely independent technologies, which can combined if desirable.
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Fig.3.27. Mobile IP scenario
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3.4.3. Converged Corporate Networks
Traditionally separate networks have been provided within the enterprises for voice
and data applications. These evolved autonomously and were operated independently
of each other, often implemented and managed by separate organizations.
These separate networks encompass the enterprise local and wide area networks,
and have been built to interconnect PBXs respectively routers. The wide area parts of
the networks were implemented by means of dedicated leased lines, for data with
Frame-Relay or ATM. In some cases circuit switched multiplexers were additionally
used to share leased lines between voice and data.
As noted before, the use of disparate facilities for application-specific transport
is extremely inefficient. This becomes especially true because of the fact that the
volume of data traffic is growing faster than that of voice, driven by all the emerging
and evolving service innovations such as WWW, electronic commerce,
videoconferencing or video streaming utilizing IP multicast. While growth rates vary
by country and carrier, it is certain that data transport will dominate telephony
networks. Thus the driving force behind the evolution also of global Corporate
Networks is data. The challenge for the enterprises therefore is to optimize
networking for voice and data traffic. Hereby the Internet Protocol takes over the role
of the universal transport method. The rapid migration of vendors to the utilization of
IP as a transport method for data and voice applications endorses this transition to a
converged networking paradigm. As discussed in Chapter 3.3, the modern network
architectures allow the enterprise network to converge by means of the common IP
transport. (This, however, implies that a SoftPBX must replace the classical PBX;
see below for details.)
Using IP as the only transport method offers the enterprises significant statistical
gains in bandwidth efficiency for the long-haul lines in their corporate networks.
When temporarily no voice applications are present, data can use the available
bandwidth; however, when voice applications are active, they can be guaranteed the
bandwidth required. This finally reduces the number of WAN facilities and together
with them the number of devices required to terminate those facilities. In addition,
shared bandwidth can be added incrementally providing the ability to deploy new
applications rapidly. Finally, a uniform hence less expensive management is possible.
Corporate voice networks described in section 3.4.1 will gradually disappear,
while converged networks are taking over. This consolidation of data, voice, and
video is the natural evolution for multiservice networking. One of the most
significant examples is the converting of Systems Network Architecture (SNA) traffic
to IP. (SNA is a proprietary networking architecture introduced by IBM in 1974.)
Where once a separate network infrastructure was required, SNA can now be
transported over a common IP network.
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3.4.3.1. Infrastructure
The infrastructure for a converged network is discussed, in general, in Chapter 3.3.
With corporate networks the additional viewpoint is that the scope is enlarged from
the customers premise to a more global network. Therefore additional carrier Internet
technology must be used, including the techniques described in section 3.4.2.
With IP telephony expanding beyond simple bypasses of traditional long distance
lines, IP networks need to provide the quality of service (QoS) and bandwidth
required supporting real-time network applications such as voice communication.
Ethernet devices that do true switching are a must for IP telephony and the price
per port of such devices is comparable to that of legacy shared devices, which only
implement bandwidth sharing. Advanced classification queuing, multicast, and
buffering techniques are also required to ensure voice is effectively transported.
3.4.3.2. Applications
As for public networks, and for corporate networks perhaps the most exciting facet of
converged networking is the enabling of new applications. Such emerging
applications include desktop IP telephony, unified messaging, and IP based Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) applications. The applications for this technology,
however, have no limits; new and innovative applications will continue to emerge. A
converged network will offer the framework that permits rapid deployment of these
new technologies. Two examples are now discussed further.
IP Telephony to the desktop. By using the SoftPBX (synonym: network based
PBX), the classical PBX as part of the Corporate Network can be replaced by IP
telephony over a converged network. The SoftPBX relies on the IP network to handle
voice transport and switching. This is actually achieved by routers providing proper
QoS (called RT switches in Chapter 3.3). The control functions are handled by a
server: The server software implements the gatekeeper function defined in H.323
enriched by a kind of call processing inspired by the classical PBX supplementary
services. So, the PBX features are realized by an application program, hence the term
SoftPBX. In this manner the SoftPBX, when used in conjunction with the IP
telephone sets or a soft telephone application, can provide the PBX functionality in a
distributed and scalable fashion. Gateways provide the interconnection to the PSTN
if required.
Unified Messaging. Today a wide range of communication and messaging means
are available: telephones, mobile phones, pagers, fax, voice mail, and e-mail. Each of
these requires distinct hardware and software components in order to perform.
Unified messaging is the way to combine voice mail, e-mail and fax into a single
application suite.
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With unified messaging a single application can be used to store and retrieve
various message types: Voice-mail messages stored as audio files can be downloaded
as e-mail attachments while traveling, a response recorded and returned to the sender
and others. E-mail can be retrieved via a telephony user interface, converted from
text to speech, and reviewed from an airport lobby phone or cellular phone.
Infrastructure is decreased, as now a single application can provide voice, e-mail, and
fax. Productivity is increased because what once were separated message types can
be retrieved via the user's most convenient or preferred terminal.
3.5.

Fixed and Mobile Convergence

In deregulated markets one of the main areas of interest for any carrier is to open up
new market opportunities and to offer their subscribers comprehensive solutions and
services. For a fixed network operator, mobility enhances the service portfolio
leading to an improved service differentiation strategy. For a mobile operator, a fixed
network allows the carrier to become a full service provider. One-stop shopping for
any combination of mobile and fixed access, broadband and data services is an ideal
means of differentiation in a competitive environment.
The combination of both networks, fixed and mobile, offers the chance to
provide new and/or common services. In addition, it allows to reduce operational
costs by using common resources such as transport, or by exploiting synergy effects
such as a common OA&M. In a competitive market, Fixed Mobile Convergence
(FMC) gives the operators the opportunity to go a step forward, both in price and
service. To implement Fixed Mobile Convergence leads to a new market with unique
services and high revenue potential.
3.5.1. Definition of FMC
The following definition of FMC is based on the conclusions 2(98)25rl by the ETSI
FMC ad hoc workgroup on Fixed Mobile Convergence, hence common
understanding.
Fixed and Mobile Convergence (FMC) is concerned with the provision of
network and service capabilities, which are independent of the access technique.
This does not necessarily imply the physical convergence of networks. It is concerned
with the development of converged network capabilities and supporting standards.
This set of standards may be used to offer a set of consistent services via fixed or
mobile access to fixed or mobile, public or private networks.
An important feature of fixed mobile convergence is the separation of the
subscriptions and services from individual access points and terminals and to allow
users to access a consistent set of services from any fixed or mobile terminal via any
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compatible access point. An important extension of this principle is related to
internetwork roaming: users should be able to roam between different networks and
be able to use the same consistent set of services through those visited networks. This
feature is referred to as the Virtual Home Environment (VHE).
3.5.2. Motivation
Customer motivation. The greatest benefits from the convergence of mobile
telephony and fixed networks have to be noted for the customer, the end-user. The
mobility of people and the need to communicate on the move increases and therefore
the demand for mobile communications, while the conventional fixed networks
continue to serve the home or the office. From the customer's standpoint a wide
range of services with a uniform fixed network and mobile connection is of utmost
importance.
Together with mobile communications the customers require comfort and low
costs, and all under at least the today's quality standard regarding reliability, security
etc. Mobility in telecommunications appears under three aspects - terminal, service
and personal mobility:
•
•
•

terminal mobility allows the customer the use of his (personal) terminal, e.g.
his telephone at any place, at home, in the office or en route even abroad;
service mobility provides for the customer an invariable set of services
independent of the access type and location. The services should have the
"same look and feel" even in different networks;
personal mobility means reachability in the sense, that the customer is
reachable with one number, his personal number, everywhere. He can define
several reachability profiles (private, office) and he can change his profiles,
especially the terminal where he wants his calls to arrive, on line from any
terminal.

Operator motivation. Through FMC the operator can distinguish himself from his
competitors, thus reducing churn and gain new customers. The definition of common
services makes it possible to target special customer segments by offering customized
bouquets of attractive services. Especially enhancing Virtual Private Networks by
FMC allows a better carrier positioning in the profitable corporate market. Thus,
FMC can be understood as a marketing strategy to win new customers by launching
new innovative products.
But FMC offers more than just differentiation. It is an excellent way to increase
revenues. For example, services like Call Forwarding or Personal Number increase
the call completion rate and consequently the revenues. By extending Prepaid
Service already well known in mobile networks to the fixed network, new revenue
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streams can be tapped even in the legacy network. In addition, offering this service to
fixed network subscribers may lead to a reduction of operational cost due to
reduction of churn-induced costs or minimization of unpaid bills. This leads
immediately to the third advantage of FMC, which are operational cost and
investment savings.
By providing unified procedures for service activation and deactivation, payment
processes and other operational and network management processes, staff may be
trained on one system only. Common processes lead to more efficient network
operation. Investment for hardware and software, e.g. for billing, IN or other
equipment, can be reduced by using synergy effects. A significant reduction of
maintenance costs through shared use of workforce may also be possible. Network
advantages can be obtained through a reduction of planning efforts by using common
IN-systems and a common numbering plan.
3.5.3. Architecture
FMC services need to be provided over different types of access networks (wireline,
cable network, Wireless Local Loop, Cordless Telephony System, cellular networks,
satellites systems...). In order to provide FMC services, fixed and mobile network
elements work together directly or via Intelligent Network (IN) platforms (Fig. 3.28).
As IN solutions support standardized interfaces, they can be used easily in
multivendor environments, where fixed and mobile network elements may exist from
different equipment suppliers (for more details see section 3.5.4.1).
In the standardization bodies (ETSI SMG) FMC architectures are already
planned for next generation mobile systems. For UMTS phase 1, ETSI SMG
concentrates on the UTRAN (UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network). With regard
to non-UTRAN application environments, the ETSI General Assembly endorsed a
report of the FMC ad hoc workgroup, recommending the inclusion of fixed terminal
and cordless applications (residential/private) for UMTS in the standardization. The
report even included a composite model proposing the use of the UMTS chipcard
(UMTS Identification Module, UIM) for all these applications, and stressing the
similarity of the functional communications between terminal and core network (FTCN and MT-CN communications), between terminal and Radio Access Network
(MT-RAN communications) and between Radio Access Networks and Core Networks
(RAN-CN communications) as shown in Fig. 3.29. FMC also affects the core
networks, which may consist of mobile networks, N-ISDN, B-ISDN or packet data
networks. The UMTS core network will provide the required network capabilities for
multimedia services and the mechanisms for VHE support.
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3.5.4. Existing FMC Building Blocks
FMC solutions could be implemented everywhere in the networks (Fig. 3.30). The
realization depends on the specific conditions of each operator. The most important
parameters are the installed base, the license (i.e. the allowance to offer mobile or
fixed services) and the operator's strategy towards his customers (i.e. focus only on
mobile or fixed/mobile businesses).

User environment

Access
network

Core
network

Service
platform

Fig.3.30. Impact of FMC to all architecture components of a network

3.5.4.1. IN-Solutions
Since IN-platforms can communicate with switches in multiple networks, the
services are also independent of network architecture, i.e. they can be offered by
network operators with access to either fixed networks only, mobile networks only or
both fixed and mobile networks. A common IN platform for both networks provides
following features:
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•
•
•
•

uniform "look and feel" for handling and administering the services;
support of new access technology for administration for network operators,
service providers, companies and end-users;
IN-supported number conversion between fixed and mobile networks;
IN-controlled creation of individual billing records for flexible and simple
billing; expenses are reduced due to the use of a single infrastructure for both
networks.

IN-systems support all prevailing standards in order to implement solutions in a
multi-vendor environment. For instance, only standardized interfaces are used for the
broadest range of network elements from various manufacturers: MAP (Mobile
Application Part) to localize mobile subscribers, MAP (Intelligent Network
Application Part) to communicate between IN systems and the base networks.
Examples for IN-based FMC solutions follow.
Personal Number (PN). The "Personal Number Service" means that the
customer is available round the clock at a single personal phone number, regardless
of whether located in a fixed or a mobile network. User-specific profiles managed by
the user define whose calls shall get through, when and where. Also, incoming calls
can be diverted to a single mailbox.
Fixed Mobile Convergence and Virtual Private Network (FMC-VPN). The
VPN under FMC conditions offers a series of improved performance features for
fixed and mobile networks in form of an extended version of classic VPN service (=
defined user group with access to the short numbers for the individual members and
special rates). For example, the same short number can be used both on the mobile
device and on the device connected at the fixed connection. Separate billing of
private and business calls makes the invoice easy to read for the company and their
staff. This service is suitable when combined with individual rate systems —
especially for companies with various locations, fixed and mobile personnel and
temporary staff.
Friends & Family (F&F). This service allows the end-user to define several
telephone numbers that enjoy lower rates. The F&F list may contain the numbers of
business partners, family members or friends who are called frequently, whereby
special rates are valid for both the fixed and the mobile network. The end-user can
easily administer these preferred numbers via a fixed network telephone, his mobile
phone or the Internet.
Prepaid Service (PPS). PPS was created for those customers who would rather
not bind themselves by long-term contracts to any one fixed or mobile network
operator, but who also do not want to lose the added value of integrated fixed and
mobile networks. This service allows customers to communicate via fixed terminals
or mobile phones and they will be charged to one single account paid in advance.
The account balance is constantly kept up-to-date. The customer has clear control of
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his communications expenses through checking his account balance and through the
various ways of renewing the account by individually defined amounts of money.
The network operator has less administrative work, since the end-user no longer
has to be billed. Also, thanks to prepayment, unpaid bills are a thing of the past. And
there will be a higher revenue by giving to the customers more opportunities (mobile
phone/fixed terminal) to make phone calls.
These features could be combined easily with other classic IN features, such as
definable cost allocation to caller and service customer or user interaction ("Web
administration"), in order to compose tailored packages for every customer market
segment.
3.5.4.2. Infrastructure Solutions
Complementing EST-supported convergence on the service level, there exist also other
performance features and products that support FMC. Combined switching centers
were specifically developed for new operators building up their infrastructure or for
areas with poor fixed network/mobile penetration (e.g. rural areas). This
CombiSwitch makes use of the advantages of a mobile switching center with
connections for branch exchanges.
One of the main issues in offering FMC services is the integration of all FMC
solutions in the existing Billing and Customer Care (BCC) solutions. Modern BCC
devices can be combined to fixed and/or mobile networks. Also individual and
comprehensive BBC solutions exist for newcomers.
The Wireless Local Loop (WLL) is a possibility for a stand-alone fixed network
operator to offer low-tier mobility. The WLL using unlicensed radio frequencies
could be the only way to offer mobility and FMC services, if the operator of the fixed
network does not have an appropriated license for radio frequencies nor has the
possibility to cooperate with a mobile operator. WLL-products could be based on any
mobile radio technology available (DECT, GSM, UMTS). However some trials
showed that DECT-WLL products are not very economic.
Dual Mode (DECT/GSM) handsets could provide terminal mobility for the
customer. At home he will be served by his own DECT base station connected to the
fixed operator. Outside he will use the same terminal but another technology
(GSM/UMTS). Combined with the Personal Number Service these terminals fulfill
some of the most important principles of FMC: "one number, one terminal, one bill".
3.5.5. Future Aspects and Solutions
Today's solutions are only a first step towards comprehensive FMC. Currently FMC
meets the demand for ubiquitous, uniform and unlimited use of voice services
regardless of any network. But the aim is to enable access regardless of location to
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public and private networks providing whatever bandwidth needed and to provide
multimedia capability independent of the technology in use.
3.5.5.1. FMC and UMTS
UMTS characteristics in relation to FMC. The following UMTS characteristics can
be identified as potential enablers for FMC:
•
•
•
•

UMTS service capabilities;
UMTS radio interface applicability to a wide range of application
environments;
UMTS (access and core) network positioning in relation to FMC;
FMC application scenarios in relation to UMTS.

The service capabilities associated with UMTS networks will provide the same
service portfolio as ISDN and packet data networks. To allow for the multimedia
services support the following requirements have been set [29, 30]:
•
•
•
•

high speed data bearers (urban/suburban at least with 384 kbit/s for users
moving at 120km/h; indoor at least with 2Mbps for users moving at lOkm/h),
both for circuit and packet data;
multiple QoS classes for packet data (still to be defined);
multiple media components during one and the same call;
add/delete resources and parties in multi-party calls.

UMTS according to [19] provides for roaming capability in the mobile network
with the UPT (Universal Personal Telecommunications) phase 2 chipcard, which
allows UPT subscribers to roam in both the fixed and the mobile network without a
USEVI (User Service Identity Module). Originally, UPT is a service that offers
mobility in fixed networks. Using a personal identifier, the service subscriber can
access the service with parameters defined in the subscriber's profile at any
terminal).
UMTS, according to [19], further provides for handover with capability renegotiation between different networks, whereas the ETSI ISDN-UMTS Framework
Document [38] requires seamless handover even between cellular and cordless
systems. The ability to re-negotiate a bearer and to handoff between networks is
absolutely necessary to enable a service to be used across networks with different
inherent capabilities.
The UMTS terrestrial radio interface UTRA (Fig. 3.31) provides the W-CDMA
mode and the TD-CDMA mode. The W-CDMA mode is designed for public macro-
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and micro-cell environments and paired spectrum allocations and for data rates up to
2 Mbit/s. The TD-CDMA mode is designed for public micro- and picocell
environments, for unlicensed cordless and public wireless local loops, unpaired
spectrum allocations and for data rates up to 2 Mbit/s (asymmetric traffic).
Specific requirements have been set [38] to the UTRA to support private and
business applications in addition to the public cellular operation:
multiple unsynchronized systems can successfully coexist in the same
environment;
base stations can be installed uncoordinated;
no frequency planning is needed;
no license is needed to make use of the radio spectrum;
the radio access scheme is suitable for low cost implementations where
range, coverage, mobility and user speed may be limited;
the generic access profile can be defined, which guarantees interoperability
of terminals from different manufacturers. Compliant UMTS terminals can
be used in residential, business and public environments.
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Fig.3.31. Application capabilities of the UMTS radio interface

FMC application scenarios in relation to UMTS. In the following, examples of
potential FMC application scenarios using UMTS access networks are summarized.
1. UMTS Cordless Access. The connection of cordless telephones with UMTS
radio interface support could be considered. This would allow UMTS users to roam
between their (private) home cell, that could be connected to e.g. a fixed network,
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and the public cellular network while staying reachable under a single number and
having access to the converged services in both environments.
These services could also be offered via (cordless) private networks or cordless
LANs, as long as the user is within coverage of the corporate network. Outside this
area the same service set can be accessed via the public network. This will in the
most economic way allow the corporate user to maintain the same service
environment, while using the private or public network. Between the private and the
public networks both personal and terminal mobility is offered.
2. Fixed access personal mobility with UMTS cbipcard. A subset of UMTS
services may be offered via wireline terminals. The subscriber uses the USIM
chipcard to get access to these services. FMC feature building blocks extend the
UMTS virtual home environment of the cellular network to the fixed network. In the
wireline core network, terminal mobility management concepts could be re-used to
allow for personal mobility.
Implications on the fixed network. The above FMC application scenarios
making use of UMTS access are indicating that there would be a need for the fixed
network to support mobility management (including security, and possibly handover)
and the bearer services and mechanisms for the Virtual Home Environment. These
functionalities will also have impact on the protocols regarding the access-to-local
exchange interfaces. To allow for multi-vendor and multi-operator equipment
interoperability there is definitely a need for standardization on these issues.
UMTS and new FMC applications. It can be concluded that the introduction of
UMTS has the potential for providing feature building blocks, which can support
new FMC applications, such as:
high speed UMTS bearer services with QoS negotiation and multiconnection/multi-party capability;
UMTS cordless and cellular applications, possibly with handover (even
between network boundaries);
personal mobility: USIM or UPT chipcard for mobile and fixed terminals
Short Message Service;
Virtual Home Environment (VHE).
3.5.5.2. FMC and Virtual Home Environment (VHE)
The rationale of VHE. In the UMTS vision, customers get their personalized
services anytime and with their familiar user interface, independent of the access
technology and the core network used. UMTS aims to provide the user a
comprehensive set of services, features and tools, which have the same "look and
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feel" whether they are used at home or abroad. ETSI therefore introduced the
"Virtual Home Environment" concept, denoting a system concept for service
portability across network borders.
Especially the VHE shall provide for
the means for network operators, service providers and subscribers to use
generic service capabilities to create their own specific services and
features;
the provision of the personal service set via all UMTS or GSM access
networks, transport networks and terminals, subject to physical limitations;
regional or network based variations/enhancements to the standard
capabilities.
Obviously the VHE concept is strongly relevant to FMC scenarios: VHE allows
a service provider (incl. fixed or mobile network operator) to offer services
independent of the core network and access; "seamless services" both in the fixed
and the mobile network (Fig. 3.32).

Fig.3.32. Relevance of VHE concept to FMC

In UMTS phase 1, the VHE consists of GSM services and service capabilities.
The service capabilities can be grouped into two categories: bearers that can be
defined by QoS and mechanisms that can be used to realize services. In the following
subsections different mechanisms for VHE realization are addressed. Obviously the
application of VHE mechanisms is envisaged for both UMTS and GSM networks.
For further details see [30].
The CAMEL-based VHE evolution. The GSM solution for transparent service
availability at a visited cellular network is based on the concept of the Customized
Applications for Mobile Enhanced Logic (CAMEL).
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The CAMEL concept (Fig. 3.33) allows for a VHE encompassing a subscriber's
home mobile network and any visited mobile network that has a CAMEL roaming
agreement with the home network. Thus the mobile subscriber when roaming in a
visited network can use the (non-standardized) IN services subscribed in his home
network.
To achieve this, the Mobile Switching Centers (MSCs) of the visited networks
can communicate directly with the home network's Switching Control Point (SCP)
by means of a completely standardized INAP protocol - the CAMEL Application Part
(CAP). The SCP is inquired for call control guidance during incoming and outgoing
calls.
The conditions for triggering the SCP are administered in the Home Location
register (HLR) and are downloaded to the Visiting Location Register (VLR)R when
the subscriber roams between location areas. In addition, the Mobile Application Part
(MAP) protocol applied between SCP and HLR allows for the SCP to request
subscriber status and location information in order to assist the service logic
programs in deciding how the call should be further progressed ("Any Time
Interrogation" procedure).
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Fig.3.33. CAMEL services for FMC/VHE applications in UMTS
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Because the visited network is transparent for the service execution, this scenario
is also referred to as "service tunneling" or "service remote execution". However, in
some cases the visited network may not be able to support the desired service or the
storage and execution of the appropriate data.
The GSM CAMEL VHE mechanism is adapted to UMTS. Hereby the functional
network model of GSM CAMEL will be kept, but the used protocols MAP and CAP
between the network entities are modified in order to support new UMTS
capabilities.
To serve as a valid building block for FMC, the CAMEL capabilities must also
be provided in the fixed networks and for a variety of access types, such as private
cordless, residential cordless and fixed access. The open CAP interface allows
service providers to make available converged services across the fixed and cellular
network borders. By relying on equal capabilities, the same "look and feel" of the
services towards the user is guaranteed, and the effort to create converged services is
minimized.
In order to realize the VHE CAMEL solution in the fixed network, the
introduction of the Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) or a similar
signaling channel based-service needs to be considered. USSD provides for a more
comfortable interaction for IN-services, on the condition that the terminal is equipped
accordingly. With USSD, the keypad input is transparently forwarded by the LE to
the SCP and the corresponding responses show up at the terminal display. The
support of the CAP protocol in the LE implies modification respectively extension of
the SSF functionality with regard to charging, user interaction and location
positioning, as well as the introduction of new detection points: A mechanism for
activating individual detection points - independent of the access line owner - is
needed, hi standardization the USSD-alike new basic service is to be specified. With
INAP Capability Set 2, ETSI already initiated the CAP/INAP protocol convergence
and there exists a commitment to continue this effort for later INAP versions.
Client/server based VHE evolution. Besides the CAMEL-based VHE solution,
where the service execution takes place in the core network and the service logic
programs on the SCP affect the communication control in the SSPs, client/server
based VHE solutions evolve (Fig. 3.34). hi these alternative GSM VHE solutions the
service execution environment resides partially or totally in the terminal or a
chipcard. The Java type service programs and the service data are downloaded from a
server to the Service Execution Environment Platform, so that the VHE is provided
in a kind of Client/Server fashion. After downloading the terminal or the chipcard
can execute the service programs either autonomously or with assistance from a
server. Apart from having access to the terminal's communication control for
telephony applications, the service logic programs can also interwork with the ManMachine Interface (MMI) control, e.g. to pop-up downloaded telephone directories or
menus.
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UMTS phase 1:
(1) "Service Execution within the UMTS Subscriber Identity Module" (cf. GSM SIM Toolkit)
(2) '"Service Execution in the Mobile Equipment" (cf. GSM ISExE: Mobile Execution Environment)
DAT Service-Profile/Data
PRG Service Program
EXE Service Execution Environment

CoC Communication Control
MMIC MMI Control

Source UMTS 23 20

Fig.3.34. Service execution on the mobile terminal or the chipcard

The possibility for a value added service provider (e.g. banks, travel agencies,
public information authorities etc.) to offer services from any visited access by means
of the ubiquitous server equipment and Internet is an important characteristic of
client/server based scenarios. These mechanisms are also intended to improve the
user comfort for telephony services. Therefore client/server mechanisms will be
further evolved for UMTS.
In case the Service Execution Environment resides on the chipcard - which is the
GSM "SIM Toolkit" approach - a standardized protocol allows interaction between
chipcard and terminal. Chipcard and terminal manufacturers are providing the
toolkits for service creation and testing on commercial server equipment. The
applicability of the chipcard execution environment for FMC depends on the market
breakthrough of smart cards (e.g. the UMTS chipcard) for fixed terminals, PCs and
cordless equipment.
ETSI is standardizing terminal centric client/server mechanisms under the work
item name "Mobile station application Execution Environment" (MExE). MExE is
targeting a wide range of mobile terminals, from small devices with low bandwidth,
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limited displays, low processor speeds, limited memory and MMI etc. up to
sophisticated devices like laptops. To cope with all device types, two solutions for
MExE are being proposed: PersonalJava and Wireless Application Protocol WAP.
For "high end" data centric terminals with medium data speed bearer capabilities
(circuit switched data, HSCSD, GPRS), ETSI has adopted PersonalJava as the
platform for vendor independent application execution. PersonalJava consists of a
downscaled version of the Java programming language and a profile of APIs
configured for network computers with limited storage capability.
The telephony services of the terminal can be controlled from the client (client
centric telephony applications) by means of the Java Telephony API (JTAPI). GSM
specific additions will be included in JTAPI version 2.0. Examples of client centric
telephony applications include click-to-dial, click-to-send-SMS, menu based
supplementary service control. For server-centric telephony applications, the client
application communicates with objects on the server by means of the Java Remote
Method Invocation (RMI). Server centric telephony applications are in the area
focused by the IETF PINT standardization (click-to-fax, click-to-dial-back, voice
access to content) and also include server-initiated services such as screen based IN
user interaction dialogues and interactive call forwarding.
In the PersonalJava solution, wireless connection-oriented data transport requires
an enhanced TCP that can cope with the unreliable radio bearer. With the
PersonalJava, PCs, WEB phones and cordless laptops are able to access HTML Webservers and telephony application servers via the fixed network. Web-phones and
their cordless equals take advantage of PersonalJava's compactness.
The Wireless Application Protocol (WAP) [22] is an industrial standard, that
enables the access to WWW information also with the small-scale displays and
restricted data bearer capabilities available in today's mobile handsets. Therefore,
mobile-specific adaptations of WWW and Internet formats and protocols have been
developed, such as the Wireless Mark-up Language (WML) and the Wireless
Transaction Protocol (WTP). The WAP approach aims to provide services
independent of a specific bearer technology. Therefore the WAP protocol stack
comprises an adaptation layer for the various mobile data bearers. WML pages can
be accessed via multiple wireless and wireline data bearers, including those of GSM
and UMTS: SMS, USSD, circuit switched bearers and in the future also via HSCSD
and GPRS.
The upper part of Figure 3.35 provides an overview of potential WAP network
architecture components in mobile networks. The WAP functionality is distributed
across the network in mobile clients, gateway functions and application servers.
To use the WAP for surfing on the WWW either the addressed WEB page has to
be generated with the WML or the WEB page generated with HTML has to be
"down-scaled" to the WML. For this purpose a filter function is needed. WAP
gateway functionality is required for the intermediate storage of frequently accessed
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WML pages (i.e. in a proxy) and to adapt the IP traffic to lower bandwidth radio
bearers and terminal display capabilities.
As a specific add-on, the WAP Wireless Telephony Applications (WTA) provide
the possibility to combine WEB-like applications with call control features via an
open interface. The WAP Forum has standardized mechanisms for both client-centric
and server-centric WTA.
In fixed networks WAP could be used by cordless or dual mode terminals (e.g.
DECT/GSM) to cope with their smaller execution environment and to allow access
to the same WTA services as in the mobile network. The required extensions to the
WAP network architecture for fixed networks are shown on the lower part of
Figure 3.35.
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Fig.3.35. Proposed WAP network architecture for FMC

It can be concluded that the WAP and PersonalJava are possible enablers, with
respect to IP and value-added telephony services, for the virtual home environment
encompassing mobile and fixed networks and mobile and fixed terminals.
For the support of these VHE scenarios for FMC, it will be required to support
the corresponding network capabilities in fixed networks too. The serving network
should provide a communication tunnel between the client and the server. The
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protocols running on top of this tunnel should be transparent to the serving network.
Multiple solutions can be used for this communication path:
Short Message Service (SMS) allows for call-unrelated, connection-oriented
transmission of smaller data quantities. The connection can be set up from
the terminal or from a server. A store-and-forward mechanism is applied,
such that messages are not lost when the receiver is not reachable. Apart
from SMS being used as a WAP bearer, SMS messaging and electronic mail
applications supported by the fixed network could be handy for non-WAP
wireline and cordless terminal users as well;
Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD) has similar
characteristics as SMS but supports a higher throughput and operates without
intermediate storage;
circuit switched and packet data bearers.
Note that only the second and third solutions are available in fixed networks.
The standardization should consider whether the mobile network standards also
apply to the fixed network or consider alternatives. For the WAP solution similar
gateway equipment as in the mobile network may need to be installed. Routing the
communication path to the "home" application server can be an expensive solution
when circuit switched bearers are involved. Therefore assisting servers, featuring a
standardized execution platform, may be used to download and execute server
applications remotely in the visited network. Assisting servers may also provide the
execution environment for delegated tasks from less sophisticated "thin client"
terminals.
3.5.5.3. FMC and Mobile IP
Mobile IP has been introduced in section 3.4.2.3 as a means to provide mobility
management without respect to the used physical network access. An important
function supporting roaming has been identified, which is the transfer of the location
information of roaming users by the foreign agent to the home agent. As an instance
of FMC, this roaming information could be delivered to both fixed and mobile
networks enabling the users to use their known IP services everywhere, stationary
and mobile. Foreign agent and home agent could be located in any kind of network,
so mobile IP is also a possibility to provide mobility management between fixed and
mobile networks.
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3.6.

Computer Telephony Integration

3.6.1. General Aspects
Computer Telephony Integration (CTI) is the concept of adding high value and dataoriented services to the business communication user by an intelligent convergence
of communication and information services. Computer Telephony Integration (CTI)
was introduced in order to enhance and optimize the workflow for typical
communication-oriented workplaces, call centers in the first line.
The call center is an important vehicle for all sorts of organizations for the
handling of incoming telephone requests of customers etc. In call centers, where all
calls are received and where typically also handling of customer data takes place,
support of intelligent and automated communication and data services is needed.
These are performed by highly sophisticated application programs, running on a
special CTI-server and cooperating with the customer database, maybe residing on a
separate server.
In principle, there are two different CTI usage concepts:
•

•

First Party Call Control applications support the call handling of a single
user (first party). They perform call handling functions for the user (partially)
automatically and are directly involved as a called respectively calling party
in the calls;
Third Party Call Control applications are able to support the call handling
for all terminals connected to a PBX. They are not involved in the calls
themselves, but controlling the calls indirectly as a third party.

hi general, First Party Call Control CTI applications enhance the call handlingcomfort in business as well as in private communication processes by providing a
graphical user interface (GUI) on the user's PC for their terminal, which may be a
telephone headset. For the residential user at home certain CTI services are available,
running on a PC optionally connected to the telephone.
Third Party Call Control applications support business-oriented communication
processes e.g. for agents of call centers and therefore enable an automatic access to
customer data which are selected by verification of a calling customer's
identification (e.g. telephone number). The PBX may be induced by the CTI
application to monitor the status of selected terminals, which then are supervised by
the CTI application. Thus the application is able to control the calls for the monitored
terminals by influencing the proceeding of these calls e.g. dependent on certain
customer-specific data and conditions.
Very important for the owners of call centers is their efficient operation. Usually
call centers are introduced in order to organize incoming calls of customers in an
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optimal way for a number of answering agents. The customers want to be taken care
of most efficiently, without delay and by competent partners. However, the number
of call center agents and external lines are limited and the frequency of calls differs
in the course of the day.
For this, the call center system in its inbound version offers Automatic Call
Distribution (ACD) on the basis of specific intelligent and flexible routing
capabilities and monitoring/reporting. Configuration features allow the operation
supervisors and the call center managers to permanently optimize the system
performance on-line. Thus the number of lost calls are minimized (or the number of
answered calls maximized) in any traffic condition with a minimized number of
agents. Also outbound versions of call centers exist for automatic set-up of external
calls to customers.
Regarding architectural concepts, two different usage concepts of CTI are
associated with in principle different technical configurations each (Fig. 3.36): the
First Party Call Control CTI is terminal-based and the Third Party Call Control CTI
is server-based (i.e. centralized).
First Paly Caii Control CTI
application
(e.g. Telephone Manager)

Fig.3.36. First and Third Party Call Control CTI configurations

The implementations of these concepts are described in depth in the following
two sections.
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3.6.2. Terminal-based First Party Call Control Applications
As introduced in section 3.6.1, the terminal-based First Party Call Control
applications take over automated control functions for the user's terminal (e.g.
telephone or fax device). They run on the user's PC. They offer a graphic user
interface (GUI) for a comfortable usage of the system's call control features and
provide intelligent services like filtering and automatically answering calls, etc.
According to Fig. 3.37 the PC may be connected to the system with a digital
subscriber line controlled via an ISDN signaling protocol directly (with a telephone
connected to it) and indirectly via an ISDN telephone with a V.24 interface. It also
may be a client in a client/server configuration being connected to a centralized CTI
server via a Local Area Network (LAN), see section 3.6.3.
PC connected to the PBX via
ISDN telephone terminal (V.24)

LAN connection

ison telephone terminal
connected to the PBX via PC
Fig.3.37. PC CTI configurations for First Party Call Control applications

In both cases a "service provider" is needed for the PC, which offers the
Telephony Application Programming Interface (TAPI) for running the CTI
application and a protocol handler for the connection to the PBX via the subscriber
line or via the LAN to the centralized CTI server. (Note: The term "service provider"
is used with this meaning for the rest of Chapter 3.7 and must not be confounded
with a company providing services over a network.)
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Since the PC is connected like a telephone to the PBX it can act likewise. The
applications use the same signaling protocol as the telephone and thus may act
intelligently in the same way as the subscriber as a person. In the case of an incoming
ISDN call, a number of detailed parameters about the calling party (telephone
number, name of calling party) are delivered with the ISDN protocol via the
subscriber line. This data may be stored in a logbook together with date, time and
other characteristics and evaluated and filtered for further actions like distinctive call
forwarding and others. If additional voice response and mail functions are available
in the PC, the call may be answered with specific records automatically and very
individually.
On the other hand the application may use the signaling commands in order to set
up a call automatically or by initiation via a simple mouse's click, e.g. out of a
telephone list or out of the logbook where the numbers of the incoming calls have
been stored.
Concerning the architecture, the TAPI-based First Party Call Control applications
may run on the PC if it has the appropriate service provider (Fig. 3.38). A TAPI
service provider is needed in order to offer the (CTI) TAPI function-calls and events
for the application which are both ways translated into the ISDN signaling protocol
interface for the connection to the PBX via the subscriber's telephone line.
Windows PC
Telephone Manager
application

TAPI
TAPI service
provider

Windows PC
Telephone Manager
application

TAP!
TAPI service
provider

Fig.3.38. TAPI architecture for First Party Call Control applications
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The TAPI has become the de-facto industry standard API for First Party Call
Control applications. It is defined by Microsoft and provided with the MS Windows
(95/9S7NT) OS. The PBX-specific TAPI "service provider" has to be added to the
PC-software.
For the Internet language JAVA the new JTAPI has been defined by SUN
Microsystems for CTI applications. JTAPI may evolve with the acceptance of JAVA
as a new de-facto industry standard API. Architecturally it is handled in the same
way as TAPI. In order to run the JAVA applications, the JTAPI service provider has
to be provided by the PC.
Depending on the quality of the used CTI service provider and the functionality
of the ISDN protocol of the subscriber line, more (or less) of the PBX features can be
utilized. PBX-specific service providers promise the most sufficient utilization of the
PBX features.
hi the same way as telephone terminals, also mail servers, fax servers and voice
response units may be connected via multi channel lines like El (30 B-channels, 1 Dchannel) to the PBX. The specific voice-mailbox control functions for recording and
re-play and other functions are controlled via the ISDN signaling channel.
3.6.3. Server-based First and Third Party Call Control Applications
3.6.3.1. Integration of Communication and Data Networks
The typical situation in today's business communication and data-processing
environment is the co-existence of two separated and different networks (Fig. 3.39):
the narrow-band network for real-time voice and data communication provided by
the corporate network with networked PBXs and the broadband network for nonreal-time data network provided by the LAN for networking the PCs and servers in
the organizations' Intranets.
In order to integrate these two service networks the CTI server interconnects the
communication and the data domains via a CTI link. In this configuration the realtime terminals are only networked by the PBX whereas the PCs are only networked
via the LAN data network.
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Fig.3.39. Separated telecom and data segments

3.6.3.2. First Party Call Control Applications
In most business environments today PCs indeed are only connected to LANs and the
telephones to a PBX. But also in this configuration First Party Call Control
applications (which are terminal-based) may run on the PCs. For this purpose the
PCs are in a client/server configuration with a centralized CTI server (Fig. 3.40).
The CTI server is connected to the PBX via a CTI link, which normally is to
allow Third Party Call Control applications to run on the CTI server. In this
configuration First Party Call Control applications running on the client PCs need the
support of the centralized CTI Third Party Call Control applications running on the
CTI server, which provides the logical connection for the call processing of the PBX.
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PC CTi client applications for
First Party Call Control of
the own telephone

p g x

Centralized e n Server for
TMrci Party Call Control CTS
applications, e.g. Caii Center (ACD)

CTi Workplace

Fig.3.40. Interconnected telecom and data segments

3.6.3.3. Third Party Call Control Applications
Third Party Call Control applications run on the centralized CTI server (Fig. 3.40).
These applications are able to control calls in the PBX for any of the terminals, but
they do not participate in these calls as a party themselves. Via the CTI interface the
application may set-up a call ("make call"), release a call ("delete") and activate
PBX-features.
The detailed call states of selected terminals can be monitored in the PBX and
reported to the CTI application so that the application can verify them and
specifically react and influence the proceeding of the call with control commands.
On the other hand, the call control in the PBX may use the intelligence of the server
in other cases. The CTI server and the PBX are on the same hierarchical level and
may use each other as a client as well as a server.
Centralized CTI servers may be connected to the PBX via a system-internal
LAN, using a CTI protocol. Thus the Third Party Call Control applications may
monitor the call states of any of the terminals or calls in the PBX and then influence
the proceeding of the calls per CTI commands via a CTI Link, which usually still
uses a very powerful proprietary CTI protocol interface (like the Application
Connectivity Link, ACL).
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The manufacturer Siemens e.g. provides the CallBridge server as a CTI platform
for applications like ACD that uses the ACL protocol interface and provides a TSAPI
(Telephony Service Application Programming Interf ace) interface for running the
application on the server. There are also other (proprietary) CTI server platforms,
which may be connected to the PBX via the ACL protocol.
3.6.3.4. Examples f or Client/Server CTI Architectures
The TSAPI based architecture of the manufacturer Novell (Fig. 3.41) offers libraries
for the Client PCs and the NetWare server. Applications may run on both, PCs and
server. Third Party Call Control applications normally only run on the server. The
Novell TSAPI Telephony Server with Network Link Manager (NML) provides the
Client/Server interface and converts the TSAPI into the ECMA-standardized CSTA
(Computer-supported Telephony Application Protocol) CTI protocol, which is used
internally in the server.
Netware CTI server
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In the meantime the Microsoft TAPI Client/ Server CTI architecture for a TAPI
environment has become more common (Fig. 3.42). TAPI provides the functionality
for First Party Call Control (running on Client PCs) as well as Third Party Call
Control applications (running on the CTI server). The Telephony Server also
provides the network link manager, who is needed, for the client/server
configuration.
The manufacturer Siemens' call center application ACD runs on the CallBridge
platform, which has an architecture very similar to the Microsoft TAPI CTI
architecture (Fig. 3.42), thus providing a TAPI interface for running Client/ Server
CTI applications. On the other hand, the TSAPI "standard" is supported still by
Novell/Lucent who also participated in the Versit definition group, an international
industry-based initiative which defined a practicable CTI standard which provided a
real chance for interoperability between products of different manufactures. The
Versit technology includes the Telephony API as well as the CTI-Link protocol and
finally became the base of the latest CSTA Phase HI standard of ECMA and ISO.
3.6.3.5. The CTI Standard Protocol CSTA Phase III
The CSTA (Phases I and IJi) is the worldwide-accepted CTI protocol standard. It has
been specified by the European Computer Manufacturing Association (ECMA).
ECMA arrived to the final version CSTA Phase m Services and Protocol Standards
by integrating its 1992 version with the industry standard Versit derived from the
1992 CSTA Phase I version in the years after. Also, the ECMA final CSTA Phase HI
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Standards were approved by ISO, so that worldwide ISO Standards exist on this
matter.
The CSTA Phase in Standards specify a comprehensive set of capabilities.
Compared with the CSTA Phase I there are over 68 additional features to support
desktop, multimedia and call center applications, along with new categories of
services such as Call Detail Reporting, Media Attachment Services (media-based API
integration), and Data Collection Services. ACD and Agent Modeling capabilities are
enhanced to support advanced call center environments.
The CSTA technical committee in ECMA has worked closely with other groups
(the JTAPI ECTF group, for example) to assure that the Phase in CSTA Standard is
able to support the wide variety of procedural and object-oriented APIs available in
the industry such as TAPI, TSAPI and JTAPI.
Each Phase in feature is specified via a novel template that contains a
before/after-view of services and the required event flows that result from the
service. In addition, applications can use the advanced capability-exchange feature in
order to "discover" the capabilities, features and behavior that a specific PBX
supports without having to affect the operation of the PBX by examining its call
flows in real time. This greatly increases the determinism of the standard compared
to previous versions. This will result in the development of simpler, more robust and
portable computer-telephony applications.
For the future, the primary focus of new CSTA standardization includes
enhancements to support Internet Telephony and the concept of a universal call
identifier to track calls across various networks and equipment.
3.6.4. Web-based Call Center Solutions
For further call center enhancements the Internet/Intranet technology is introduced
for callers with Internet access. The configuration of a Web-based call center is
shown in Fig. 3.43. Internally the agents' PCs inclusive voice terminals are
connected at the call center's LAN. A voice connection is provided to the PBX via
the IP-gateway, so that external telephone calls may be established via the public
network to customers.
A customer may however only be connected with his/her multimedia PC to the
Internet so that his/her connection to a call center agent is to be established as an IP
connection for data and voice (voice over IP) via the router and the firewall. The
agents are logically connected to and controlled by the PBX so that the ACD call
center functionality is used as usual. The call center's LAN is like any Intranet
connected to the Internet via a router and protected by a firewall.
While studying a web page via the Intranet/Internet, a customer may get the
choice to click a button in order to get connected to an agent or expert, who can
provide more detailed information. Depending on the type of the available terminal
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the call may be established between the user and the agent via an Internet telephony
service (Voice over IP) or via the traditional (public) telephone network.
In both cases the caller has to supply his/her telephone number via a mask on the
web page. This information is delivered by the web-server to the ACD-server of the
call center. The ACD-server then cares for the call set-up between the caller and the
agent. At first the agent is called by the ACD-server, whereby information about the
caller automatically is shown to the agent at his/her PC screen. Subsequently the
caller is called automatically from the call center, either via the public telephone
network or via the Internet gateway depending on the supplied telephone number.
The advantage of web-based call centers is, that callers already are pre-informed
him/herself by reading the web-page and the agent gets only involved for the still
missing information. The more callers use the Internet the more efficient a call center
will operate.

Fig.3.43. Configuration of Web-based Call Center
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3.6.5. Exemplary Functional Descriptions of CTI Implementations

In order to treat the functionality of CTI applications more in depth it is necessary to
look at real implementations. Although implementations of various manufacturers
differ in various aspects, a common denominator can be found, which is taken as
basis below. However, only the most significant applications are addressed.
3.6.5.1. The Communication Manager
The Communication Manager is a First Party Call Control application, where
telephony operations are controlled via a PC. For configuration possibilities see
Fig. 3.44. A graphical user interface (GUI) eases the user' interaction with the
system. The user can address the various PBX features very comfortably via statuscontrolled feature keys on the PC screen. Telephony management functions - such as
automated dialing per mouse click from a directory - can be initiated on the PC. An
address management provides the possibility to create, administrate and update
central enterprise-wide directories (e.g. corporate directories). The address manager
is able to access the directories via the standard interface MAPI. A logbook function
provides the record of all incoming and outgoing calls with additional information
(like date and time). This provides transparency of the communication behavior.
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Fig.3.44. Communication Manager's configuration possibilities

The Communication Manager application always requires a PC platform, which
has a TAPI service provider configured on the PC. The kind of service provider
depends on the configuration environment (direct connection between the telephone
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and the PC or LAN connection only for the PC). TAPI service providers may be
configured on MS Windows 95/98 and Windows NT operating systems. The
Communication Manager itself is platform-independent, if it provides the TAPI
service provider.
The Communication Manager can be used for PBXs of various manufacturers.
Depending on the available PBX features and the TAPI service provider the number
and the type of PBX features to be utilized from the PBX may be different. There are
certified platforms on which any Communication Manager runs without any problem,
however with a different number of features. The Communication Manager, of
course, will be used most efficiently in combination with the proprietary system
telephone and the specific ISDN protocol of the PBX, for which it was designed.
3.6.5.2. The ACD Call Center
The objective and the basic functionality of a call center with Automatic Call
Distribution (ACD) have been presented in previous sections. Fig. 3.45 shows a
typical configuration which organizations with heavy telephone traffic with the
outside world may install on the basis of the implementation ACD. The ACD
consists of the modules Flexible Routing and the Business View (which in turn
comprises the Business View Composer and the Business View Observer) and the
Open Real-time Link (ORL).
ACD agents' and
supervisor's terminals

st
Public network
^KSfe
"^^^fv

Supervisor PC
with BusinessView Observer H
BussnessVsew Composer
Fig.3.45. Typical ACD configuration at a customer site
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A. Flexible Routing Module
The Flexible Routing software package provides the features for flexible routing.
Source and Destination Routing is based on information that is derived via the source
and/or the destination number from ACD database tables. These may be threshold
values, priorities used during routing and queuing time. Also customer data which is
to be displayed at the agents terminal can be derived from the ACD database.
Calendar Routing allows routing depending on a special date, time interval, time
of day, day of the week etc.
Fixed Routing via ACD Routing Tables provides fixed routing step sequences to
announcements, agent groups, voice-mail boxes, to internal or external destinations
and others.
Conditional Routing allows routing depending on the number of available agents,
number of logged-on agents, number of waiting calls in the queue of the desired
agent group, longest waiting time in a queue.
Look Ahead Routing is for cases of too busy agents and the danger of too long
waiting times for new callers. It provides distribution of incoming traffic into the
network, avoidance of internal resources bottlenecks, evaluation of neighbor ACD
systems for call delivery, or - lastly - connection of busy tone to the calling customer
in order to save charging costs, etc.
Skill Based Routing selects the most skilled agents for the customer's specific
needs.
Display of Information and other features supported by the Flexible Routing:
at the agent's terminal (a certain Digital Telephone or PC): name of calling
or called party, number of waiting calls in (the own group's) queue (4 levels
of info are configurable per ACD group), status of agent
(unavailable/available, post-processing, automatic post-processing) are
available. Further, specific Agent Features like the exchange of shorts
messages between agent and supervisor, help call to supervisor, automatic
call pickup, voice announcement about customer identification, "service out"
activation are provided;
at a specific supervisor's terminal: check/control of agents availability
(check/display logon/logoff, availability of one or all agents of a group),
manual change of night/day service, issue of short messages to agent
(groups), silent or tone monitoring are available.
B. Business View Module
The Business View software offers a set of ACD administrating, observing and
reporting tools. The features are provided by the ACD server and operated at the
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ACD client. Call center managers and supervisors can use several features for the
ACD online operation, the enhancement of systems effectiveness (by optimizing the
use of available resources) and features which enable a transparent view of and the
access to all-important system and agent performance information. These features
generate online reports of statistical traffic data, focussing on the performance of the
agents and the whole ACD system. This kind of information is needed in order to
respond to evolving problems, fluctuating demands, shifting personnel and for the
ability to safely change and simply create or modify agent assignments, routing steps
and measurements criteria.
These operations are supported by the provision of simple/intuitive graphical
user interfaces, with easy to handle drag and drop features.
As mentioned above, the Business View software package consists of the
Business View Composer and Business View Observer packages.
The Business View Composer provides ACD system administration,
configuration and historical reporting (off-line) features:
administration features provide an overview of the whole ACD system, "drag
and drop" and assistance for a simplified administration, on-line
administration during normal ACD operation;
historical and statistical reporting gives to the management the key
information needed for further improving the performance of the ACD
system: optimizing the configuration like improving the staffing of agents,
identify business procedures that need to be changed and getting the change
of customer behavior derived.
This kind of management decisions is supported with a set of different standard
reports (e.g. for agent groups, agents, transactions, source/destination numbers, ACD
routing tables, trunks, etc.). Snapshot reporting runs only once after being started for
about one hour (ahead or after starting time), timely determined reporting runs
continuously or time limited, individual reporting runs once for a longer time,
scheduled reporting runs daily, weekly or monthly. The data is stored (in options) for
several days, which allows weekly, monthly or quarterly off-line analysis and reports.
Other on-line observing and reporting features are provided by the Business
View Observer: number of incoming calls, number of lost calls, length of the queue
of waiting calls for a certain group of agents, longest or average waiting time for
certain groups of agents, number of calls answered by a certain agent and holding
time.
Package provides real-time reporting and administration features like:
•

on-line traffic condition display of multiple ACD systems or ACD groups;
the current activities of several agents at a time can be shown;
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on-line administration for the re-/definition of teams (ACD groups);
definition of alarms for agents, groups and teams; 3 types of on-line help in
order to keep the ACD call center's performance at its peak, self-teaching
and easy to use graphical user interfaces; a step by step wizards, which fully
explains the steps of key procedures; question marks, which can be clicked
on and dragged into a field and buttons for explanations;
alarm display (e.g. the last 200 out of an alarm logbook): A directory points
to what is needed to be known. If eventually an agent is to be deleted to
whom calls are still routed to or in case of other deletions, a warning box will
pop up, offering immediate options. Thus embarrassing "black holes"
routings, which can leave callers stranded or routed to a wrong team, are
minimized;
sorting and filtering of agents information (customized): Teams of special
selected agents can be defined flexibly, in order to track key populations
such as new agents, agents with common training experience, etc.;
ACD Client provides several wall displays and allows the definition of own
news, displays real-time traffic information, input of variables (time, state,
day, waiting time), colors, special effects. The wall display is configurable
with the Business View Composer.

The Open Real-time Link is the interface to the ACD client terminals, which are
connected to the customer's LAN. As an open interface it may also be used by other
applications for the access of ACD traffic and configuration data, which is collected
and handled in the ACD Server such as changing status of agents, queuing
information, service level information, configuration data of agents/ agent groups and
service levels, duration of ACD calls, etc. It thus enables further enhancements of the
agents' workflow efficiency, e.g. with the integration of Flexible Routing and CTI
applications. The agent terminal states changes and a call answer status is offered to
enable synchronized voice and data applications.
3.6.5.3. Additional CTI Applications for ACD Call Centers
Calls may also be controlled and supported by additional customer-specific and other
external First and Third Party Call Control CTI applications. In the following
paragraphs two examples are described.
A. First Party Call Control CTI Application for Call Center Agents
Fig. 3.46 shows a possible configuration for making use of a customized First Party
Call Control CTI application in connection with a call center. Thus together with
using a headset an agent can operate ACD calls much more comfortably. On a call
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arriving, the agent instantly receives on the PC screen information about the caller,
e.g. specific customer data from a customer database (which may reside in the agents
PC or publicly on another server).
The information about the caller delivered by the PBX (calling/called number
and other source information) may be used in order to trigger the customized
application in the PC.

Integrated agent's
workplace

PDA

Call processing with
Flexible Routing
package

Customer LAN
ISDN
Customer data
applications
Customer
database
PC with headset

Fig.3.46. ACD configuration with customer First Party CTI applications

B. Customized Third Party Call Control CTI Applications
Fig. 3.47 shows a typical configuration for using an additional CallBridge Third
Party Call Control CTI application in an ACD call center. This configuration allows
to provide much more sophisticated customer data, which on the basis of the callers
telephone number or other information may be derived from a centralized customer
database and then be delivered together with the arriving call at the agent's PC.
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Fig.3.47. ACD configuration with customer Third Party CTI applications

3.7. Convergence and Terminals
3.7.1. The PC-the

Multiservice/Multimedia Terminal

The personal computer PC has evolved to a powerful all-round terminal for
telecommunication services. Thanks to the modular structure, its basic functions can
be extended by various cards. The PCs commonly in use today are based on CISCprocessors (CISC: Complex Instruction Set Computer) in contrast to workstations,
where RISC-processors are used (RISC: Reduced Instruction Set Computer). CISCprocessors are e.g. offered within the family of Intel-Processors (386, 486, Pentium,
Pentium-Pro) or as "clones" from other manufacturers (such as AMD, Cyrix). The
control of the PC (and the different cards) and its operation by the user is achieved
by specialized software, which under the control of the PC operating system offers
the various applications.
This creates a flexibility, which allows to access totally different
telecommunication services via one terminal. In addition, the combination of
different telecommunication services with different applications offers powerful
usage opportunities with the PC. Through the modular concept these applications are
completely independent of the type of the telecommunication interface.
For telecommunications the following interface cards are in use:
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simple interface for direct connection of two PCs (serial, parallel or wireless
via infrared);
analogue interface to the telephone network;
digital interface to the ISDN;
radio interface to radio mobile networks (especially for portable PCs in the
form of PMCIA cards);
interfaces to the different LANs' types (Ethernet, Token Ring, FDDI) or also
to ATM.
The simple interfaces mentioned above allow direct coupling of PCs for
exchange of data without telecommunication networks in-between. For the access to
the analogue telephone network a modem (modulator/ demodulator) is necessary to
convert the digital data signals into analogue signals within the telephone frequency
band between 300 Hz and 3400 Hz. The modem can be externally attached to the PC
or can also be internally integrated. In both cases the basic functions of the modem
are the same. The difference lies in the realization of the digital interface: In the first
case one of the normally available serial or parallel interfaces will be used. For the
internal solution, the modem is directly coupled to the PC-internal bus.
Together with appropriate software as well as dedicated input/output devices
such as loudspeaker and camera the PC can be used for data transfer, telephony (incl.
answering machine), video-communication and access to Internet/Intranet or other
on-line services within the boundary of the network capabilities. (Regarding
advanced PC-support for telephony see also Chapter 3.6.)
Being able to handle different telecommunication services with different
communication media (e.g. data, voice, video) the PC besides being a multiservice
terminal is also a multimedia-terminal in the sense that in a telecommunication
session different media can be combined. This is especially important for the use of
the Internet, where in a session the information delivered can be text, pixel graphics,
sound and video in combination.
3.7.2. TV-Set and Set-top Box
Like the PC, also the TV-set is going to become a universal terminal for a variety of
services, although the developments are still at the beginning. In this context a
convergence of the TV-set and the PC from the functionality's point of view is
envisaged. In order to make a TV-set (traditionally a receiver) a universal terminal, a
specific device is attached to it, the Set-top Box (STB).
Initially set-top boxes were introduced together with Digital Video Broadcasting
(DVB). They decode digital video signals encoded according to the DVB standard
(MPEG2). Also set-top boxes exist which decode specially encrypted pay programs.
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In the meantime, Set-top Boxes are announced and partly introduced to the
markets reaching functionality comparable to PCs. Those terminals can - depending
on the implementation - provide interactivity (via modem) for home banking and
electronic commerce. An interface to a normal CD-ROM-drive will allow to use an
electronic post order catalogue; the articles are selected via the set-top box and
directly ordered via the modem. Some advanced set-top boxes will offer Internet
access, incl. Electronic Mail, Web-surfing and also Internet Telephony VoIP). Some
add disc drives for organizing Electronic Mail communication, downloading Web
files (incl. sound and digital photos).
The idea driving manufacturers to enhance set-top boxes is that many want PCfunctionality (e.g. use Internet and its services) in a friendly living room environment
instead of installing a computer for these purposes. For this reason set-top boxes are
also constructed in such way that they nicely fit together with the TV-set.
3.7.3. Personal Intelligent Communicator
The Personal Intelligent Communicator (PIC) - also known as Personal Digital
Agent (PDA) - is the result of the convergence of telephone, personal organizer and
computer. Although all three have, only recently, different product lines, they are
now approaching each other.
Traditionally, the telephone is the terminal for communication and cooperation,
whereas the capability for processing and storing is only needed on a low systemspecific level (e.g. for storing telephone numbers). Organizers are essentially
specialized in storing data, like diaries, agendas, addresses, and notes. Their
processing capability (originating from pocket calculators) is specialized. Organizers
work stand-alone and do not support communication and cooperation. Computers and
PCs on the other hand offer universal processing capability and huge data capacity.
One trend now goes in the direction to combine as many as possible of the before
mentioned virtues in one terminal. Boundary conditions are cost and portability and
mobile telecommunication. Although objectives and constraints are clear, and also
many of the technological issues in principle solved, the question how far the various
solutions to come will find acceptance is still open.
Depending on the manufacturers' main area of activity Personal Intelligent
Communicators come from the telephone side, from the organizer side and
particularly from the computer side, like the Newton MessagePad.
The Newton MessagePad is generally seen as the forerunner of PICs/PDAs. It
has been developed over many years (starting at the end of the 1980's), and has been
improved and enhanced version by version. The Newton MessagePad is intended to
be used as a personal tool for the management of the individual diary, storing of
handwritten notes, handling addresses, calculation and other applications
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programmed individually with the help of the high level object oriented programming
language Newton Script. Here of course a wide range of applications can be
implemented, reaching from specific data retrieval functions to computer games. All
data storing is supported by a data base management system. The interface to the user
is window- and menu-oriented. As telecommunication is concerned, the TCP/IP and
HTTP protocols are supported and the message transfer goes via radio mobile access
using a PCMCIA card.
3.7.4. Functions of Intelligent Networks in Terminals
This section finally addresses another kind of convergence encountered in the
context of terminals, namely the convergence of network control intelligence and
applications in terminals. In today's networks the distribution of intelligence for
various support of communication is not a question of functionality anymore, but of
operational costs, time to market and network solution dependent quality aspects.
The spectrum of distribution ranges from classical node intelligence over the IN
approach {Intelligent Network according to the classical Bellcore IN concept) and
client-server architectures to implementations where the intelligence is downloaded
as software into the terminals and solutions where all intelligence is put into the
terminal from beginning.
Infrastructure and technology limitations disappear. For example, the price for
storage and CPU power is going down and the cost for bandwidth is dropping
steadily. Hence, intelligence in a network is distributed as best suited for services,
cost efficiency and speed.
Network solutions with integrated intelligence (according to the IN concept)
have the advantages that centralized storage of software, applications and data are
cheaper and easier to handle than in decentralized system, that the OA&M of
integrated intelligence is simpler, that performance goals are easier to achieve, and
that terminals which are kept simple are cheaper than intelligent ones. The latter
argument is very important for mass markets.
On the other hand, systems where the intelligence is distributed and decoupled
from the basic infrastructure have the advantages that new services can be created
and deployed easily, that services can be provided independently of the network, that
provision of location dependent or locally required services is easy and that the
reliability of a particular platform becomes less critical.
Which approach is the more preferable one therefore depends on the actual
framework and business case of the network operator. Nevertheless, it is obvious that
along with the trend within telecommunications towards open system interfaces,
distribution of intelligence and functionality over the network follows as a clear trend
as well. This applies both to the backbone network on one hand and to the access
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network and the customer premises equipment (CPE) on the other. For example, the
functionality involved in call set-up (call management, connection management,
fabric management, service management) can be distributed over various servers in a
network, rather than being incorporated all in one single switch.
Services and applications become decoupled from the network infrastructure.
The networks only provide basic building blocks, and these building blocks must be
flexible and scalable. The actual services are based on software. Fig. 3.48 illustrates
these points.
j l l i j Realtime, Interaction
l,|f^ertair^erjLEducati<»t etc.
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Fig.3.48. Services, applications and network infrastructure

3.7.5. Perspectives
Future multimedia applications will certainly heavily be based on terminal devices.
This point may be elucidated by the current situation in the broadcasting world:
Processing power and software are helping universalize consumer equipment like the
Set-top Box (see section 3.7.2). The product life-cycle problems associated with
hardware are overcome by implementing functionality in software, thus reducing
market inertia and facilitating innovation. Moreover this provides devices with a
level of intelligence, which allow broadcasting networks to emulate the switching
capabilities previously found in telecommunication networks only. For instance,
satellite pay-television operators can today address individual customers through
conditional access systems. A hybrid return path for interactive services can be
provided using the terrestrial telecommunications network.
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In general, terminals will consist of a basic network interface and an applicationspecific part. The terminals will become execution devices and the applications will
be downloaded from servers. Hereby the trend is that the applications are
programmed on the basis of Java (universal programming language for I nternet
applications). I n this case a Java virtual machine has to be implemented on the
terminal.
The services' realization is based on negotiated network capabilities involving
aspects like mobility, bandwidth dependent quality and location dependent
reachability. I t is feasible that a whole new range of terminal devices will be
developed, which are by far more intelligent than today's simple telephones, but by
far less than the almost over-engineered PCs. A new market for cheap, but
nevertheless multifunctional and rather powerful terminals may emerge.
Traditional terminals will get similar user interfaces and offer equivalent
services. The further evolution in the world of the terminals will be twofold. On one
hand universal devices, supporting all services, will be available. On the other
dedicated devices will be developed further for specific applications. This is
highlighted in Fig. 3.49.
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Figure 3.49. Evolution of terminals
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Home Location Register
High Speed Circuit Switched Data
HyperText Markup Language
HyperText Transfer Protocol
Internet Activities Board
Internet Broadcasting Service
Internet Control Message Protocol
ISDN-like DSL
Internet Engineering Task Force
Interface
Internet Group Management Protocol
Incumbent Local Exchange Carrier
Internet Group Multicast Protocol
International Mobile Telecommunications-2000
Intelligent Network
IN Application Part
Integrated Services
Internet Protocol
New Generation IP
IP over ATM
IP over Frame Relay
IP Security
Inter-network Packet Exchange
Integrated Services Digital Network
International Standards Organization
Internet Service Provider
ISDN User Part
Information Technologies
International Telecommunications Union
Interworking Function
Interworking Unit
Long-distance carrier
Java TAPI
Local Area Network
LAN Emulation
Local Exchange Carrier
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LEX
LL
LMDS
LPC
MAC
MAN
MAP
MAP
MCU
MExE
MFC
MG
MGC
MGCP
MIB
MIME
MMI
MMI
MOS
MPEG
MPLS
MPOA
MSAC
MSC
MSDSL
MSS
MT
NAP
NE
N-ISDN
NML
NNI
NT
OA&M
OADM
ORL
OSI
ODXS
OSPF
PBX
PC
PCM
PCN
PCS
PDA
PDU
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Local Exchange
Leased Line
Local Multipoint Distribution System
Linear Predictive Coding
Medium Access Control
Metropolitan Area Network
Mobile Application Part
Messaging Application Protocol
Multicast Control Unit
Mobile station application Execution Environment
Multi-Frequency Code
Media Gateway
Media Gateway Controller
Media Gateway Control Protocol
Management Information Base
Multipurpose Internet Mail Extension
Multimedia Information
Man-Machine Interface
Mean Opinion Score
Motion Picture Expert Group
Multi-Protocol Label Switching
Multi-protocol over ATM
Multi-Service Access Concentrator
Mobile Switching Center
Multirate Symmetric DSL
Mobile Satellite System
Mobile Terminal
Network Access Point
Network Element
Narrowband ISDN
Network Link Manager
Network-Network Interface
Network Termination
Operation, Administration and Maintenance
Optical ADM
Open Realtime Link
Open System Interconnection
Optical DXS
Open Shortest Path First
Private Branch Exchange
Personal Computer
Pulse Code Modulation
Personal Communications Network
Personal Communications Services
Personal Digital Assistant
Protocol Data Unit

Abbreviations
PDH
PHS
PHY
Pel
PIC
PIN
PINT
PINX
PLMN
PN
PN
PNE
PNNI
PON
PoP
POTS
PPP
PPS
PRI
PSTN
PVC
PVN
QoS
QSIG
RADSL
RAN
RAS
RFC
RIP
RISC
RLA
RMI
RNC
RSVP
RT
RTCP
RTP
SCE
SCP
SDH
SDSL
SDV
SG
SIM
SIP
SLA

Plesiochronous Digital Hierarchy
Personal Handyphone System
Physical Layer
Minimum-size picture element
Personal Intelligent Communicator
Personal Identification Number
Private Integrated Network Termination
Private Integrated Network Exchange
Public Land Mobile Network
Personal Number
Private Network
Private Network Emulation
Private Network Node Interface
Passive Optical Network
Point-of-Presence
Plain Old Telephone Service
Point-to-Point Protocol
Prepaid Service
Primary Rate Interface
Public Switched Telephone Network
Permanent Virtual Circuit
Private Virtual Network
Quality of Service
Signaling at Q-Reference Point of ISDN
Rate Adaptive DSL
Radio Access Network
Remote Access Server
Request for Comments
Routing Information Protocol
Reduced Instruction Set Computer
Remote LAN Access
Java Remote Method Invocation
Radio Network Controller
Resource Reservation Protocol
Real Time
RTP Control Protocol
Real-time Transport Protocol
Service Creation Environment
Service Control Point
Synchronous Digital Hierarchy
Symmetric Digital Subscriber Line
Switched Digital Video
Signaling Gateway
Subscriber Identity Module
Session Initiation Protocol
Service Level Agreement
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SMDS
SMP
SMS
SMTP
SNA
SNMP
SOHO
SONET
SS7
SSF
SSP
STB
STMA
SVC
Tl
TAPI
TC
TCP
TD-CDMA
TDM
TEX
TIPHON
ToS
TSAPI
UBR
UDP
UDSL
UIM
UMTS
UNI
UPT
USIM
USSD
UTP
UTRA
UTRAN
VAD
VBR
VCI
VDSL
VHE
VLAN
VLR
VoATM
VoD
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Switched Multimegabit Data Services
Service Management Point
Short Message Service
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol
System Network Architecture
Simple Network Management Protocol
Small Office/Home Office
Synchronous Optical NET work
Signaling System No. 7
Service Switching Function
Service Switching Point
Set-Top Box
System Trunk Module ATM
Switched Virtual Connection
PCM multiplex signal at 1544 kbit/s (US standard)
Telephony API
Traffic Class
Transmission Control Protocol
Time Division CDMA
Time Division Multiplexing
Transit Exchange
Telecommunications and Internet Protocol
Harmonization Over Network Project
Type of Service
Telephony Service API
Unspecified Bit Rate
User Datagram Protocol
Universal ADSL
UMTS Identity Module
Universal Mobile Telecommunications System
User Network Interface
Universal Personal Telecommunications
User Service Identity Module
Unstructured Supplementary Service Data
Unshielded Twisted Pair
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access
UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access Network UMTS
Voice Activity Detection
Variable Bit Rate
Virtual Channel Identifier
Very high-speed DSL
Virtual Home Environment
Virtual LAN
Visitor Location Register
Voice over ATM
Voice over Data

Abbreviations

VoD
VoFR
VoIP
VPI
VPN
WAN
WAP
W-CDMA
WDM
WLAN
WLL
WML
WP-CDMA
WTA
WTP
WWW
xDSL

Video-on-Demand
Voice over Frame Relay
Voice over IP
Virtual Path Identifier
Virtual Private Network
Wide Area Network
Wireless Application Protocol
Wideband CDMA
Wave-Division Multiplexing
Wireless LAN
Wireless Local Loop
Wireless Markup Language
Wideband Packet CDMA
Wireless Telephony Applications
Wireless Transaction Protocol
World-Wide Web
Digital Subscriber Line
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